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CAREER EDUCATION

TUESDAY, MAY 20, 1975

U.S. 1 !OUSE or REPRESEN'I'ATIVEti.
SUBCOMM rrrEE ON ELEZIEN'I'ARY.

SECONDARY A ND VOCA'110NAI. EDUCATION
OF TILE COMM 1T1T.E ON EDUCATION A ND LABOR.

Washington. D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:40 a.m.. pursuant to call. in room 2175.

Ra3buin Ilouse Office lion. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Members present : RepresentatiN es Perkins. 'Afeeds. 131ouin.
Mot tl I fall. and Quie.

Sta members present : John Jennings. counsel; Charles Radcliffe.
minority counsel.

Chairman PEan-ixs. The committee will come to order. A quorum
is present.

The Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary. and Vocational Edu-
cation is conducting a hearing toda3 on career education. During the
course of the subcommittee's hearings so far this }ear on vocational
and occupational education there has been some discussion of valve]
education. We felt that it was important to hold an independent hear-
ing on career education to emphasize the broad scope of the idea.

As I understand it. career education is meant to permeate our en-
tire viluk.ational prtwess from the ear13 elenientar3 years through the
termination of school.

Vocational education is thought of as a component of career educa-
tion in that it provides particular job training at some point in the
educational process but in no Wa3 is vocational education meant to be
coterminous 'a ith calve' education oi career education with vocational
education although it na3 be know n by the label of "career education"
at the time.

T like to think that the tapes of experience that T had as a student
in eastern Kentuck3 were career education during the early years of
schooling. In m3 schooling. Ne were exposed to many different jobs.
We also acquired partienhu job skills such as carpentr3 and brick-
laying. B3 the end of schooling therefore we knew about the many dif-
ferent t3 pus of jobs a ail able iu our communit3 . But we also had mas-
tered part It idar job skills. In the I Oth grade you matriculated. At that
time the majorit3 of the uungAers dropped out in the 8th grade and
%Nero qualified to hold jobs as carpenters. and let some of their sisters
come to the school and pay their way.

So this idea is not a new idea. Tt has been practiced through the
ears. But sometimes these things become a lost art. now to be picked
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up again by different generations. the same system that NNe had.
Industrial. art S nay emnpulsor3 from the 3d grade through the second
year of high school.

Now it is discretionary for 1 year or 2 years in high school. That
is quite late to start and it is different. You just don't learn those things
at that age that you would learn when you are exposed to them and
practiced when you are in the 3d. -Rh. 5th, (it h. 7th grade, 11, 12 years
of age, and learn lion to put up a fence and do it in a skilled manner.
Any type of fencing, any type of carpentry you are exposed to.
masonry of all types, that to my way of thinking is what career
educat ion is about.

I hope that during the course of today's hearings the witnesses
k ill expound on their understanding of career education and also their
feelings on how that idea ought to tit into our educational system.

I am delighted this morning to welcome before the committee Hon.
Virginia Y. Trotter, Assistant Secretary for Education of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, accompanied by Dr.
Kenneth Ho3 t, Associate Commissioner for Career Education, and 1)1..
Sidney P. Marland, Jr., President of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board and Mr. Eugene Sydnor, chairman of the Education and
Manpower Commission, U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

We will hear from you first Dr. Trotter and then Dr. Marland. Go
ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. VIRGINIA Y. TROTTER, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. KENNETH HOYT, AS-
SOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR CAREER EDUCATION, AND RICHARD
HASTINGS, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
LEGISLATION

Dr. TmrrEit. Thank you. I NN mild like also to introduce Mm. Richard
Hastings, who is Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation.

Chairman PERkixs. I do want to state that the House goes into
session at 10 a.m. today, very much to my regret. It is just one of those
occasions. Without objection all of the prepared statements will be in-
serted in the record. It may be that Son may want to summarize your
statements or proceed in any NN ay you prefer. Go ahead, Dr. 'Trotter.

Dr. TitTTER. Thank you. I am pleased to be here this morning to
discuss our efforts in the area of career education. At this time I will
summarize 1113 statement and the full statement will be submitted for
the record.

Since 1971 career education has been 01w of the top priorities of the
U.S. Office of Education and now the Education Division, which in-
cludes the National Institute of Education and the Fund for the Im-
pro\ emcnt of Postsecondary Education. As an indication o the con-
tinuing priority which we are giving this area NN e would like to note
that the U.S. Commissioner of Education has budgeted $7 million of
his discretionary funds from the Special Projec's Act to career educa-
tion for fiscal year 1970 for a total of $10 million for the program. This
is more than has been allocated to any other activity tinder that act for
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fiscal yar 1976. We belieNe that this action clearly demonstrates our
continuing strong commitment to the concept of career education.

lie fore I proceed perhaps it NN Oldd be helpful to the subcommittee if
1 offered our working definition of what career education is, since
this term seems to be one which means different things to different peo-
ple: We define career education us taw total it} of experiences tltrough

hicli one learns about alai prepares to engage in work as part of her
or his w ay of living. Dr. Ito:\ t ill elaborate on this definition in his
statement.

Although we will be describing OE's career education efforts here
today we should not lose sight of the fact that both the National In-
stitute of I.:due:01mi and the Fund for the Imprtnement of Post-
,,econtla Education are also supporting valuable work in this area.

The fund has pro\ itled substantial support for promising new ap-
proaches diret ted toward the integration of work and education since
the programs began. These include projects which : (1) Improve the
match between job requirements and educational programs through
competenc. -based approaches: (2) de% clop new linkages between
liberal arts colleges and occupational programs to broaden student
learning options: (3) encourage learning as a lifelong activity
through programs more resiantsiN e to the needs of working people;

( I) joint education, career counseling and information services.
For fiscal ear 1976 the President's budget requests an increase of $6
million for the fund to be devoted to this area of work and education.

Since it began in August 1972 the NIE has had a major commitment
to supporting research and development in the area of career
education. First, the NIE's authorizing legislation specifically calls
for the Institute to undertake R D in this area as part of its broad
mandate to ituproNe education through research, development and
dissemination.

Second. funding for projects transferred from the Office of Educa-
tion to NIE and additional projects initiated b.) the Institute totaled
$43 million for fiscal years 1973, 1971 and 1973, approximately 17 per-
cent of ME's expenditures ON er this 3-year period. Finally, NIT: pro -

posts to continue efforts in this area, particularly those ainied at un-
pro \ ing the preparation of y outh and adults for choosing. entering
and progressing in careers. To this end the Institute has identified
education and work as one of five problem areas on which we will
concentrate fiscal year 197(1 resources.

Between fiscal year 1972 and fiscal year 1973 the U.S. Office of
Education expended approximatel $.i2 ruillion on career education.
An illustration of legislat it e authorit and sources of such expendi-
tures is found in fiscal ear 197:1 figures reported in document No. 1
submitted hole for the record. In fiscal ear 1973, of $13.2 million pos-
sibl:t ailable fol (Alec' education expenditures under existing legis-
lative authorities $18.6 million was expended in direct support of
comprehensiNC Career education efforts. Most of this $18.6 million.
$16.7 million. came from funds alio( OA untier legislat he authorities
found in OE's Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

I want to ellldiaNiZe the 10'3, role played by OE's Bureau of Occupa-
tional and Adult Education, under the leadership of Dr. Robert
Worthington and his successor. Dr. William F. Pierce. during this

7
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In summarizing this brief historical over\ ioN. it seems safe to
conclude that the idea of career education has been met NN ith great
enthusiasm across the land. Noer has a Federal call for educational
reform been accepted so rapidliN %% it II so great an expenditure of State
and local effort. in St) short a tune, allt.I \\ it II so Valk Federal support.
The record On this point is both clear and convincing.

I think in retrospect these decisions lune been NNise and appropriate.
With pan. permission. Mr. Chairman, I %%mild now like to turn to

Dr. Kenneth I foyt. Director of the Office of Career Education, Who
will summarize the current act Mlles of t hat 011ice.

Chairman PcuRixs. Go ahead. Doctor.
Dr. limn.. Mr. Chairman. members of the committee. I am deeply

appreciative of the opportunity of appearing before you this morn-
ing. In the interest of your busy schedule I have prepared a longer
statement.

Chairman PaKixs. Without objection your statement will be in-
serted in the record. Dr. I loyt.

I n format ion referred to above follows :I
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An Introduction
a

To Career education
A Policy Paper of the U.S. Office of Education
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FOREWORD

This booklet represents the U.S. Office of Education's first
comprehensive conceptual statement on career education. Initially

prepared in February 1974, draft copies have been reviewed by
career education leaders at the local, State, and national levels.
An extremely high degree of consensus was found when comments
regarding the draft document were studied.

In September 1974, the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare approved, as HEW policy, a paper entitled Career Educa-
tion: Toward a Third Environment. This booklet, An Introduction
to Career Education, describes the Office of Education s interpre-
tation of the HEW policy on career education. Its content is

also consistent with the provisions of Section 406 of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1974, which provides the first official
congressional endorsement of career education. The appended

"Explanatory and Interpretive Statement" illustrates the high
degree of consensus that now appears to exist among career educa-
tion leaders at all levels.

The Office of Education is pleased to announce release of

this policy statement. It is our hope that it will be helpful to

State education agencies and to local school systems as they
develop and expand their own concepts of career education.

T. H. Bell
U. S. Commissioner
of Education
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AN INTRODUCTION TO CAREER EDUCATION

Career education represents a response to a call for educa-
tional reform. This call has arisen from a variety of sources,
each of which has voiced dissatisfaction with American education
as it currently exists. Such sources include students, parents,
the business-industry-labor community, out-of-school youth and
adults, minorities, the disadvantaged, and the general public.
While their specific concerns vary, all seem to agree that
American education is in need of major reform at all levels.
Career education is properly viewed as one of several possible
responses that could be given to this call.

Conditions Calling for Educational Reform

The prime criticisms of American education that career educa-
tion seeks to correct include the following:

1. Too many persons leaving our educational system are
deficient in the basic academic skills required for
adaptability in today's rapidly changing society.

2. Too many students fail to see meaningful relationships
between what they are being asked to learn in school and
what they will do when they leave the educational system.
This is true of both those who remain to graauate and
those who drop out of the educational system.

3. American education, as currently structured, best meets
the educational needs of that minority of persons who
will someday become college graduates. It fails to
place equal emphasis on meeting the educational needs of
that vast majority of students who will never be college
graduates.

4. American education has not kept pace with the rapidity
of change in the postindustrial occupational society.
As a result, when worker qualifications are compared with
job requirements, we find overeducated and undereducated
workers are present in large numbers. Both the boredom
of the overeducated worker and the frustration of the
undereducated worker have contributed to growing worker
alienation in the total occupational society.

5. Too many persons leave our educational system at both
the secondary and collegiate levels unequipped with the
vocational skills, the self-understanding and career
decision-making skills, or the work attitudes that are
essential for making a successful transition from school
to work.
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6. The growing need for and presence of women in the work
force has not been reflected adequately in either the
educational or the career options typically pictured for
girls enrolled in our educational system.

7. The growing needs for continuing and recurrent education"
of adults are not being met adequately by our current
systems of public education.

8. Insufficient attention has been given to learning oppor-
tunities which exist outside the structure of formal
education and are increasingly needed by both youth and
adults in our society.

9. The general public, including parents and the business-
industry-labor community, has not been given an adequate
role in formulation of educational policy.

10. American education, as currently structured, does not
adequately meet the needs of minority or economically
disadvantaged persons in our society.

11. Post high school education has given insufficient
emphasis to educational programs at the sub-baccalaureate
degree level.

It is both important and proper that these criticisms be
answered, in part, through pointing to the significant accomplish-
ments of American education. Growth in both the quality and the
quantity of American education must be used as a perspective for
answering the critics. Such a perspective, of course, is not in
itself an answer. The answers given to such criticisms must take
the form of either refutation of the criticisms or constructive
educational changes designed to alleviate those conditions being
criticized. The prospects of refuting these criticisms, to the
satisfaction of the general public, seem slight. Thus, an action
program of educational reform appears to be needed. Career educa-
tion represents one such program.

Answering the Call for Educational Reform: The Rationale of Career
Education

Each of the 11 criticisms cited centers on relationships
between education and lifestyles of individuals. Any comprehensive
program of educational reform designed to answer such criticisms
must be based on some common element inherent in each of them.
Such a common element must be one that can logically be related to
the needs of all persons involved in education. It must be related
to the societal goals for education as well as to the individual
personal growth goals of learners.
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One such element that seems appropriate to consider for use
is the concept of work. For purposes of this rationale, "work"
has this specific definition:

"Work" is conscious effort, other than that involved in
activities whose primary purpose is either coping or
relaxation, aimed at producing benefits for oneself and/or
for oneself and others.

This definition, which includes both paid and unpaid work,
speaks to the survival need of society for productivity. It also
speaks to the personal need of all individuals to find meaning in
their lives through their accomplishments. It provides one possible
societal basis for supporting education. Simultaneously, it
provides one clearly recognizable reason for both educators and
students to engage in education. It emphasizes the goal of educa
tion, as preparation for work, in ways that neither demean nor
detract from other worthy goals of education. It is a concept
which, while obviously encompassing economic man, reaches beyond
to the broader aspects of productivity in one's total life
style--including leisure time.

As such, it serves as a universally common answer to_all who
ask, "Why should I learn?" The fact that it may represent, for
any given individual, neither the only answer nor necessarily the
most important answer to this question is irrelevant to this claim
for commonality.

Proposals for educational change made in response to any
criticism or combination of criticisms cited above can all be
accomplished through use of the concept of work. It accommodates
the productivity goals of society in ways that emphasize the
humanizing goals of American education. It is this quality that
lends credence to career education as a vehicle for educational
reform.

A Generic Definition of Career Education

In a generic sense, the definition of "career education" must
obviously be derived from definitions of the words "career" and
"education." In seeking a generic definition nor career education,
these words arc defined as follows:

"Career" is the totality of wont one decs in his or her
lifetime.

"Education" is the totality of experiences through which
one learns.
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Based on these two definitions, "career education" is
defined as follows:

"Career education" is the totality of experiences through
which one learns about and prepares to engage in work as

part of her or his way of living.

"Career," as defined here, is a developmental concept
beginning in the very early years and continuing well into the
retirement years. "Education," as defined here, obviously
includes more than the formal educational system. Thus, this

generic definition of career education is purposely intended to
be of a very broad and encompassing nature. At the same time,
it is intended to be considerably less than all of life or one's

reasons for living.

Basic Concept Assumptions of Career Education

Based on the generic definition of career education and its
rationale as cited above, the career education movement has
embraced a number of basic concept assumptions. These assumptions

include:

1. Since both one's career and one's education extend from
the preschool through the retirement years, career educa-
tion must also span almost the entire life cycle.

2. The concept of productivity is central to the definition
of work and so to the entire concept of career education.

3. Since "work" includes unpaid activities as well as paid
employment, career education's concerns, in addition to
its prime emphasis on paid employment, extend to the work
of the student as a learner, to the growing numbers of
volunteer wc.kers in our society, to the work of the
full-time homemaker, and to work activities in which one
engages as part of leisure and/or recreational time.

4. The cosmopolitan nature of today's society demands that
career education embrace a multiplicity of work values,
rather than a single work ethic, as a means of helping
each individual answer the question, "Why should I work?"

5. Both one's career and one's education are best viewed in
a developmental rather than in a fragmented sense.

6. Career education is for all persons--including the young
and the old, the mentally handicapped and the intellect-
ually gifted, the poor and the wealthy, males and females,
students in elementary schools and in graduate colleges.
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7. The societal objectives of career education are to help
all individuals to: (a) want to work, (b) acquire the
skills necessary for work in these times, and (c) engage
in work that is satisfying to the individual and bene-
ficial to society.

8. The individualistic goals of career education are to make
work (a) possible, (b) meaningful, and (c) satisfying for
each individual throughout his or her lifetime.

9. Protection of the individual's freedom to choose--and
assistance in king and implementing career decisions- -
are of centra- concern to career education.

10. The expertise required for implementing career education
exists in many parts of society and is not limited to
those employed in formal education.

Taken as a whole, these 10 concept assumptions represent a
philosophical base for current career education efforts. Career
education makes no pretense of picturing these assumptions as
anything more than the simple beliefs they represent. Certainly,
each is debatable and none has sufficient acceptance as yet to
be regarded as an educational truism.

Programmatic Assumptions of Career Education

Operationally, career education programs have been initiated
based on a combination of research evidence and pragmatic observa-
tions. While subject to change and/or modification based on
further research efforts, the following programmatic assumptions
are intended to serve as examples of the truth as we presently
know it. Each is stated, insofar as possible, in the form of a
testable hypothesis. By doing so, it is hoped that further
research will be stimulated.

1. If students can see relationships between what they are
being asked to learn in school and the world of work,
they will be motivated to learn more in school.

2. No single learning strategy exists that is best for all
students. For example, some students will learn best by
reading books, and others will learn best by combining
reading with other kinds of learning activities. A
comprehensive educational program should provide a series
of alternative learning strategies and learning environ-
ments for students.

3. Basic academic skills, a personally meaningful set of
work values, and good work habits represent adaptability
tools needed by all persons who choose to work in today's
rapidly changing occupational society.
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4. Increasingly, entry into today's occupational society
demands that those who seek employment possess a
specific set of vocational skills. Unskilled labor is
less and less in demand.

5. Career development, as part of human development, begins
in the preschool years and continues into the retirement
years. Its maturational patterns differ from individual
to individual.

6. Work values, a part of one's personal value system, are
developed to a significant degree during the elementary
school years and are modifiable during those years.

7. Specific occupational choices represent only one of a
number of kinds of choices involved in career development.
They can be expected to increase in realism as one moves
from childhood into adulthood and, to some degree, to be
modifAble during most of one's adult years.

8. Occupational decisionmaking is accomplished through the
dynamic interaction of limiting and enhancing factors
both within the individual and in his present and
proposed environment. It is not, in any sense, a simple
matching of individuals with jobs.

9. Occupational stereotyping hinders full freedom of occupa-
tional choice both for females and for minority persons.

These restrictions can be reduced, to some extent, through
programmatic intervention strategies begun in the early
childhood years.

10. Parent socioeconomic status acts as a limitation on
occupational choices considered by children. This
limitation can be reduced, to a degree, by program
intervention strategies begun in the early years.

11. A positive relationship exists between education and
occupational competence, but the optimum amount and kind
of education required as preparation for work varies
greatly from occupation to occupation.

12. The same general strategies utilized in reducing worker
alienation in industry can be used to reduce worker
alienation among pupils and teachers in the classroom.

13. While some persons will find themselVes able to meet their
human needs for accomplishment through work in their
places of paid employment, others will find it necessary
to meet this need through work in which they engage during
their leisure time.

14-741 (1 - 7", - 2
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14. Career decisionmaking skills, job-hunting skills, and
job-getting skills can be taught to and learned by almost
everyone. Individuals can effectively use such skills,
once learned, to enhance their career development.

15. Excessive deprivation in any aspect of human growth and
development can retard career development. For persons
suffering such deprivation, special variations in career
development programs will be required.

16. An effective means of helping individuals discover both
who they are (in a self-concept sense) and why they are
(in a personal awareness sense) is through helping them
discover what they can accomplish in the work they do.

17. The attitudes of parents toward work and toward education
act as powerful influences on the career development of
their children. Such parental attitudes are modifiable
through programmatic intervention strategies.

18. The processes of occupational decisionmaking and occupa-
tional preparation will probably be repeated more than
once for most adults in today's society.

19. One's style of living is significantly influenced by the
occupations he or she engages in at various times in life.

20. Relationships between education and work can be made more
meaningful through infusion into subject matter than if
taught as a separate body of kn-wledge.

21. It can increasingly be expected that education and work
will be interwoven at various tihw: in the lives of most
individuals rather than occur in,. single sequential

pattern.

22. Decisions individuals make about the work they do are
considerably broader and more encompassing in nature than
are decisions made regarding the occupations in which
they are employed.

23. Good work habits and positive attitudes toward work can
be taught effectively to most individuals. Assimilation
of such knowledge is most effective if begun in the early
childhood years.

24. The basis on which work can become a personally meaning-
ful part of one's life will vary greatly from individual
to individual. No single approach can be expected to
meet with universal success.
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25. While economic return can almost always be expected to
be a significant factor in decisions individuals make
about occupations, it may not be a significant factor in
many decisions individuals make about their total
pattern of work.

This list is intended to be illustrative, rather than compre-
hensive, in nature. The prime point is that, in formulating
action plans for career education, we are not, even at this stage,
forced to operate out of complete ignorance. While much more
research is obviously needed, we know enough right now to justify
and to undertake the organization, installation, and implementation
of comprehensive career education programs. The call for educa-
tional reform, to which career education seeks to respond, need
not and should not wait for further research before we begin to
answer it.

Career Education Tasks: Initial Implementation

To the greatest extent possible, initiation of comprehensive
career education programs should be undertaken utilizing existing
personnel and existing physical facilities. The assumption of new
roles by some staff members can be accomplished in most educational
systems with no serious loss in total institutional productivity.
While the emphasis and methodology will vary considerably from one
educational level to another (e.g., the emphasis on vocational
education will be minimal at the elementary school level and the
emphasis on the home and family component will be minimal at the
adult education level), the following kinds of tasks are essential
for initial implementation of a comprehensive career education
effort.

A. All classroom teachers will:

1. Devise and/or locate methods and materials designed
to help pupils understand and appreciate the career
implications of the subject matter being taught.

2. Utilize career-oriented methods and materials in the
instructional program, where appropriate, as one
means of educational motivation.

3. Help pupils acquire and utilize good work habits.

4. Help pupils develop, clarify, and assimilate personally
meaningful sets of work values.

5. Integrate, to the fullest extent possible, the
programmatic assumptions of career education into
their instructional activities'and teacher-pupil
relationships.
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B. Some teachers, in addition, will be charged with:

1. Providing students with specific vocational competen-
cies at a level that will enable them to gain entry
into the occupational society.

2. Helping students acquire job-seeking and job-getting
skills.

3. Participating in the job-placement process.

4. Helping students acquire decisionmaking skills.

C. The business-labor-industry community will:

1. Provide observational, work experience, and work-study
opportunities for students and for those who educate
students (teachers, counselors, and school admini-
strators).

2. Serve as career development resource personnel for
teachers, counselors, and students.

3. Participate in part-time and full-time job placement
programs.

4. Participate actively and positively in programs
designed to reduce worker alienation.

5. Participate in career education policy formulation.

D. Counseling and guidance personnel will:

1. Help classroom teachers implement career education
in the classroom.

2. Serve, usually with other educational personnel, as
liaison between the school and the business-industry-
labor community.

3. Serve, usually with other educational personnel, in
implementing career education concepts within the
home and family structure.

4. Help students in the total career development process,
including the making and implementation of career
decisions.

5. Participate in part-time and full-time job placement
programs and in followup studies of former students.

.)1-1,
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E. The home and family members with whom pupils reside will:

1. Help pupils acquire and practice good work habits.

2. Emphasize development of positive work values and
attitudes toward work.

3. Maximize, to the fullest extent possible, career
development options and opportunities for themselves
and for their children.

F. Educational administrators and school boards will:

1. Emphasize career education as a priority goal.

2. Provide leadership and direction to the career educa-
tion program.

3. Involve the widest possible community participation
in career education policy decisionmaking.

4. Provide the time, materials, and finances requireq
for implementing the career education program.

5. Initiate curriculum revision designed to integrate
academic, general, and vocational education into an
expanded set of educational opportunities available
to all students.

Until and unless performance of these tasks is underway, we
cannot say that implementation of a comprehensive career education
program has taken place. While bits and pieces of career educa-
tion are obvious in many educational systems at present, very few
have fully implemented these initial tasks. American education
cannot be credited with responding to the demands for educational
reform by simply endorsing the career education concept. Only
when action programs have been initiated can we truly say a
response has been made.

Learner Outcomes for Career Education

Like the career education tasks outlined above, specific
learner outcomes for career education will vary in emphasis from
one educational level to another. For purposes of forming a broad
basis for evaluating the effectiveness of career education efforts,
a listing of developmental outcome goals is essential. In this
sense, career education seeks to produce individuals who, when
they leave school (at any age or at any level), are:
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1. Competent in the basic academic skills required for
adaptability in our rapidly changing society.

2. Equipped with good work habits.

3. Capable of choosing and who have chosen a personally
meaningful set of work values that foster in them a
desire to work.

4. Equipped with career decisionmaking skills, job-hunting
skills, and job-getting skills.

5. Equipped with vocational personal skills at a level that
will allow them to gain entry into and attain a degree
of success in the occupational society.

6. Equipped with career decisions based on the widest
possible set of data concerning themselves and their
educational-vocational opportunities.

7. Aware of means available to them for continuing and
recurrent education once they have left the formal
system of schooling.

8. Successful in being placed in a paid occupation, in
further education, or in a vocation consistent with
their current career education.

9. Successful in incorporating work values into their total
personal value structure in such a way that they are able
to choose what, for them, is a desirable lifestyle.

It is important to note that these learner outcome goals are
intended to apply to persons leaving the formal educational system
for the world of work. They are not intended to be applicable
whenever the person leaves a particular school. For some persons,
then, these goals beccime applicable when they leave the secondary
school. For others, it will be when they have left post high school
occupational education programs. For still others, these goals
need not be applied, in toto, until they have left a college or
university setting. Thus, the applicability of these learner
outcome goals will vary from individual to individual as well as
from one level of education to another. This is consistent with
the developmental nature, and the basic assumption of individual
differences, inherent in the concept of career education.

Basic Educational Changes Championed by Career Education

The actions of students, educational personnel, parents, and
members of the business-industry-labor community, no matter how

0,, r)
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well-intentioned, cannot bring about educational reform so long
as the basic policies of American education remain unchanged.
None of the basic educational policy changes advocated by career
education is either new or untested. Yet, none has become common
practice in a majority of educational systems. No one of these
changes can or should come quickly. Each will require considerable
study, debate, and public acceptance before it is initiated. In
spite of the obvious difficulties and dangers involved, each of
the following basic educational policy changes is championed by
the career education movement:

1. Substantial increases in the quantity, quality, and
variety of vocational education offerings at the secondary
school level and of occupational education offerings at
the postsecondary school level.

2. Increases in the number and variety of educational course

options available to students with a de-emphasis on the
presence of clearly differentiated college preparatory,
general education, and vocational education curriculums
at the secondary school level.

3. The installation of performance evaluation, as an alterna-
tive to the strict time requirements imposed by the

traditional Carnegie unit, as a means of assessing and
certifying educational accomplishment.

4. The installation of systems for granting educational
credit for learning that takes place outside the walls
of the school.

5. Increasing use of noncertificated personnel from the
business-industry-labor community as educational resource
persons in the educational system's total instructional
program.

6. The creation of an open entry-open exit educational

system that allows students to combine schooling with
work in ways that fit their needs and educational
motivations.

7. Substantial increases in programs of adult and recurrent
education as a responsibility of the public school
educational system.

8. Creation of the year-round public school system that
provides multiple points during any 12-month period in
which a student will leave the educational system.

2 `)
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9. Major overhaul of teacher education programs and graduate
programs in education aimed at incorporating the career
education concepts, skills, and iethodologies.

10. Substantial increases in the career guidance, counseling,
placement, and followup functions as parts of American
education.

11. Substantial increases in program and schedule flexibility
that allow classroom teachers, at all levels, greater
autonomy and freedom to choose educational strategies and
devise methods and materials they determine to be
effective in increasing pupil achievement.

12. Increased utilization of educational technology for
gathering, processing, and disseminating knowledge
required in the teaching-learning process.

13. Increased participation by students, teachers, parents,
and,members of the business-industry-labor community in
educational policy making.

14. Increased participation by formal educational institutions
in comprehensive community educational and human services
efforts.

There are three basic implications inherent in the kinds of
educational changes cited here which must be made very explicit.

First, we are saying that while initial implementation of
career education programs will be relatively inexpensive, total
educational reform is going to be expensive. No matter how much
current educational budgets are re-aligned, there is no way that
this total reform can be carried out with sums now being expended
for the public school and public higher education systems.

Second, we are saying that a substantial portion of the
additional funds required could be found in remedial and alterna-
tive educational systems that, supported with tax dollars, now
exist outside the structure of our public school system and our
system of public postsecondary education. Career education
represents a movement dedicated to avoiding the creation of a dual
system of public education in the United States. A single
comprehensive educational system will be both less expensive, in
the long run, and more beneficial in meeting educational needs of
all persons--youth and adults--in this society.

Third, we are saying that the days of educational isolationism
are past. It is time that our formal educational system join

0,_It 1
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forces with all other segments of the total society, including
both community service agencies and the business-industry-labor
community, in a comprehensive effort to meet the varied and
continuing educational needs of both youth and adults. Rather
than complain about or compete with other kinds of educational
opportunities, all must collaborate in providing appropriate
educational opportunities for all citizens.

Unless these kinds of long-range educational reforms are
made a basic part of the career education strategy, it is unlikely
that the kinds of criticisms that led to establishment of career
education will be effectively answered.

Conclusion

As a response to a call for educational reform, career educa-
tion has operated as a paper priority of American education for
the last 3 years. During this period, it has demonstrated its
acceptability as a direction for change to both educators and to
the general public. Its widespread application to all of American
education has not yet taken place. If successful efforts in this
direction can now be made, the result should be complete integration
of career education concepts into the total fabric of all American
education. When this has been accomplished, the. result should be
abandonment of the term "career education" and adoption of some
other major direction for educational change. The call for
educational reform, to.which career education seeks to respond,

is still strong and persistent across the land. That call can no

longer be ignored. Career education stands ready to serve as a
vehicle for answering the call. It is time that this vehicle

be used.



APPENDIX

Explanatory and Interpretive Statement

Background

In 1971, Dr. Sidney P. Marland, Jr., then U.S. Commissioner
of Education, introduced the concept of career education. In so
doing, he stressed the importance of not having an official Office
of Education (OE) definition of "career education." Instead, he
called for career education to be defined by scholars and practi-
tioners throughout the Nation. Since then there has been a great
deal of activity aimed at conceptualizing "career education."
As various groups and individuals have approached this task,
increasing numbers have asked OE to state its concept of career
education. This paper, An Introduction to Career Education, is
an attempt to respond to such requests.

The OE position on career education is not intended to
represent the thinking of any single individual. Rather, it is
intended to be a consensus statement representing, to the
greatest extent possible, conceptual agreements on career educa-
tion that have evolved since 1971. The table that accompanies
this explanatory statement is meant to serve as an indicator
of the degree of consensus that now appears to exist among career
education leaders from three different kinds of settings.

In order to assess the degree of consensus, OE prepared,
in February 1974, a draft document also entitled "An Introduction
to Career Education." In addition, a Study Guide was prepared
for the purpose of eliciting responses indicating agreement, or
disagreement with specific statements contained in the draft
document. The table mentioned above represents a summary of
responses to items contained in the Study Guide.

Data Collection Methods

Copies of the OE draft document, along with the Study Guide,
were distributed to a wide variety of persons, under a variety of
conditions, in all SO States. Some were distributed at group
meetings. Others were mailed to individuals before they attended
OE conferences. Some were distributed in response to direct
requests received by OE. Certain elements were common to all
these data collection efforts.

First, no attempts were made to convince anyone of the merits
of the draft document. No written or oral arguments were presented
to any respondent aimed at increasing his or her understanding of,
or receptivity to, the contents of the document. Instead, each
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respondent was told that this was a "draft" and that OE wanted

only to discover the extent to which the respondent agreed or

disagreed with what it said.

Second, while each respondent was asked to identify himself

or herself. by type of position, none was required to do so by

name.

Third, OE made no attempts to identify members of any

particular group who did not respond to a request to complete the

Study Guide. This, too, was done in order to make clear that

the assignment was voluntary and that OE wanted each respondent

to have the op'ion of anonymity.

In the case of "mini-conference," "conceptualizers," and

"philosopher" respondents, copies of both the draft document and

the Study Guide were mailed before the respondent was asked to

attend an OE-sponsored conference. The respondent was asked to

complete and return the Study Guide prior to the conference. As

replies were received, OE tabulated them.

In the selection of State education department respondents,

almost all names were obtained at an April 1974 conference of

State Coordinators of Career Education sponsored by the Council of

Chief State School Officers. At the beginning of the conference,

copies of the draft document and the Study Guide were distributed.

The Study Guide was filled out and turned in at the end of the

conference. (A small number of additional replies from members of

this group of respondents was collected by mail from those who

were sent the documents at a later time.)

OE received completed Study Guides from 100 to 200 individuals

whose responses are not recorded in the accompanying table. These

responses have not been tallied and reported because (a) OE had no

reliable way of knowing the extent to which such responses were

influenced by others, and (b) insufficient numbers of such

respondents were found in any single category to justify separate

identification and tallying of responses for that category.

Approximately 100 of these respondents' Study Guides have been

tabulated using the category of "Other." It was not considered

appropriate to report data under such a category.

The Respondents

Three groups of respondents are identified in the accompanying

table: (a) mini-conference participants, (b) State department of

education personnel, and (c) national leaders.

Mini-conference participants consisted of approximately 275

persons invited to attend one of 20 career education "mini-conferences"
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sponsored by OE during the summer of 1974. Of these persons, 224
turned in usable completed Study Guides.

Two basic methods were used in selecting mini-conference
participants. The majority (about 225) were selected from among
those nominated by their State Coordinator of Career Education.
In the spring of 1974, OE sent letters to each State Coordinator
(identified for OE by the Council of Chief State School Officers).
These letters announced OE's plans to host a series of mini-
conferences for leading career education practitioners working
somewhere within the K-12 level. Each State Coordinator was
asked to nominate from 5 to 10 (depending on State population)
individuals who, in the judgement of the State Coordinator, were
working in outstanding school

career education programs and were
most expert in career education. Using these nominations, plus
the personal knowledge of qualified personnel by OE's career
education staff, OE selected from 4 to 8 persons from each of
the 50 States and invited them to attend one of the 20
mini-conferences. Almost without exception, those persons agreed
to attend.

Because participants were selected from every State, because
the quality of career education differs greatly from State to
State, and because it is unlikely that, in every State, the
person identified as the State Coordinator of Career Education
had available the kinds of hard data required to assure that only
the "best" career education programs were nominated, no pretense
is made that participants selected in this manner are the "most
expert" local career education practitioners nor that they
represent the "best" career education programs in the Nation.
It is claimed that these persons are among the best career educa-
tion practitioners. Certainly, they are far more knowledgable
and experienced than most people currently working in career
education at the K-12 level.

The second method used in selecting mini-conference
participants was through nominations made, at OE's request, from
State Education Associations affiliated with the National Education
Association (NEA). The NEA assumed responsibility for securing,
as nominees, one practicing classroom teacher from each of the
50 States who was identified by the State Education Association
as being the kind of dynamic, innovative,

and committed teacher
career education seeks. Each NEA nominee supposedly had
demonstrated such qualities through active involvement in a careereducation program. Without exception, OE accepted the NEA nominees
and invited each to be a mini-conference participant.

State department of education personnel, whose responses are
tallied in the table, were primarily those who attended in April
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1974 at Dallas the National Conference for State Coordinators of
Career Education, sponsored by the Council of Chief State School
Officers. Of the 40 respondents in this category, 25 identified
themselves as having the title "State Coordinator of Career
Education" (or another title with similar meaning). Remaining
State department of education personnel in this category of
respondents identified themselves as having prime responsibilities
in such diverse fields as guidance, curriculum and supervision,
and administration. Each evidenced his or her interest and/or
concern for career education through attendance at the Dallas
meeting or through volunteering to complete and return the Study
Guide to OE upon receiving it in the mail. No attempt was made
to mail copies of the Study Guide to all State departments of
education. Those few respondents in this category who were not
at the Dallas conference consisted of State department of education
personnel who obtained copies of the Study Guide through their
own initiative.

Respondents in the "National Leaders" category represented
persons invited to attend one of two OE conferences held in
early summer 1974. The first conference, informally called the
"Conceptualizers Conference," consisted of persons recognized as
national leaders and experts in career education. Each had
written and spoken widely on the topic and most had already
formulated and published their own conceptual views and definitions

of career education. The second conference, informally called the
"Philosophers Conference," consisted of persons with national
reputations in a variety of disciplines directly related to career

education. Such disciplines included counseling, psychology,
philosophy, sociology, anthropology, and economics. Some members
of the Philosophers Conference were nationally known career
education experts while others were selected solely because of
their expertise in a particular discipline. Of 25 persons

attending one or the other of these two conferences, 17 sent in
completed Study Guides.

Interpretation of the Data

Data in the table have been arranged in such a manner as
to be largely self-explanatory. At the head of each column, the

number of persons in the category who submitted usable Study
Guides is indicated. Below is listed the number of persons in the
category giving a "Yes" (or "Agree") response and the number
giving a "No" (or "Disagree") response. By adding the "Yes" and
"No" responses for any particular item and subtracting the total
from the number of persons reported at the head of each column,
the reader can immediately determine the number of respondents
who either failed to answer the item or who chose a "Not sure"
response.



If the word "consensus" is interpreted to mean agreement
coming from more than half of a given group, it will be immediately
clear to those studying the table that "consensus" exists on the
draft document, "An Introduction to Career Education." This is

true for all three groups--career education practitioners, State
department of education personnel, and national career education
leaders. Further, the degree of consensus does not differ greatly
in either degree or in direction among the three categories.

The apparent high degree of consensus is probably greater
than the actual degree of agreement with the total OE draft
document. That is, the Study Guide, by asking respondents to
indicate their "agreement" or "disagreement" only with very
specific, finite parts of the draft document, probably produced
a higher degree of consensus than would have been the case had
respondents been simply asked to "endorse" or "disapprove" the
draft document as a whole. It is obviously easier to find
agreement with specific thoughts than with an entire conceptual
effort viewed as a totality.

Furthermore, many respondents (including many who indicated
a "yes" response to a particular item) submitted detailed
suggestions for improving wording and content of the draft
document. Such written comments make it clear that "agreeing"
with a thought and "endorsing" it may be quite different things.

Finally, it must be noted that to find "consensus" is not
necessarily to find "truth." What is "agreed to" and what is
"right" may be entirely different matters.

The apparent high degree of consensus evidenced in the
table convinced OE that the formal OE career education booklet
should not differ greatly from the draft document. At the same
time, a combination of written comments received and oral
conversations held with respondents after they had submitted their
Study Guides made it apparent that some revisions, primarily in
the form of providing further clarification, were needed.
Accordingly, the draft document has now been revised. The final
version printed here, like the draft document itself, is
entitled An Introduction to Career Education.

0
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NUMBERS OF PERSONS FROM VARIOUS GROUPS WHO_ANSWPTD "YES!' OR."NO" TO OUESTIONS
AND/OR STATLMENTS CONTAINED IN THE "STUDY GUIDE" ACCOMPANYING THE DRAFT Or

"AN INTRODUCTION TO CAREER EDUCATION"

Note; Those members of a group who failed to answer a particular item or who responded with the answer
"Not Sure" are not accounted for in these tabulations.

at.
Mini-Conf. - Local career education practitioners at OE's 1974 "Mini-conferences"
State Ed. Dept. - State Department of Education professional staff (includes 25

State Coordinators of Career Education)
Natl. Leaders - Persons attending either OE's "Conceptualizers Conference" or

OE's "Philosopher's Conference"

Question or Statement

1. In your opinion, is it appropriate to picture career educa-
tion as "a response to a call for educational reform"?

2. What is the validity of each of the following 11 conditions
and appropriateness to use in specifying conditions leading to
the career education movement?

(1) Too many persons leaving our educational system are
deficient in the basic academic skills required for
adaptability in today's rapidly changing society.

(2) Too many students fail to see meaningful relationships
between what they are being asked to learn in school and
what they will do when they leave the educational system.

This is true of both those who remain to graduate and those
who drop out of the educational system.

(3) American education, as currently structured, best meets
the educational needs of th'at minority of persons who will
someday become college graduates. It has not given equal
emphasis to meeting the educational needs of that vast
majority of students who will never be college graduates.

Mini- State Natl.
Conf. Ed. Dept. Leaders
(N=224) 707-(Tr--- (N=1:7-

Yes No Yes No Yes No

109 5 33 1 12 1

207 2 38 2 lh 2

223 ho 16

195 10 36 1 9 3



Question or Statement

(4) American education has not kept pace with the
rapidity of change in the post-industrial occupational
society. As a result, both over-educated and under-
educated workers are present in large numbers. Both
the boredom of the over-educated worker and the

frustration of the under-educated have contributed to
the growing presence of worker alienation in the total
occupational society.

(5) Too many persons leave our educational system at
both the secondary and collegiate levels unequipped
with the vocational skill, the self-understanding and
career decision-making skills, or the desire to work
that are essential for making a successful transition
from school to work.

(6) The growing need for presence of women in the work
force has been adequately reflected in neither the educe-
tional nor the career options typically pictured for girls
enrolled in our educational system.

(7) The growing needs for continuing and recurrent
education on the part of adults are not being adequately
net by our current systems of public education.

(8) Insufficient attention has been given to learning
opportunities outside of the structure of formal educa-
tion which exist and are increasingly needed by both
youth and adults in our society.
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Question or Statement
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Yes No Yes No Yes No

(9) The general public, including parents and the business-
industry-labor community, has not been given an adequate
role in formulation of educational policy. 149

(10) American education, as currently structured, does
not adequately meet the needs of minority, nor of economic-
ally disadvantaged persons in our society. 182

(11) Post high school education has given insufficient
emphasis to educational programs at the sub-baccalaureate
degree level. 178

3. Do you find the following definition of "work" to be
appropriate, or are you not sure: "Work: defined as conscious
effort aimed at producing benefits for oneself and/or for others?" 192

L. In your opinion, how defensible is the rationale of career
education--a response to the call for educational reform to a
criticism or combination of criticisms that center on relation-
ships between present education and lifestyles of individuals,
as cited in "An Introduction to Career Education'? 200

5. In your opinion, do you find "career" appropriately defined
as the totality of work one does in his or her lifetime? 183

In your opinion, do you find "career education" appropriately
defined as the totality of educational experiences through which
one learns about work? 182

In your opinion, do you find "education" appropriately defined
as ,the totality of experiences through which one learns? 210

6. To what extent do you agree with each of the 10 basic concepts
listed as follows:

(1) Since both one's career and one's education extend from
the preschool through the retirement years, career education
must also span almost the entire life cycle. 208

21 35 2 8 4

14 30 2 16

14 33 3 7 5

9 36 6 6
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21 32 3 11 5

20 29 6 10 7

2 35 11 4

6 40 16 2



Question or Statement

(2) The concept of productivity is central to the
definition of work and so to the entire concept of
career education.

Mini- State Natl.
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Yes

167

(3) Since "work" includes unpaid activities as well
as paid employment, career education's concerns in
addition to its prime emphasis on paid employment,
extend to the work of the student as a learner,
volunteer workers, and full-time homemakers;
and to work activities in which one engages as part
of leisure and/or recreational time. 211

(4) The cosmopolitan nature of t: lay's society demands
that career education embrace a multiplicity of, work
values, rather than a single work ethic, as a means of
helping each individual answer the question "Why should
I work?" 209

(5) Both one's career and one's education are best
viewed in a developmental, rather than a fragmented, sense. 219

(6) Career education is for all persons -- the young
and the old; the mentally handicapped and the intellectually
gifted; the poor and the wealthy; males and females; students
in elementary schools and in the graduate colleges. 221

(7) The societal objectives of career education are to help
all individuals a) who vent to work; b) acquire the skills

necessary for work in these times; and c) engage in work
that is satisfying to the individual and beneficial to society.197

(8) The individualistic goals of career education are to
make work a) possible, b) meaningful, and c) satisfying for
each individual throughout his or her lifetime. 215

tr -

No Yes No Yes No

17 28 2 6 10

3 36 1 15 1

3 36 16

1 40 18

39 1 17

13 38 1 7 6
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(9) Protection of the Individual's freedom to choose and
assistance in making and implementing career decisions are
of central concern to career education. 215

(10) The expertise required for implementing career
education is to be found in many parts of society and is not
limited to those employed in formal education. 218

7. In your opinion, to whet extent is each of the following 25
programmatic assumptions of career education valid?

(1) If students can see clear relationships between what
they are being asked to learn in school and the world of work,
they will be motivated to learn more in school. 193

(2) There exists no single learning strategy that can be
said to be best for all students. Some students will learn
best by reading out of books for example, and others will
learn best by combining reading with other kinds of learning
activities. 219

(3) Basic academic skills, a personally meaningful set of
work values, and good work habits represent adaptability
tools needed by all persons who choose to work in today's
rapidly changing occupational society. 206

(4) Increasingly, entry into today's occupational society
demands the possession of a specific set of vocational
skills on the part of those who seek employment. Unskilled
labor is less and less in demand. 188

(5) Career development, as part of human development,
begins in the pre-school years and continues into the
retirement years. Its maturational patterns differ from
individual to individual. 217

25

2 40 15 2

1 40 15

9 34 1 11

4 39 1 17

5 38 15

14 30 2 8 4

37 1 16



Question or Statement

(6) Work values, a part of one's personal value system, are
developed, to a significant degree, during the elementary
school years and are modifiable during those years.

(7) Specific occupational choices represent only one of a
number of kinds of choices involved in career development.
They can be expected to increase in realism as one moves
from childhood into adulthood and, to some degree, to be
modifiable during most of one's adult years.

(8) Occupational decision making is accomplished through

the dynamic interact'on et' limiting and enhancing factors
both within the individual and in his present and proposed
environment. It is not, in any sense, something that can
be viewed as a simple matching of individuals with jobs.

(9) Occupationalstereotyping currently acts to hinder full
freedom of occupational choice for both females and for
minority persons. These restrictions can be reduced, to
some extent, through programmatic intervention strategies
begun in the early childhood years.

(10) Parent socio - economic status acts as a limitation
on occupational choices considered by children. This
limitation can be reduced, to a degree, by program inter-
vention strategies begun in the early years.

(11) A positive relationship exists between education and
occupational competence, but the optimum amount and kind of
education required as preparation for work varies greatly
from occupation to occupation.

(12) The same general strategies utilized in reducing
worker alienation in indwtry can be used to reduce worker
alienation among pupils and teaclierS-ln the classroom.
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question or Statement

(13) Nhile some persons will find themselves able to meet
their human needs for accomplishment through work in their
place of paid employment, others will find it necessary to
meet this need through work in which they engage during
their leisure time.

(14) Career decision making skills, job hunting skills, and
job getting skills can be taught to and learned by almost
all persons. Such skills, once learned, can bt effectively
used by individuals in enhancing their career development.

(15) Excessive deprivation in any given aspect of human
growth and development can lead to retardation of career
development. Such deprivation will require special vari-
ations in career development programs for persons suffering
such deprivation.

(16) An effective means of helping individuals discover both
who they are (in a self-concept sense) and why they are (in
a personal awareness sense) is through helping them discover
their accomplishments that can come from the work that they
do.

(17) Parental attitudes toward work and toward education
act as powerful influences on the career development of their
children. Such parental attitudes are modifiable through
programmatic intervention strategies.

(18) The processes of occupational decision making and
occupational preparation can be expected to be repeated
more than once for most adults in today's society.
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Question or Statement

(19) In choosing an occupation, one is, in effect,
choosing a lifestyle.

(20) Relationships between education and work can be
made more meaningful to students through infusion into
subject matter than if taught as a separate body of
knowledge.

(21) Education and work can increasingly be expected
to be Interwoven at various times in the lives of most
individuals rather than occurring in a single sequential
pattern.

(22) Decisions individuals make about the work that
they do are considerably broader and more encompassing
in nature than are decisions made regarding the
occupations in which they are employed.

(23) Good work habits and positive attitude.; toward
work can be effectively taught to most individuals.
Assimilation of such knowledge is most effective if
begun in the aarly childhood years.

(214) The basis on which work can become a personally
meaningful part of one's life will vary greatly from
individual to individual. No single approach can be
expected to IrAet with universal success.

(25) While economic return can be expected almost always
to be a significant factor in decisions individuals

make about occupations, it may not be a significant
factor in many decisions individuals make about their
total pattern of work.
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Question or Statement

8. In your opinion, how justified is the contention that
while much more research is obviously needed, it seems safe
tt say that we know enough right now to justify the organization
and implementation of comprehensive career education programs?

9. In your opinion, how justified is the assertion that, to the
greatest possible extent, initiation of career education programs
should be undertaken utilizing existing personnel and existing
physical facilities?

10. (A) In your opinion how appropriate is each of the tasks and
how appropriate is each task assignment listed as follows:

(A-1) All classroom teachers will devise and/or locat'e
methods and materials designed to help pupils understand
and appreciate the career implications of the subject
matter being taught. Appropriateness of Task:

(A-I) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

(A-2) All classroom teachers will utilize career-
oriented methods materials in the instructional program,
where appropriate, as one means of educational motivation.
Appropriateness of Task:

(A-2) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

(A-3) All classroom teachers will help pupils acquire
and utilize good work habits. Appropriateness of task:

(A-3) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

(A-4) All classroom teachers will help pupils develop,
clarify, and assimilate personally meaningful sets of work
values. Appropriateness of task:

(A-4) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:
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(A-5) All clorrroon teachers will integrate, to the fullest
extent p.,,ssible, the programmatic assumpti,ns of career
education into their instractinal activities and teacher -
pupil relationships. Appropriateness of Task: 217 7 40 15

(A-5) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 198 3 39 1 13

(B) In addition to (A) above, some teachers will be charged
with:

r
(B-1) froviding students with specific vocational competen-
cies at a level that will enable students to gain entry into
the occupational society. Appropriateness of Task: 220 40 16

(B.1) Appropriateness of Task Asaignment: 196 G 40 16

(B-2) In addition, some teachers will be charged with
helping students acquire job-seeking and job-getting skills.
Appropriateness of Tack: 221 40 17

(F-2) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 202 1 40 16 i

(B-3) In addition, some teachers will be charged with
participating in the job-placement process. Appropriate-
ness of Task: 205 1 ho 17

(B-3) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 158 8 39 1 14 2

(B-4) In addition, some teachers will be charged with
helping students acquire decision-making skills. Appropriate-
ness of Task: 230 1 ho 17

(B-4) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 202 2 38 2 14 3

40



Question or Statement

(C-1) The business-labor-industry community will provide
observational, work experience, and work-study opportunities
for students and for those who educate students (teachers,
counselors, and school administrators). Appropriateness of
Task:

(C-1) Appropriateness of 'disk Assignment:

(C-2) The business-labor-industry community will serve as
career development resource personnel for teachers,
counselors, and students. Appropriateness of Task:

(C-2) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

(C -3) The business-labor-industry community will partici-
pate in part-time and full-time job placement programs.
Appropriateness of Task:

(C -3) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

(C-4) The business-labor-industry community will partici-
pate actively and positively in programs designed to lead
to reduction in Worker alienation. Appropriateness of
Task:

(C-4) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

(C-5) The business- labor - industry community will participate
in career education policy formulation. Appropriateness of
Task:

(C-5) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:
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(p1) 4t,:,,,e1:,,g and ,71'... .e personnel will help class-

r,om tea -he ,. Implenent caner education in the classroom.

.

Appropriatne.3s of rack: 209 5 ho 16 1

(D -1) Appropriateness of Usk Assignment: 186 h 38 16 1

(D-') Counseling and gaiaancC2personnel will serve, usually
with other educational mrsonnel as liaison contacts between
the school hni the business-labor community. Appropriateness
of Task: 211 1 ho 17

(D-2) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 192 2 ho 13 1

(D-3) Co:nieling and guidance personnel will serve, usually
'with other cdt4ational personnel, in implementing career

education concepts within the home and family structure. C..4.

COApproprieteness of Task: 196 5 37 1 13 3

(D-3) Appropriateness o' Talk Assignment: 167 3 37 1 12 3

(D14) counseling and guidance personnel will help students
in the total career ievelc,pmcnt process, including the making
and implementation of career decisions. Approptness.of Task: 218 1 38 17

(D-14) Appropriateness of Tank Assignment: 202 1 37 15 1

(D-5) Counseling and guidance personnel will participate in
part-time and full-time job placement programs and in follow-
up studies cn former itulents. Appropriateness of Task: 216 39 17

(D-5) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

(g-1) The home and family members where pupils reside will
help pupils acquire and practice good work habits. Approp-
riateneiS ,r Task:

Lir'.A
(E,1) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

190
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185
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Question or Statement Yes

(E-2) The home and family members where pupils reside will
emphasize development of positive work values and attitudes
toward work. Appropriateness of Task: 216

(E-2) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 186

(E-3) The home and family members where pupils reside will
maximize, to the fullest extent possible, career development
options and opportunities frr themselves and for their
children. Appropriatene:s of Task: 215

E-3) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 186

(F-1) Educational administrators and school boards will
emphasize career education as a priority goal. Appropriateness
or Task:

220

(F-t) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 203

(F-2) Educational administrators and school boards will
provide leadership and direction to the career education
vrogram. Appropriateness of Task: 219

(7-2) Appropriateness of Task Assignment: 179

(. -3) Educational, and administrators and school boards
will involve the widest possible community participation in
elreer education policy dz;cisionmaking. Appropriateness of
Task:

216

(F-3) Appropriateness uf ,osk. Assignment: 200

(F-4) Educational admioist-ators and school boards will
provide the time, materte', and finances required for
implemcat:ng the career vizcation program. Appt. of Task: 218

tF-4; Appropriateness o: Task Assignment: 199
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Question or Statement

(F-5) Educational administrators and school boards will
initiate curriculum revision designed to integrate academic,
general, and vocational education into an expanded set of
educational opportunities available to all students.
Appropriateness of Task:

(F-5) Appropriateness of Task Assignment:

11. The "initial implementation needs" that follow are obviously
crucial in that they form a basis for requesting career education
funds. In your opinion, should the following categories have
been added to the list of initial implementation needs?

A. Direct subsidies to the business-labor-industry community.

B. Direct subsidies to persons in the form of educational
vouchers.

Mini- State Natl.
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Yes No Yes No Yes No

217 40 15 1

205 2 40 14 1

50 98 6 20 4 11

63 78 9 19 4 7

12. In your opinion, how should the following categories of
need be ranked in terms of (a) the importance of need for Federal
funding; and (b) the relative amount of Federal funds we should be
requesting? (Use "1" for top rank.)

(Note: This rank ordering
did not lend itself to
presentation in this format.)

13. In your opinion, are there other "initial implementaiv, needs"
that should be added to the list onnages 16 -18 "? Yes, No, or not
sure? (If "Yes," please list such needs on the back of this sheet.)

(Note: These listings did not
lend themselves to present-
ation in this format.)
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Question or Statement

To what extent do you agree with the priority choices given
as tentative examples that follow?

(1) In-service education needs of currently employed edu-
cational personnel should take precedence over efforts to
change preservice personnel programs.

(2) Efforts at the elementary and secondary school levels
should take precedence over efforts at the post-secondary
school levels.

(3) Efforts aimed at educational administrators should
take precedence over efforts aimed at instructional and
guidance personnel.

(4) Efforts aimed at instructional and guidance
personnel should receive equal emphasis.

(5) Efforts at implementing career education in all
school systems should take precedence over supporting
further massive demonstration efforts.

(6) Efforts aimed at implementing career education and
at supporting further basic research in career education
should receive equal emphasis.

15. In your opinion, how appropriate for use in evaluation of
career education is each of the learner outcomes listed below:

(1) Competence in the basic academic skills required for
adaptability in our rapidly changing society.

(2) Equipped with good work habits.

(3) Capable of choosing and who have chosen a personally
meaningful net of work values that lead them to possess a
desire to work.

:2)
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205 10 36 11 4

95 98 25 5 10 5

178 27 31 3 10 5
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Question or Statement

(4) Equipped with career decisionmaking skills, job
hunting skills, and job getting skills.

(5) Equipped with vocational skills at a level that will
allow them to gain entry into and attain a degree of
success in the occupational society.

(6) Equipped with career decisions that they have made
based on the widest possible set of data concerning
themselves and their educational-vocational opportunities.

(7) Aware of means available to them for continuing and
recurrent education once they have left the formal system
of schooling.

(8) Successful in being placed in a paid occupation, in
further education, or in a vocation that is consistent with
their current career education.

(9) Successful in incorporating work values into their
total personal value structure in such a way that they are
able to choose what, for them, is a desirable lifestyle.

16. To what extent do you agree with the position that not all
students should be equipped with a marketable job skill by the
time they leave the secondary school?

17. To what extent do you agree with the viewpoint that the
call for educational reform cannot be answered simply through
initial implementation of career education programs--rather,
that it will require major basic educational policy changes?
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Question or Statement

18. To what extent do you are that each of the 14 following
major educational policy changes should be championed by career
education?

Mini- State Natl.
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Yes No Yes No Yes No

(1) Substantial increases in the quantity, quality, and
variety of vocational education offerings at the secondary
level.and of occupational education offerings at the post-
secondary school level. 181 7

(2) Increases in the number and variety of educational
course options available to students with a de-emphasis on
the presence of clearly differentiated college preparatory,
general education, and vocational education curricula at
the secondary school level. 194 11

(3) The installation of performance evaluation, as an
alternative to the strict time requirements imposed by the
traditional Carnegie Unit, as a means of assessing and
certifying educational accomplishment. 201 2

(4) The installation of systems for granting educational
credit for learning that takes place outside the walls of
the school. 218 1

(5) Increasing use of non-certificated personnel from the
business-industry-labor community es educational resource
persons in the educational system's total instructional
program. 210

(6) The creation of an open entry--open exit educational
system that allows students to combine schooling with work
in ways that fit their needs and educational motivations. 214

(7) Substantial increases in programs of adult and recurrent
education as a responsibility of the public school educational
system. 197 6
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Question or Statement

(8) Creation of the year-round public school system that
provides multiple points during any 12-month period in which
students will leave the educational system.

(9) Major overhaul of teacher education programs and gradU-
ate programs in education aimed at incorporating the career
education concepts, skills and methodologies.

(10) Substantial increases in the career guidance, counsel-
ing, placement, and followup functions as parts of American

education.

(11) Substantial increases in program and schedule flexi-
bility that allow classroom teachers, at all levels, greater
autonomy and freedom to choose educational strategies and
devise methods and materials they determine to be effective

in increasing pupil achievement.

(12) Increased utilization of educational technology for
gathering, processing and disseminating knowledge required
in the teaching-learning process.

(13) Increases in participation in educational policy
making on the part of students, teachers, parents, and mem-
bers of the business-industry-labor community.

(14) Increases in participation, on the part of formal
edudation, ix comprehensive community educational and human
services efforts.

a
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19. To what extent do you agree with each of the following
statements:

(A) Initial implementation of career education will be
relatively inexpensive. 137 56 20 11 13 3

(B) Long run educational reform will be very expensive. 149 29 25 9 9 4

(C) Career education is dedicated to avoiding creation
of a dual school system. 207 4 37 2 11

(D) The days of educational isolationism are past.
Collaboration is needed. 223 38 16

(F) If the goals of career education are attained the
term "career education" should disappear. 181 10 26 3 12 1
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EVALUATION OF CAREER Eltuc.mos INtemc.tyloNs FOR INSTRUCTION AT THE
ELEMENTARY School. LEVEL.

INTRODUCTION

The birth of a new idea properly precedes its expansion into an educational
concept. The formulation of a new concept properly precedes a concern for
testing its efficacy. Global evaluation of a concept's efficacy properly precedes
the formulation and testing of research hypotheses aimed at discoveringoptimal
means of implementing the concept in educational practice. The critics of a new
idea in education typically use, as one weapon, a call for definitive research
results even prior to the time the idea has been developed into a tentative concept
form. This short set of generalizations could, I believe, be illustrated repeatedly
by those who study the history of new ideas in American education. Career
Education is only the latest example.

Former USOE Commissioner of Education Dr. Sidney P. Marland, Jr. first
introduced the term "Career Education" in 1971. It is important to note that
Dr. Marland introduced an idea, not a concept. His idea was that the world of
schooling needs to be brought into closer relationship with the world of work.
In introducing this idea, Marland called for the definition of "career education"
to be developed in the hard crucible of educational practice. The idea was not
new, having been stated as one goal of American education in explicit form by
the Morrill Act of 18(35. Just prior to Marland's pronouncement, the idea had been
well illustrated in books by Venn, (1904), by Pucinski, (1969), and by Rhodes,
(1970).

Thus, while the idea was not new, there were two new circumstances sur-
rounding it. The first was the term "career education" used to express the idea.
The second was that, for the first time, the idea was being championed by a
USOE Commissioner of Education and made a top priority of the United States
Office of Education. Bolstered by these two new aspects, the idea attained quick
approval and endorsement throughout the land by educators, parents, students,
businessmen, and the general public. School systems in all parts of the country
adopted policy statements supporting "career education" and initiated efforts to
implement such policies. The United States Office of Education earmarked several
million dollars to demonstrate the concept.

We were caught in a "chicken or the egg" situation. That is, we were attempting
to formulate the conceptualization of career education through attempts to
implement the idea of relating education and work. The facts used to promote
career education pertained much more to the need to relate education and work
than to our demonstrated ability to do so. Given the history of new ideas in
American education, this should, it seems, be viewed as neither surprising nor
necessarily distressing.

The amount of progress made in the name of "career education" over the last
four years has been substantial and most encouraging. During this period of
time, the "idea" of career education has been effectively converted into a "con-
cept," A multiplicity of methods have been devised and field-tested for the imple-
mentation of career education. Public enthusiasm for and acceptance of career
education have continued to grow. Now. in 1975, we find ourselves at a point in
time when it is appropriate to begin the hard task of evaluating the efficacy of
the career education concept. This. of course, is not to say the task of con-
ceptualizing career education has now been completed. Any viable educationalconcept must be a continually evolving oneand career education must not
become an exception. I am only saying that, if one studies the com.ensus tables
that are appended to the current USOE policy paper entitled an Introduction
to Career Education (USOE. 1975), it seems apparent that consensus has been
found for a current effort to state the concept of career education.

The purposes of this article are to: (1) provide a short capsule summary of
the concept of career education in a form that will hopefully be meaningful to
professional persons in elementary education; (2) summarize evaluation criteria
now being proposed for career education and identify those that seem most
appropriate to use at the elementary school level ; (3) illustrate currently avail-
able results pertaining to evaluation of career education in elementary schools;
and (4) present some brief thoughts regarding our current and future needs for
evaluation and research for career education in elementary schools.

50
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l'he concept of Career education
Readers are urged to stud,' carefull) the VSOE policy paper on career educa-

tion referred to above. Ilere. only particular aspects of that paper that pertain
specifically to the elementary school «ill be considered. The following discussion
assumes readers to be familiar %Nitta the I SUE policy paper on career education.

First, it is apparent that career education has been conceptualized around the
four letter NN ord "« ark," The word "work," moreover, has been defined so as
to reflect the human need of all human beings to doto accomplishto achieve.
It is at term humanistic concept indeed. As such, it includes botlt the world of
paid employment and the NN orld of unpaid workincluding the work of the
volunteer, the full-time homemaker, the pupa, and work in NN Weil individuals
engage in the product ire use of leisure time. It is at concept that obviously applies
to all pupils at all levels of education.

Second, NN MI this definition of "«work," career education is clearly at develop-
mental concept beginning in the pre-school years and continuing, for most per-
sons, Ns ell into the retirement years. Tilsit is NN by we say Kindergarten is very
late to begin career education. There is no difficulty justifying a strong conceptual
case for career education ha the elementary school. As at developmental concept,
career education hats leaned Item i13 on the process of career development over
the life span including career iINN areness, motivation, exploration, decision-
making, preparation, entry, progression. maintenance, and decline. The elementary
school years hate. in this fraittoNork, been singled taut for particular attention
with reference to career awareness and career motivation,

Third. tthile career deNelopment has been used as the process to illustrate the
detelopluentall nature of career education, the teaching-learning process has
been the prime N obit le utilized for implementing the concept in the elementary
school. Ilere, the rationale has Inset' taken from efforts to reduce worker alien-
ation in business and industrial settings. Catreer education has attempted nu-
plenientat il)11 strategies that. hopefully. «ill reduce NNot ker alienation among both
fantails and teat hers in the elementary school classroom, We hate assumed that.
if this can be accomplished, educational productit it3i.e., pupil achievement
ill increase.

Fourth, the prime nwthodolg3 demised for implementing career education has
been that of tollatboratit e relationships among the formal edtwational systent,
the business-labor-industr3 -professional-gin eminent C01111111Inity, and the home
and fatnail3 structure. By N ioN ing the total community as it learning laboratory
and persons from that community as resources for implementing career educa-
tion is classrooms under teacher direction, the result has been at Nast expansion
of tan atlas, materials. settings, and resources for caking learning inure appealing
and meaningful to pupils atitd to t., titers alike.
Evaluative criteria for career education in the elementary school

The I'S01: policy paper on t at reel' education referred to earlier lists utile learner
outcomes considered appropriate for use ha et aluating career education. Of
these, four criteria. at late not limited in usefulness to the elementary school,
seem partieularly appropriate for use at this level.

The first tolls for students to be "comp( tent in !hr basic academie skills re-
wand fo) adaptability III on»apidly changing such ty." At the elementary
school filet, this cam be tiana,latted to mean a primary concern for helping pupils
learn the bash skills of oral and ttritteu t tatianuanication, of mathematics, and
basic science. The importance of this criterion stems from at combination of
reasons. One suall reason I, that employers lime (implanted that youthful job
applicants t outing to them are often deli& lent in such skills. A second reason
is found by recognizing that. Ntitli the t tirrent rapidity of occupational change.
!toast persons NN ill be fatted to thauige occupations seNeral times during their
adult liter and need these basic shills as at prerequisite for doing so. A third
rcasou 1, t pearly itlent atilt la one t lilts eletiucmatatr t lassroonas and finds maim
pupils at ho apparently are taut suffit ient13 inothated to acquire these essential
skills. Furthermore, it is not difficult to find teachers NN Vi of mothation
for teaching appears no higher than that of their pupils for learning.

The twit cpt of t acct r education t mills for tutu broad approaches for increasing
pupil attlieNeinclit ha the elementai3 school. The first is to shim pupils how
adults need mad use sw It skills in the NN ark that they do. The second is to iti-
t rease the atriet3 of means and settings for use in helping pupils acquire these
basic academie skills.
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The second criterion, in the 1'80}) policy paper, is stated as "Equipped withgood work habits." The work habits we refer to are those that, over the ages.
have been positively related to pro(uctivityto output per person hour. Theyinclude stub habits as: l a ) coming to work Ito school) on thne; tb) doingone's best ; iv) finishing tasks that are begun; and (d) cooperating with one'sfellow workers, Again, we find a situation where employers are asserting thatyouthful job seekers are coming to them unequipped with such habits. If suchhabits are to become part of one's lifestyle as an adult, it would help if they
were acquired early in life. The concept of career education calls for eletnelltarYschool teachers to consciously emphasize the importanee of good 'Molt habitsto their pupils and to provide students assistance in and credit for their acquisi-tion. Hopefully, if this occurs, it. to', will contribute to pupil achievement in
the elassroom. Additionally, it will serve as a valuable adaptability tool to beused in the adult world of rapidly clanging ocettpat ions.

The third criterion. in the 1'80E ladiey paper. is stated as "Capable of choosingand who hare chosen a personally .aconipyful set of !cork ratites that foster inthem a desire to work." In n geaeric sense. work values call be thought of as theconstellation of reasons ',anions la dividuals give when answering. for them-selves, the questiott should I choose to wolf'?" We clearly want pupils towork In their -urrent ocationtiteir primary work rolei.e., that of a pupil.Thus. in part, 6:4' concern is fp'. providing students with multiple reasons whyshe or lie might choose to :;',Aster the subject matter we are teaehing. Addition-ally. we seek to help pupils understand the work valuesi.e.. the personal rea-sons for choosing to work in particular occupationson the part of adults nowemployed in the world of paid employment. Tlmt is why. for example. careereducation elementary school field trips emphasize work, not occupationsthe
ways in which workers are contributing to society's goals rather than a studyof their specific job functions, The worth, value, and dignity of any occupationis brought to that occupation by the human beings doing that work. We seekto help pupils understand and appreciate the worth of workerswith specialemphasis on their parents as workersthrough helping thent understand themany ways in which each worker contributes to stalely and so receives personalbenefits for herself or himself. We do want our pupils to want to work.The fourth criterion considered particularly appropriate at the elementaryschool level is stated as "S'uccessfal in incorporating work values into their totalpersonal value structure in such a way that they are able to choose what, forthem, is a desirable lifestyle." In seeking to apply this criterion in the evalua-tion of elementary school career education efforts, we are certainly not thinkingof using specific occupational choices as the measuring stick. Rather. we arethinking more of measures that would represent a reduction in both race andsex stereotyping as restrictors on occupations considered for possible choice.Work values, like other personal values, are highly influenced by early lifeexperiences Our elementary school textbooks have, for years, been filled withexamples representing both race and sex stereotyping when occupations are
described. To open up full freedom of choice ill later years. for both minoritypersons and for females. demands that these problems be attacked in the ele-mentary school. Further, the wise use of one's leisure time demands that con-sideration be given to activities which. because they are productive. result inpersonal satisfaction and a sense of accomplishment for the individual. This,too. is something career education has said should be begun to be communicated
to pupils beginning in the early elementary school years. We have reasoned that
the best of all possible times to acquaint pupils with the positive connotationsof "work" is when, in their own lifestyles, they have ditliettlty separating it fromanother four letter word called "play."
Examples of evaluations of elementary school career education efforts

Of the four criteria discussed above, the first must, it seems to me, take pri-
ority in our attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of career education efforts atthe elementary school level. That is. nmeh as parents favor our efforts to
increase student understanding of relationships between education and careers.their reasons for sending their children to the elementary school are much
more directly and immediately related to education than they are to work.
Parents. and the general public. want elementary school pupils to leant to read- -to perform simple arithmetical operationsto acquire the basic skills of oral
and written communication aril to acquire a general understanding of and

r,
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appreciation for the world in which we all live. If, in the process, they learn
something Mann careers, parents will be pleased, but that Is not basically whypupils are sew to the elementary school. No new idea can succeed in educationif it rail,: to recognize the importance of this bask' educational function and theresponsibility of that new idea for making sonic positive contribittion towardthat goal. The old saying that "the tail cannot wag the dog" is appropriate toremember here, Unless (Inver education caw dealOaSiraie Mai, when applied,pupils in elementary schools increase their levels of academic achievement inthe basic skills, it will have trouble justifying itself long enough to be concernedabout t In' remaining criteria.

Thus. it is encouraging to find that. among those few career education pro-gram: where conscientious attempts have now been made to engage in someform of "product" evaluation, the use of increases in academic achievementhas been applied, It is further encouraging to see that, at least with the fewexamples now available. the results look more positive than negative.
One maniple is found in a monograph written by Dr. Le'rene Olson of Mar-

shall University (1974). l'sing elementary school pupils in Lincoln County, West
Virginia. Olson found, when pupils who had been exposed to a career educationeffort were compared willi another group who had not been so exposed, the
"career education" pupils (Grades 1 -6) scored 11% higher in language achieve-
ment and 24.11r1 higher on mathematieal achievement than did the control group.

Similiar kinds of results were reported. in capsule form, by Clifton Purcellof the Santa Barbara. California, career education program (1974). lle reported
that, when the reading ability of second graders from a class emphasizing career
education approaches was compared to that of second graders not involved in
such nn approach. the reading scores on the Cooperative Primary Heading Test
were significantly higher, in a statistical sense, in the class using a career educa
thin approach in the classroom.

In Dade County (Miami), Florida, a letter from Dr. E. L. Whigham, Super-
intendent. Dade County Public Schools. to me provided data on results obtained
from efforts to use a career education approach to. teaching mathematics to 4th,
5(1, and 0th graders at the Drew Elementary School. Comparing gain scores
gained from data collected in 1973 and 1974, he reported mean gains (in the
form of grade equivalents) for the 4th graders at 1.96, for fifth graders as
+1.5'2. and for 0th graders as +1.30. The conversations with Dade County
career education personnel made these gains seem even more impressive when
they related that, among inner city elementary schools such as the Drew Ele-
limitary School, the average mean gain in mathematics achievement for the
year was less than .50 when expressed in the form of grade equivalents.

A report on evaluation of career education efforts in Prince George's Comity,
Maryland, showed similarly positive results. (Smith, 1974). There, when ele-
mentary school pupils who had been exposed to a career education approach
were eompared with pupils who had not been so exposed, the career education
pupils scored significantly higher on both reading and mathematics scores in
Grades 3 and 7 while, in the other elementary school grade where comparisons
were made (6th graders), the "career education" pupils scored significantly
higher on math lint showed no statistically differences when compared with the
control pupils on reading.

One study has come to my attention that failed to show any statistically
significant differences between elementary school pupils exposed to a career
education approach %%ben contrasted n ith pupils who were not so exposed. Thls
was reported in a Minnesota study (Smith, Brandon, 1974). When results from
this study are studied, it can be seen that the career education "treatment"
consisted of somewhere between ono and two hours per week. This is far from
what the concept of career education calls for.

These are all the results, related to the first criterion, that so far have been
reported to l'SOE's Office of Career Education for elementary school pupils.
It is, of course, negative and discouraging to see so few results available. On
the other hand, it is positive and encouraging to see that, at least to date, the
results do appear to support the rationale utilized in the formulation of the
career education concept.
The future of evaluation of career education in elementary sehool.3

On August 21, 1971. President Ford signed into law the Education Amendments
of 1974- -P.L. 93-360, Section 400, Title IY, is entitled "Career Education." The
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Congress. in its %%Istioni, chose to make this first piece of congressional legislation
for career education, a demonstration act rather than as program implementation
act, 'Thousands of school systems across the laud feel that they have already
demonstrated the viability and acceptance of career education in their com-
munities. Many seem to feel the Congress erred in not providing the hundreds of
11111110118 of dollars required for implementing comprehensive career education pro-
grams throughout our nation. Personally, I understand and identify with the
desire and commitment being expressed by such praetitioners. At the same time,
when I face the hard question of evaluation, it seems to me that the Congress
acted %%isely by asking that %%e demonstrate the effectiveness of career education
prior to requesting large stuns of money for its programmatic implementation. It
should be obvious, from what has been said here so far. that we have yet to do
so on a comprehensive and obviously elearcut scale.

The truth is, the swealled "demonstration- projects in career educatioe funded
from 1971-1971 were much more demonstrations of the straggle to develop and
attain consensus on the career education concept than they vere actual demon-
strations of the effect keness of that concept %%lien applied in educational settings.
Only now have %%e reached a point in time %%hen the concept is sufficiently under-
stood and a sufficient degree of consensus has been readied so that we are in a
position to really test the viability of the concept through evaluation of results
of demonstration efforts. In saying this. I have no intention of being either critical
or lacking in appreciation of these earlier efforts. On the contrary, it seems to me
miraculous that they were able to advance the concept so far in so short a time.
They deserve credit from all of us, not criticism from any of us,

No%%. Inm ever. %%e must turn our most serious attention to problems involved in
demonstrating and etaduutting the effectiveness of career education. To do so, it
seems to the our efforts must be directed similltaneously in three bask directions.
First. it %%ill be essential that demonstration projects make clear the full career
education concept, including its rationale, basic nature, and implementation
strategies, that they are attempting to demonstrate. We can never really say how
good career education is until and unless we are willing and able to define in
specific programmatic terms what we mean when we say we are exerting a
career education effort. We have now reached a point in time %%hen we should be
able to do this.

,Second, we must devote serious and concentrated attention to the problem of
const meting and talidattug assessment instruments and de% ices appropriate for
use in the evaluation of career education. Much remains to be done before we V%ild

be able to say we have adequate devices available for measuring growth in such
phases of career development as "career awareness." "career exploration.'
"career motivation," "career decision making," and "career maturity." With all
of our rhetoric about the nature and importance of work %Mlles, %%e still have far
to go before %%e %%ill be able to say %%e have reliable aud valid instruments avail-
able for measuring the existence of such values or the trays in which they
Outage. Most instruments: used, to date. in evaluation of the career development
goals of career education are ones that were originally intended for other pur-
poses. This is a serious problem.

Third. it seems to me we must all support and encourage efforts of the Educa-
tion nod Work Task Force of the National Institute of Education, as well as
efforts of university researchers and those in other parts of soeiety, to hasten
the types of basic research %%hose results %%ill be essential to the long run future
of career education. I ate speaking here about such matters as studying the basic
liature of sex stereotyping in oecupational decision making. the % iability of stork
experience as as supplement to classroom instruetion, the use of performance
etaltiation. and %anions approaches being used for expanding elm ational oppor-
tunities for all persons. These, and MOW other segments of the I lireer education
convent are still based non li more uu philosophii al belief than oil hard e1
One can reach the outer limits of utility for %turds alone in a %ery short while.
Concluding statement

This article has attempted to take a positive, rather than as tiegat he, approm II
to current problems fin ing our attempts to e% allude career edm ation at the ele-
mentary SI WO' hetet. Mille I lime tried to nano% ledge that %% e still hate a % ery
long %%ay to go, I hope I have also communicated my feeling that career educa-
tion has come as (Ty long way in the last four years. We liave moved from the
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"idea" to the "concept" stage. We have been able to maintain and expand the
enthusiasm and support for career education essential for it:, continuance. We
have attained a degree of consensus among career education leaders that allow
us to talk about the topic in rather definitive terms. We have been able to identify
at least some of the ( riteria appropriate fur use in evaluating career education. In
the few instances where the basic criterion of career education's effectiveness in
increasing pupil achievement have been applied. tae have foam] generally positive
results.

At this point in time, I find myself feeling proud of career education's past
achievements, more confident than ever of the need for career education. andeager to get on with the task of evaluation. I hope that you call share some of
these feelings with me.
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CAREER EDUCATION AND TIIE TEACIIINO/LEARNINO PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

Almost from its inception, career education has been pi tired as a collaborative
effort involving the formal educational system, the home and family structure,
and the business-labor-industry -professional-government community. As it has
been conceptualized, important roles and functions have been suggested for per-
sonnel from each of these three segments of society. Repeatedly, we have empha-
sized that, unlike earlier moves toward educational reform, career education is
not something that school personnel can do by themselves. Within our system
of formal education, we have suggested that all educational personnel need to
be active participants if career education is to be effective. We have stressed,
as strongly as possible, our belief that career education does not represent a
function to be assigned to a single individual in the school nor relegated to anyparticular part of the curriculum.

Career education's cry for collaboration has camouflaged the crucial impor-
tance of the classroom teacher to the success of career education. Eatially impor-
tant, it has tended to also camouflage the many and called implicatfons for
change in the teaching/learning process called for by career education. 01 all
those we ask to become involved in career education, the greatest potential for
effectiveness and the greatest challenges for change lie in the teaching/learning
process. It is may purpose here to attempt to both defend and explain this
contention.

Both the need for and the current status of career education have been dis-
cussed repeatedly in the references found at the end of this paper. Both of
these topics are, therefore. purposely ignored here. Instead, I would like here
to specify the major kinds of changes called for in the teaehing:Irarning process
and the key importance of the classroom teacher in effecting such changes. To
do so, four topics must each be briefly discussed. (1) The rationale for career
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education in the classroom; (2) The use of career implications of subject matter
as motivational devices; (3) Implications of expanding the parameters of the
teaching/learning process; and (4) Implications of career education for the
philosophy of teaching.

Before proceeding, two points must be made clear. First, there are many in
career education who do not agree with my contention that the classroom teacher
is the key person in career education. Second, my thoughts on this topic are
still evolving and I will welcome your criticisms and suggestions. Having made
these two admissions, let us proceed.
:1 rationale for greater education in the classroom

Career education seeks to make education, as preparation for work, a major
goal of all who teach and of all who learn. To attain this goal, career education
has formulated two broad objectives:

(1) to increase relationships between education and work and the ability of
individuals to understand and capitalize on these relationships; and (2) to
increase the personal meaning and meaningfulness of work in the total lifestyle
of each individual. Both of these objectives deserve brief discussion.

Relationships between education and work are, as we all know, becoming
closer and closer as we move into the post-industrial-service-information-tech-
nological society of today and the foreseeable future. Demand for unskilled
labor continues to decline. Demand for persons with specific learned occupational
skills continues to increase. The American system of formal education must
accept increasing responsibility both for providing individuals with general
career skills required for adaptability in our rapidly changing society and with
specific career skills that can be utilized in making the transition from school
to the world of paid employment. Our students will be unable to take full
advantage of these relationships between education and work until and unless
they know about them. They will not learn about theta if teachers continue to
ignore the topic. In essence, this is the rationale behind career education's
efforts to attain this first objective.

The second objectivei.e., making work a more meaningful part of the indi-
vidual's total lifestyleis considerably more basic to career education's call
for change within the classroom. A full discussion of this objective would
extend far beyond the classroom and the teaching/learning process. Here, only
that part of the rationale that pertains to the classroom itself will be discussed.

In career education, the word "work" is not limited to the world of paid
employment outside of formal education. On the contrary, "work" is defined
as "conscious effort, other than that whose primary purpose is either coping or
relaxation, aimed at pr-dueing benefits for oneself and/or for oneself and
others." Thus, in addition to the world of paid employment, this definition
covers the unpaid work of the volunteer, the full-time homemaker, and work
in which individuals engage in the productive use of their leisure time. For
our purposes here, the prime point I want to emphasize is that it also includes
the work of the student and the work of the teacher. In the conceptualization
of career education, every full-time student has a vocatione.g., a primary
work rolenamely, the "vocation" of student. Similarly, every teacher has an
occupatione.g., a primary work role in the world of paid employmentnamely,
the "occupation" of teacher. We begin with an assumption that both teachers
and students supposedly conic into the classroom to work. (The fact that, in
many classrooms, one would have difficulty- seeing this assumption being applied
makes it no less valid as an assumption.)

In the larger society, positive relationships have been established between
productivity (output per perso4 hour) and reduction in worker alienation.
There is every reason to believe that these same kinds of positive relationships
can and do exist for the work of the student (1)141 for the work of the teacher
in the classroom. If worker alienation can be reduced among both students and
teachers, educational productivity i.e., increases in academic achievement
should result. Evidence justifying this reasoning has already been accumulated
in career education programs operating in such widely diverse places as Hamlin
County, West Virginia ; Dade County, Florida , Santa Barbara, California ; and
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

It is no secret that, today, we have many students who are alienated from
their work. They don't like to learn in the classrooms they are in. When this
happens. we often find teachers who are alienated from their work. They don't
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enjoy teaching. By applying the general principles used in reducing worker
alienation to both students and teachers, it seems reasonable to assume that
educational productivity will increase.

Common strategies for reducing worker alienation include such strategies as:
(a ) increasing the variety of work assignments; (b) increasing autonomy of
the individual worker, (c) providing workers with perspective regarding the
importance of their work; id) providing: workers with more opportunity for
closer personal interaction ; ( e) providing workers rewards for quality work
completed on an "on-time" basis, and (f) encouraging workers to use their own
creativity and ingenuity in de%ising ways of attaining desired outcomes. It should
be immediately apparent, to those who have studied the literature of career
education, that many of the classroom strategies and methods proposed by career
education are directly aimed at reducing worker alienation among both students
and among teachers.

In career education, we are trying to get away from the educational "assembly
line" that finds persons going to school simply so that they can go on to more
schooling, We are try ing to free both teachers and students to be as innovative
and as creative as we beliee they really are. We want both students and teachers
to gain personal meaning and meaningfulness from their work. We do so in
order that studen achieventent can be increased.
The use of career implications of subject matter as motivational devices

In my opinion, an "instructor" is one who imparts subject matter to students.
On the other Imml, a "teacher" is one who, in addition to a concern for imparting
subject matter, is also concerned with helping students understand reasons why
it us important to learn the subject matter. Career education emphasizes educa-
tion as preparation for work. In doing so, we have contended that one of the rea-
Mills students go to school is so they can engage in work after leaving the formal
educational system. If teachers can show students how the subject matter relates
to work that the student may some day choose to do, we have assumed that
students may be motivated to learn more subject matter.

The career implications of subject matter represent a source of educational
motivation that should apply to all of the students some of the time. It may
apply to some of the students almost all of the time. If "career" is defined as
"the totality of work one does in her or his lifetime" and, if "work" includes
unpaid activities as well as the world of paid employment, it would seem that
career implications exist for every subject. For almost all subjects, career impli-
t ations exist pertaining to the world of paid employment. In others, the majority
of career implications pertain to the work individuals may choose to do in the
productive use of leisure time. It is important and appropriate that both kinds
of career implications be made clear to students.

Tso additional observations are equally important to emphasize here. First,
education, as preparation for work, represents only one among several basic
and fundamental goals of American Education. Thus, the use of career implica-
tions of subject matter as a source of educational motivation should be thought
of as only one of a variety of ways in which teachers seek to help students find
a sense of purpose and purposefulness in learning subject matter. Second, and
related to the first, the presence of multiple goals for American Education make
it obvious that, when one considers all that is taught in classrooms, large seg-
ments are taught for purposes of attaining other worthy goals of American
Education and so have no direct career implications whatsoever.

I am always distressed when, in effect, a teacher apologizes to me for not
stressing career implications of subject matter while I am observing a class.
Sometimes there are none. The worst thing we could do is to attempt to fdaricate
career implications. All we have ever said to teachers is to try to emphasize
timer implications, where they exist, as one source of educational motivation.

We are not trying to take time away from imparting subject matter. Rather,
e are simply asking teachers to consider using career implications of subject

matter, where appropriate, during that time any person who deserves to be
called a "teacher" takes to show students why it is important to learn the sub-
ject matter.
Implications of expanding the paraniders of the teacher/learning prnees$

Career eilmation exponents have proclaimed widely their belief that students
an learn in more w.mis them from !amiss, in more settings than the formal class-

is
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room, and from more persons than the certified professional teacher. Such
pronouncements seem to have startled and upset some teachers. This is most un-
fortunate. Rather than being, in any way, a threat to the teacher, these pro-
nounceents are intended as ways of expanding the parameters of the teaching/
learning process and so to increase the variety of options open to the teacher
along with opportunities for the exercise of teacher innovativeness and creativity.So one, so far as I know, is talking about replacing either teachers or class-
rooms. I think we know better than to try that.

We are saying that it is time we rid ourselves of the false assumption thatthe best way to ready students for the real world is to lock them up in a class-
room and keep them away from that world. We are saying that many learningopportunities exist in the broader community outside of the classroom and that,
if we make provisions for our students to learn in that broader community as
well as in the classroom, perhaps our students would learn more.We are saying that there are persons in every community who, instead of
going through the "school of hard books," went through the "school of hard
knocks" and that some of what they learned may be valuable for some of ourstudents. We are saying that the use of resource persons in the classroom can
supplement efforts of the professional teacher who will also be in that classroom.We are saying that many instructional materials exist on the broader community
that can and should be brought into the classroom and used.

Most important, it seems to me we are saying that our prime concern shouldcenter around how much students learnnot on where they learn it, how theylearn it, or from whom they learn it. The teacher who uses expansion of student
opportunities for learning what the teacher is charged with teaching as a primecriterion for planning the total teaching/learning process will almost surely findthat more than the teacher, the student, and the book are involved. One of
career education's basic tenets is that the days of education isolationism arepast. I would hope we could all understand, accept, and act on that fact.
Implications of career education for the philosophy of teaching

Finally, I would like to comment briefly on what seem to me to be implicationsof career education for the philosophy of teaching. Of all I have said here, thistopic is bound to raise the most controversy and the most disagreement. Because
it seems so important to me, I feel I must try to communicate some of my thinkingon this topic to you.

First, I believe career education urges the teacher to emphasize accomplish-
mentproductivityoutcomes for all students. Factors making for productivityhave been known for years. They are, in general, referred to as good work habits.
They include encouraging each student to try, to do the best she or he can, to
finish assignments, to cooperate with others, and to come to the work setting(the classroom) on time. I am one who believes the time has come to re-emphasize the practice of good work habits in the classroom and to reward thosestudents who learn and practice them. If, beginning in the early elementary
school, all students could be encouraged to learn and practice good work habits,I firmly believe that fewer complaints would be heard from employers who hire
these students after they leave us. I also believe that the practice of good workhabits would enhance educational achievement. I think they should be taught
consciously. conscientiously, and proudly.

Second, I believe every student has a right to know why it is important to
learn that which the teacher tries to teach. If career implications of such subjectmatter are not present or not valued, then I believe the teacher has a responsi-bility for providing other reasons for learning to students. In short, I firmlybelieve that the purpose of education must extend beyond education itselfthat education must be preparation for somethingfor one or more of the liferoles the student will play asan adult.

Third. I believe that the teaching/learning process would be more effectiveif we emphasized success, rather than failure, to our students. That is, I believethat we have spent far too much time urging our students to do better withoutgiving them sufficient credit for what they have already done. We have all seenlittle children beginning school as active learners and completely "turned off"from all attempts to learn prior to reaching the fourth grade. I have a sincerefeeling that, in part, this must be caused for many students by teachers whotell them how they failed, what they did wrong, and how other students didbetter.
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Career education seeks to help every student understand that he or she is
i,omeone because they have done something. The fact that other students have
done more or better, while not unimportant, is irrelevant to the fact that this
student has accomplishedhas worked. I think students would work harder
in the future if we give them credit for the work they have already done.

Finally, I believe that every teacher should be interested in and express
interest in career aspirations of students. Years ago, we used to say that "every
leacher is a counselor." That phrase tended to disappear from popularity when
NDEA brought a rapid increase in professional counselors into our schools. I
think it is time that phrase be revived. I think teachers should be concerned
about and involved in helping students answer the question "Why should I work?"
This, of course, is a matter of work values and these will be highly influenced
by the culture of the home and family structure of the student.

That is why I believe teachers should make conscious efforts to relate more
closely and more often with members of the student's family. Problems of
both race and sex stereotyping are currently preventing many minority students
and many females from considering, let alone choosing, from among the broad
range of career options that should be made available to them. Many of these
stereotypes are reinforced in the textbooks teachers use in the classroom. If
teachers do not take an active interest in solving this problem, I do not believe
it will ever be solved.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The emphasis here has, hopefully, been limited to the topic of career education
and the teaching/learning process. By so limiting my remarks, I have failed
to consider a variety of other topics that I know are of interest to members of
ASCDincluding such matters as the year-round school, the open-entry open-
exit educational system, performance evaluation dangers of the Carnegie unit,
the elimination of tracking in the senior high school, or implications that
USOE's 15 occupational clusters hold for curriculum change.

Instead, I have chosen to concentrate on the teacher, the student, and the
teaching/learning process. I did so because, in my opinion, unless career educa-
tion is understood and implemented by classroom teachers, anything else we do
hi the name of career education will matter very little.

OTHER USOE PAPERS ON CAREER EDUCATION

1. An Introduction to Career Education : An Official Policy Statement of the
United States Office of Education.

2. Career Education : A Crusade for Change.
3. Career Education and Teacher Education.
4. The Linkage of Education with the World of Work and Career Development.
5. Career Education : Challenges for Counselors.
6. Career Education and the Handicapped Person.
7. Career Education for Minority and Low-Income Students.
S. Career Education, Vocational Education, and Occupational Education : An

Approach to Defining Differences.
9. Career Guidance, Career Education, and Vocational Education.
10. Business Office Occupations and Distributive Education : Keys to Career

Education.

CAREER EntreAvfox Fon MINORITY AND LOW-INCOME STUDENTS

IL INTRODUCTION

Career education, for minority and low-income persons, has, to date, been gen-
erally a matter of over-promise and under-delivery. The expertise assembled here
will hopefully be dedicated to correcting this situation, not to denying its validity
through the splendid examples of practice to be presented. Such examples will be
better viewed as pointing the way toward progress than in denying the truth of
this accusation. If this happens, we should be able to devise a "career education
game plan" that will be superior to any particular example presented here. Let
this be our goal.

To build positively demands that we be willing to look realistically at both
promises and at Problems in three categories: (1) conceptual assumptions of
career education : (2) process assumptions of career development ; and (3) pro-
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grammatic assumptions of career education. By devoting this presentation primar-ily to a discussion of these assumptions, the resources to lie discussed during theremainder of the conference should assume greater relevanee.
To discuss each major kind of assumption fully and completely would require

a very large book Here, only a brief outline of each can be presented. I apologizehere to those who are sure to accuse me of painting too bleak a picture. Having
apologized. I want to move ahead. That is, in my opinion, if I present a problemthat has no basis in reality, you can readily dismiss it. I simply ask that we face
those that cannot be dismissed.

CONCEPTUAL ASSUMPTIONS 01* eAREIta EDUCATION

Two basic conceptual assumptiolls of career education constitute serious otx,r-
rtional challenges when we seek to meet the needs of minority and low-income
students One of these assumptions is that career education is for all persons. The'proud is that career education is humanistieall oriented, Both assumptionsrequire brief discussion here.

From the outset, we have pictured career education as all emphasis for all
persons., at all educational levels. in all settings in our society. We have saidthat career education should he available to very young children and to adultsin the retirement yearsto males and to femalesto the physically and meznallyhandicapped and to gifted and talented personsto high school dropouts and tocollege graduatesto the rich and to the poor. We have said that ALL personsneed to know, understand. and act on the increasingly close relationships between
education and work that exist in our society at the present time. The assumption.
in my opinion, is sound and must be preserved.

This audience need not be reminded that without unequal resources, equalityof opportunity is virtually impossible for those who must start out behind. In
a democratic society. "poor" is a relative concept. It is inevitable in that sonicmembers of society will have more than others. Thus, in a relative sense, the
presence of poor people does not scent evil. What is evil is the assumption that,in generation after generation. lower income persons must always be expectedto come from the same families. To make any concept, such as career education.
equally available to all is to guarantee that this situation will be perpetuated.Our philosophy is dedicated to destruction of the cycle of poverty. Possibilitiesfor doing so will be discussed shortly.

The second conceptual promise of career education. for minority aml low-
income persons, is that it is Immanistically oriented, I recognize how strange this
ttal Patent must sound. If I didn't think I could defend it. I would not ha we Said it.I have tried to eonceptualize career education around a four letter word called
"work". 1 1 1 ( 1 oing so, I have defined work as follows:

"Work is conscious effort. other than activities whose prime put, 4, iscoping or relaxation. alined at producing benefits for oneself am foroneself and others."
'Phis definition obvionsly ineludes unpaid work as well as paid employment. Itsemphasis on "conscious Owlet,' distinguishes "work" from "labor" that is forcedon the person or performed involuntarily. Its emphasis on "producing" refers to
the 'human need of all human beings to doto occomplix71to ochiere somethingthat will allow the individual to be someone. Its emphasis on "benefits.' illustrates
the need we all have to know that somebody needs me for somethingthat itdoes make a ditTerence that i exist. Former President Lyndon B. .7ohnson ex-pressed this need well in a speech when he said -to hunger for use and to gounused is the greatest hunger of all". Career education is dedicated to relievingall persons from that hunger. That is why I say it is humanistically oriented.

It is obvious that career education speaks to what Maslow described as thehigher order need for self-actualization. It is equally obvious that, if one follows
Maslow. meeting this need is dependent on meeting the more basic needs of sur-
vival, seeuity, love, and belonging. We have translated our humanistic orienta-
tion for career education into goals that say we seek to make work possible,
meaningful. and satisfying for .each individual. In so doing, we. too. have ob-viousl used an ordering of needs approach. That is, work cannot be "meaning-ful" until it is first "possible". It cannot be "satisfying" unless it is first"meaningful ".

For several years. youth unemployment has been approximately three times asgreat as adult unemployment. Further. unemployment among minority youth
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has been approximately double than for white youth. Further, unemployment
rates for females hate been higher than nor males. The sickening stability of the
statistics takes on added means in times NN hen general adult unemployment rates
art' rising. With unemployment rates in the inner city higimr than for the coun-
try as a NN hole, the employment prospects facing minority, lo«-income youth front
inner city environments scent bleak indeed. I have often observed that youth with
nothing to do seldom do nothing. It is probably an understatement to say that NNe
face au explosive situation.

The goals of career education can never be met for minority and low-income
persons unless major and decisive action is first taken to attack and solve the
youth unemployment problem. Sum ival and security needs, related to work, must
take initial precedence over meeting higher order self-actualization needs. It
seems both unwise and unproductive to emphasize the personal meaningfulness
of volunteer. unpaid work to minority and low-income persons prior to meeting
their needs fur paid employment. They already know what its like not to lie
paid. Unless there is paid employment available at the time students leave school,
career education, for minority and low-income youth, is a cop -out.

At the same time, if career education were to content itself only with making
work possible for minority and low-income youth, the goals of career education
would obviously not have been met. We would run the great risk of assigning
minority and low-income youth to a life of labor while reserving the personal
meaningfulness of NNork for the more affluent. This simply must not be allowed to
happen.

PROCESS ASSUMPTIONS OF CAREER nnucxrios

As a process, career education follows the model of career development. This
model NIS isions a sequence involving. in a progressive manner, (a) career aware-
ness. (b) career exploration ; (c) career motivation, (d) career decision-making,
le) career preparation ; (f) career entry ; and (g) career maintenance and pro-
gression. Special problems exist for minority and low-income persons in each
stage of this process. Only brief mention of such problems can be made here.

Career awareness aims to acquaint the individual with a broad view of the
nature of the world of workincluding both unpaid work and the world of paid
employment. That world cannot, for most inner-city youth, be seen in its en-
tirety in their immediate neighborhood. More basic, that world is not known
clearly to many of their teachers and counselors not to their parents. Problems
here are pervasive in most inner-city elementary schools.

Career exploration seeks to help individuals consider possible occupational
choices based on their interests and aptitudes coupled NNith an understanding of
the basic nature of various occupations and their requirements for entry. To be
effective, career exploration must be more than a vicarious experience. Reading
about work is like reading about sexi.e., it may very well lie stimulating but it is
seldom satisfying. If minority and low-income youth are to leave their neighbor-
hoods to explore the world of work first-hand, it is vital that they see some per-
sons in that world who are products of low-income inner city neighborhoods. If
this cannot be accomplished, career exploration may be more self-defeating than
productive for such youth.

Career motivation concerns itself with work values and centers around helping
the individual answer the question "Why should I work?" If persons from a very
low-income family are asked whether they value "making money" or "helping
people" more, it should not be surprising if they choose economic over altruistic
values. The danger, of course, is in assuming that the individual has no altruistic
NNork values. Money. as a sole motivational base, prevents one from developing
long-term self-sustaining motivational patterns. Unless minority and low-income
youth can lie given such a broader motivational base, they cannot lie expected
to persevere toward full career development.

One of Shelly's poems contains these lines: "Patience and persererance made
a Bishop of His Reverence." Unless motivation can be diverse enough to pro-
duce perserverance, minority and low-income youth will find it diffcult to afford
the luxury of patience.

Career decision making seeks to help the individual answer three questions:
(a) what is important to me ; (b) what is possible for me ; and (c) what is prob-
able for me? We have been more successful in demonstrating probable failure
than possible success. Career decision making, for minority and low-income youth,
cannot be based simply on increasing self-understanding and understandings of
occupational opportunities. Unless it is accompanied by understandings of how to
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take advantage of such opportunities. it is likely to be more frustrating than
helpful in Its results.

Decision making is preceded by indecision. It isn't terribly serious to remain
occupationally undecided if your father owns the faetory. However, for the mi-
nority and low-imboine youth who have immediate economic needs. occupational
indecision is a very serious matter indeed, Unless high quality career deeision-
ma king assistance is available. pressures of time will continue to force ninny such
youth to settle for lower levels of occupational aspiration than they should.

Part of career decision making leads to occupational preparation programs.
Problems of minority and lots income youth are particularly serious in this area
of career development. It is obvious that long-run problems of minorities aredependent. in part, on more minority persons assuming mninumity leadership
roles--and that such roles are, at present, largely being taken by college gradu-
ates. Thus, there is an absolute necessity for encouraging more minority and low-
income persons to attend college. If career education goals are to be met, college
attendance will be seen as preparation for worknot simply for a degree. Too
many such youth seem still to be regarding the college degree as an end in itself
rather than as a means to an end.

While recognizing and emphasizing the great need for more minority persons
to become college graduates, it would be both tragic and unfair to fail to em-
Outsize post high school occupational preparation programs at less than the bite-
calaureate level. There can be no freedom if the full range of possible vocational
preparation choices is not made available for choice. Career education cannot
ignore or play down opportunities in vocational education for minority and low-
income persons simply because more such persons should be going to college. In-
stead, the widest possible range of education opportunities must be made freely
available for choice on the part of all minority and low-income youthalong with
the financial aid necessary for implementing whatever choices such individuals
ma ke.

Finally, the continuing problems minority and low-income youth face in career
entry and progression must be recognized. In recent years, a relatively great deal
of attention has been focused on helping such youth solve problems of career
entry. Problems of career progression and advancement are equally important.
If career education does not assume an active role in working with others to
solve such problems, it will not have been beneficial, to the extent it has promised
to be. for minority and low-income youth.

PROGRAMMATIC ASSUMPTIONS OF CAREER EDUCATION

Finally. I would like to comment briefly on three programmatic assumptions of
career education that are currently acting as operational deterrents to effective
career education for minority and low-income persons. These are: (a) the as-
sumption that career education is a collaborative effort ; (b) the assumption that
the classroom teacher is key to the success of career education; and (c) the
assumption that career education is inexpensive.

From the beginning, career education has been pictured as a collaborative effort
involving the formal educational system, the home and family, and the business-
labor-industry-professional-government community. The strength of a given
community's career education effort is dependent on the strength of each of these
three collaborative forces.

Given this view. problems for minority and low-income students become im-
mediately apparent, The inner city school, when compared with its counterparts
in the suburbs, is often seen as poor as its student body. Career education de-
pends greatly on parents to teach positive work values, good work habits. and to
assist youth in career decision making. Adults living in the homes of many
minority and low-income youth are. at present. not well prepared to accept such
responsibilities, Career education counts heavily on the business- labor- industry-
professional- government community to provide observational. work experience.
and work-study opportunities for students. Further, it depends on the willingness
and availability of members of that community to serve as resource persons in
the classroom If the business-labor-industry-professional-government community
is limited to the immediate neighborhood of the inner city, a lack of both quantity
and quality of effort is almost sure to be felt.

All three parts of this collaborative effortthe schools, the home and family
structure. and the business-labor-industry-professional-government coinnmnity
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must be strengthened if quality career education is to be provided for minority
and low-income youth.

A second programmatic assumption is that the classroom teacher is key to the
success of career education. Career education asks the teacher to use the com-
munity as a learning laboratory is which students can see career implications of
subject matter. It asks that we open up the community to students and teachers
for field trips and for "hands-on" experiences. It asks that many persons from
the community be brought into the schools to serve as career education resource
Persons, It asks the teacher to 'use a project approach to teaching and to em-
phasize a "success approach", based on individualization of instruction, to the
teaching-learning process. The many inner-city teachers who, day after day, find
crowded classrooms, danger on the streets, and pupils who can't read find it
difficult to become enthusiastic about the pleas and visions of career education.
The problems of many are compounded by their own lack of experience in or
contact with the world of work outside of formal education.

The third programmatic assumption of career education is that it is inexpen-
sive. This assumption is based, in part, on the fact that career education asks
neither for new buildings nor for large increases in staff. It seeks to be infused
into all subjects rather than being added on as yet another part of the curriculum.
In part, this assumption rests on a belief that, if youth are prepared for work and
willing to work. they will find work that is satisfying to themselves and beneficial
to society.

In the case of minority and low-income youth, this entire assumption appears to
be erroneous. It is going to cost sizeable sums of money to give inner-city teach-
ers the kind of inservice education they will need to work in career education.
Parent education programs for career education in the inner-city will require
sPeial staff and so cost money. Similarly, field trips and work experience sites
for minority and low-income youth cannot be limited to the inner city itself, but
must extend out a considerable distance. This, too, will require staff and equip-
ment and so cost money.

Career development programs, for minority and inner-city youth, must, if they
are to be effective, be both heavily staffed and equipped with a wide variety
of career exploration and decision-making equipment. All of this will be expen-
sive, Finally. the largest costs will lie those connected with guaranteeing access
to post high school educational programs and to real, bona fide employment for
minority and inner city youth. Unless both are purchased, neither will be avail-
able and career education will have been yet another hoax society has played
on such youth.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In raising these problems career education faces in meeting needs of minority
and low income youth, I. in no way. intend to imply that I know immediate and
effective solutions that can now be applied in solving them. At the same time, I
find myself full of several beliefs regarding solutions to these problems. I would
be less than honest here if I failed to state their general nature.

First, I am convinced that, of all the things needed, money must surely beat, by
a very wide margin, whatever is in second place. Even more important, we need
other branches of governmentthe U.S. Department of Labor, the Department
of Commerce, the Department of Defenseand many others to join forces in
emphasizing and implementing relationships between education and work in our
society. We need the business-labor-industry-professional community to recognize
that they, too. have a stake in attaining the goals of career education. Finally,
it seems to me that, in spite of our past failures to do so, we need to encourage
the churches of the nation to become involved in career education. They have a
key role to play in problems involving value decisions and personal judgments.

Second, I am convinced that. in spite of the problems I have specified here,
career education can be a reality for minority and for inner city youth. Many
examples exist throughout the United States where effective actions are already
being taken. The conference program here is filled with some of the better
examples. Many others exist who could not be brought here. In no way are the
problems of providing effective career education for minority and inner city
youth incapable of solution. We need to build on the many good examples that
now exist and go forward together.

Third, I am convinced that career education holds great promise for meeting
major current needs of minority and inner city youth. If, as a nation, we com-
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milted ourselves to career education for such youth, it would pa) big dividends
both in terms of bringing personal meaning and meaningfulness to their lives
and in terms of bringing great benefits to the larger society. Career education is
a winner. We should not abandon its implementation simply because formidable
problems need to be solved. The best way to begin is to begin. And I think we
should.

Finally, I am convinced that, in the absence of a sound and comprehensive
career education effort, problems of minority and inner city youth will surely
become more complex for them and more difficult fur society in the years ahead.
We cannot continue to do what we have done in the past. Career education offers
a positive, action program for change it seems to me to be worth trying.

CAREER EDUCATION AND Tun IIANDieerno l'Easos

INTRODUCTION

Career Education represents a response to a call for educational reform. This
call has arisen from a variety of sources, each of which has 1 oiced dissatisfaction
with American education as it currently exists. Such sources include students,
parents, the business-labor-industry-professional community, and the general
public. Special segments of the population, including the economically disadvan-
taged, minorities, the handicapped, and gifted persons have also expressed deep
disatisfaction with both the appropriateness and the adequacy of educational op-
portunities that are made aailable to them. While their specific concerns vary,
all seem to agree that American education is in need of major reform at all levels.
Career Education is properly viewed as one of seeral possible responses that
could be given to this call.

Career Education seeks to respond to this call for change through making
education as preparation for work both a prominent and an permanent goal of
our entire educational system. To accomplish this goal, career education seeks
first to unite all segments of the formal educational system in this common effort.
To this, we seek to add the collaborative efforts of both the businessabor-
industry-professional community and the home and family structure in ways
that enhance attainment of this goal for all persons through a broad range of
community services and activities.

From the beginning, career education advocates have proclaimed that they
seek to serve off persons of all ages in all kinds of educational settings. In
practice, we have seep career education programs primarily limited to elementary
and secondary school youth enrolled in regular public school programs. This
situation c, , ii; ,, a continue if the promises of career education are to be attained.
In this article, the problem will be illustrated through considering implications
of career education for handicapped persons.

BASIC DEFINITIONS ESSENTIAL FOR UNDERSTANDING CAREER EDUCATION

Six basic words must be redefined in order to understand the concept of career
education itself. These six words are : (1) "work"; (2) "career" ; (3) "vocation" ;
(4) "occupation"; (5) "leisure"; and (6) "education".

"Work" is conscious effort aimed at producing benefits for oneself and /or for
oneself and others.As such, it is unimportant whether such effort is paid or
unpaid in nature. What is important is that it represent the basic need of all
human beings to achieveto accomplishto do something productive that allows
the individual to discover both who lie /she is and why he/she is. With this
definition, work is properly viewed as a human rightnot as a societal obligation.

"Career" is the totality of work one does in his or her lifetime.Thus, any
person can have only one career. That career typically begins prior to entering
formal schooling and continues well into the retirement years.

-Vocation" is one's primary work role at any given point in time. -- Vocations
Include paid employment, but they also extend to unpaid 11 ork rah -s. For example,
we can speak of the "vocation" of the student, the full-time volunteer worker, or
the full-time homemaker just as easily as we can speak about the "vocation" of
the plumber, the physician or the engineer.

"Occupation" is one's primary work, role in the world of paid employment.
Economic returns are always considered among the work values of persons en-
gaged in occupations although these might not be considered at all by persons in
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certain vocations. The occupations of many persons will be synonomous with
their vocations. One can never have an occupation without having a vocation
although, of course, one can have a "vocation" without being engaged in an"occupation".

"Leisure" consists of activities, other than sleeping, in which one engages whennot performing in his or her vocation,Thus, "leisure" holds possibilities forboth "work" and for "play".
"Education" consists of all those activhies and experiences through which onelearns. --As such, it is obviously a lifelong process and considerably broader inmeaning than the term "schooling".
All that follows is based on an assumption that these six basic words areunderstood and their meanings agreed upon. Those who disagree with one or

more of these definitions will necessarily find themselves disagreeing with muchof the remainder of this presentation.
With the way in which these six terms are defined, "career education's" defini-

tion, in a generic sense, becomes simple and straightforward. Career Educationconsists of all those activities and experiences through which one learns aboutwork. As such, it makes no restrictions in meaning whether one speaks aboutwork of the homemaker, the musician, the lawyer, or the bricklayer. Sonic work
will require advanced college degrees while other work may include no formalschooling of any kind. Some work will be in the form of primary work roles,
paid or unpaid, while other work will be carried out as part of one's leisure time.To the extent that work is judged "successful", it does typicallyand, in thesetimes, increasingly require some learned set of vocational skills.

FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE MEANING Of WORK

The precedl»g definition of "career education" brings us back to further con-
sideration of the meaning and implications of the four letter word "work". Work,as used here, is a concept available only to human beings in that it is restrictedto conscious effortto something that the individual thinks about and choosesto do. It is this quality of conscious choice that most clearly distinguishes theword "work" from the word "labor". That is, "labor", like "work", may verywell result in production of benefits, but it does not carry with it the connotationof something that the individual consciously chooses to do. Instead, "labor" is
more accurately regarded as forced, involuntary effort that lacks personal mean-
ingfulness and significance for those who perform it.

Why do people work? Answers given to this question can be grouped into threebroaid elassitications of reasonseconomic, sociological, and psychological. Work,in the world of paid employment, always includes economic reasons and, it max-imally meaningful to the individual, carries sociological and psychological rea-sons as well. Economic reasons, of course, center around the needs most of ushave to accumulate income so that we can purchase goods, products, or services
produced through the work of others. Sociological reasons center around recog-nition that one's work contributes to the goals of our society in a positive way
that what one does has benefit for one's fellow human beings. Psychological rea-sons center around personal recognition of one's accomplishmentsaround thefeeling of being someone through being able to say that one has accomplishedsomething.

While most persons experience economic reasons for working and many, al-though net all, can readily observe the sociological significance of the work thatthey do, the single reason for working that can be said to apply to all persons isthat which centers around the psychological dimension. Former President Lyn-don Johnson perhaps expressed this need for work as clearly as anyone when, ina speech, he said, 'To hunger for use and to go unused is the greatest hungerof all." He was, of course, referring to the human need of all human beings tofeel that someone needs them for somethingthat it does matter to someone thatthey existthat. because they are alive, the world is, in some way and to somedegree, better off.
The concerns and scope of career education extend to all three of these basicreasons for working. It is this breadth of concern that enables career educationto say that it is concerned with all persons of all ages in all settings from all

levels of educational background. The basic premise of career education is thatthe need to work is a basic human need .`.or all human beings. That is why werefer to work as a "human right" rather than as a "societal obligation".
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CAREER EDUCATION AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS

In a recent paper, C. Samuel Barone, USOE Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, presented the following predictions regarding the approximately
2.5 million handicapped youth who will leave our school systems in the next
four years:

525,000-21%will be either fully employed or enrolled in college.
1,000,000---10%will be underemployed and at the poverty level.
200,000-8gwill be in their home community and idle much of the time.
630,000-26%will be unemployed and on welfare.
75,000-3% will be totally dependent and institutionalized.
Predictions, such as these, raise very grave concerns for those dedicated to the

career education movement. The prediction that one million of these handicapped
youth will be underemployed is a very serious matter indeed. The concept of un-
deremployment is one that pictures a person as possessing greater degrees of
productive capability than the tasks he or she is asked to perform routinely re-
quire. Underemployment leads to boredom on the job and is seen by many as a
major contributor to worker alienation in our society at the present time. To
predict that this will be the fate of 2 out of every 5 handicapped youth leaving
our school system in the next four years can only be regarded as a serious indict-
ment of our educational system and of the larger society.

We have, for far too long, seemed to aid as though a handicapped person should
be both pleased with and grateful for any kind of work society provides. Unlike
other persons, we seem to assume that, if a person is handicapped, boredom on a
job is impossible. Worse, much of society has seemed to assume that, while most
persons should seek work compatible with their interest and aptitudes, such con-
siderations are not necessary when seeking to find employment for handicapped
Persons. If any job in the world of paid employment can be found for the handi-
capped person. seem far too often to be personally relieved and surprised when
the handicapped person is anything leSs than effusively grateful.

Similarly, we seem to assume that those handicapped persons who are not
employed in the %vorld of paid employment are not and cannot be working. This
is, in the philosophy of career education, both false and wrong. We know that,
for example, the fact that 11 person is unemployed and on welfare certainly does
not mean, for many such persons, that they do not work. There is a very great
deal of work being carried out in many welfare homes, the results of which are
readily apparent to any who visit in such homes. Yet, because persons on welfare
are not engaged in the world of paid employment, society seems to assume that
they are not working. Even more tragic. some seem to assume that people on
welfare do not want to work. If the human need to work pictured here has any
%ability at all. it certainly applies to persons on welfare just as to all other
persons.

The 200,000 youth who are predicted to be in their home community and idle
much of the time can certainly not be written off as persons with no interest in
working or no personal needs to work. Something should be provided for such
persons, whether it be paid or unpaid work. The field of the handicapped has,
fur years. been promoting the concept of the sheltered workshop for those who
are unable to . ompete effectively in the world of paid employment. The
prime rationale for the sheltered workshop must surely lie in recognition of the
human need for work that is being discussed here. If this concept is valid for
those 01 sheltered workshops, it is certainly also valid for those who are not.

Career education seeks to make work possible, meaningful, and satisfying for
all individuals. To do so for handicapped persons demands, first of all, that we
regard their right to choose from among the widest possible set of opportunities
equally as important as for any other individual. We seem too often to be satis-
fied when we have found something that a handicapped person can do. We should
be dissatisfied until and unless we have explored, to the fullest possible extent,
the total array of work that might be possible for a given handicapped person.
To stop prior to reaching this point is being less than fair to the handicapped
person and to the larger society.

One further basic principle of the career education movement would seem to
have some relevance for handicapped persons. This is the principle that holds that
we should seek to emphasize the individual's sucesses, not his or her failures.
In career education, a conscientious attempt is made to emphasize accomplish-
mentsat tainmentsaehievementsdoing. This can best be carried out by refus-
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ing to emphasize failures and shortcomings. It would seem that this principleholds some positive potential for working with handicapped persons who, far toooften, are made well aware of their limitations and, in the process. effectivelylimited in discovering their talents. We have, it would seem, been sometimes toolunch concerned about helping the handicapped realize and appreciate how lunchsociety Is doing for them. In so doing. we run the risk of de-emphasizing, for manyhandicapped persons, how much each can do for himself or herself.

CONCLUDING REMARK3

Handicapped persons are as deserving of whatever benefits career educationhas to offer as are any other individuals. To date, not many career education pro-grains have made the kinds of special efforts necessary in order to make careereducation a reality for handicapped persons. It is hoped that these remarks maystimulate both those in career edneation and those working in the field of thehandicapped to work together in order to correct this lack of attention. The need
to work is a human need of. all human beings, Handicapped persons are humanbeings.

CAREER EDUCATION : CHALLENGES FOR COUNSELORS

INTRODUCTION

The counselor is a key person in the career education concept. Thus, the futureof career education will obviously he affected by the counseling and guidance
DIOVeillent. The degree to which counseling and guidance will be affected by
career education is neither clear or obvious. It is the purpose of this paper toprovide one view of possible challenges for counselor change posed by career
education. It will, of course. be up to each counselors to decide whether to accept
or reject these challenges. I pose them here because, in my opinion, they can nolonger be ignored.

An background for this contention, I refer to two facts that became clear during
the Summer of 1974 when I conducted 20 "mini-conferences" for leading career
education practitioners from school districts throughout the United States. Each
"miniconference" consisted of from 10 to 15 persons nominated by their state
coordinator of career education as representing the hest K-12 career educationprograms in their state. In all, approximately 275 persons attended these mini-
conferences. Two facts pertinent to this discussion became apparent. One wasthat. of persons nominated to attend these conferences, more came from a guid-
ance background than from any other single professional specialty in Education.The second was that, when conference participants were asked to name factors
currently acting to impede career education in the senior high school, counselors
were among the most frequently mentioned "roadblocks" named, Both facts haveimplications that form the basis for the challenges I want to present here. The
fact that they may appear to be contradictory simply adds to the challenge.

Before proceeding. let me state my own personal biases as clearly and as force-
fully as possible. I believe career education Isa vehicle that can be used to greatly
strengthen the status of counselors, the effectiveness with which counselors func-tion, and the personal satisfactions that can accrue to practicing school counse-
lors throughout the nation.

As I have worked in career education, various positive potentials for change in
counselor role and function have become more and more obvious to me. By relat-ing them here, I hope to present a basis each counselor can use for deciding
whether or not to become involved in career education.

TILE SIGNIFICANCE OF "WORK" IN CAREER EDUCATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR CHANGE IN
COUNSELOR ROLE AND FUNCTION

The concept of work is, in my opinion, central to conceptualization of the entire
career education movement. This concept holds several key implications for
change in counselor role and function. I am well aware of the negative connota-tions the word "work" holds for many counselors as well as for many others in
our society at the present time. Thus, my first task must be one of presenting a
definition of "work" that hopefully will foster more positive attitudes.

Thanks to my many critics, I have frequently revised the specific definitionof work that I want to use in career education. My current definition is:



"WORK is conscions effort, other than activities whose primary purpose is
elated to either coping or relaxation, aimed at producing socially acceptable

benefits for oneself and/or for oneself and others."
The key words in that definition are :

"Conscions"----which means that it is chosen by the individual, not forced on
hint or her involnntarily (as "labor" is)

"Effort"which means that some necessary degree of difficulty is involved
"Prodnce"whieh means that some clear ontcome is sought as a resnit of the

effort being expended
"Socially acceptable benefits -which means that the outcome is one aimed ut

helping, rather than hurting, those who receive the remits of the effort being
expended

Several basic concepts are implied in this definition. First, this definition of
"work" is not limited to the world of paid employment. On the contrary, it obvi-
ously includes work done as part of one's leisure tittle, the work of the volunteer,
the full-time homemaker, and the student. Second, this definition of "work" allows
for econotnie. sociological, and psychological reasons for working to exist singly
or in some combination. Third, while in no way denying economic reasons for
working, this definition extends beyond snch reasons to inclnde the basic 111111111 11
need of all human beings to accomplishto doto achieve something. To feel
that someone needs him or her for something. To know that, because he or she
lives. the works is, in some way and to some degree, benefited.

The concept of "work," implied in this .definition, is a very humanistic one
indeed. As such, it is applicable to till persons, of all ages, in all settingsboth
within and mashie of the formal Nincational system. Because the concept extends
from the preschool through the retirement years. it is truly developmental in
nature. This leads logically to defining "career" as

"CAREER is the totality of work one does in his or her lifetime." That, to me,
is what the word "career" means in the term "career education." You can see
why I must insist that the word "work" is central to the basic meaning of career
education. It mnst also be obvious why I reject a view of career education pic-
tured as being concerned with "all of life".

Several direct implications for change in counselor role and function are imme-
diately apparent to those who recognize the centrality of work in the conceptnali-
zation of career edncation. Perhaps the most obvious is the degree to which the
concept of work focus on accomplishmenton performance. The research litera-
ture of guidance has, for years, clearly demonstrated that the best prediction of
future performance is past performance. Yet, in typical student appraisal pro-
grams. we often seem to have overlooked the operational significance of this
common research finding. For example, we know the best single predictor of
future grades is past grades. Yet, we continue to value varions so-called "scho-
lastic aptitude" tests more than we do grades. John Holland has demonstrated
that the best predictor of future vocational activities is to ask students about
their vocational interests, not measure them with interest inventories. This, too,
has had little apparent effect on practices.

One of career edncation's tenets is that a person is, to a very large degree, a
prodnet of his or her past accomplishments and experiences. When we ask au
indiviunal "Who are your" the individual, if responding honestly and completely,
tells us primarily abont his or her past accomplishments. True, one often begins
answering the question by describing his or her characteristicsname, age, filly-
steal eharacteristics, Interests, and values. Such descriptions help us differentiate
One person from anotheri.e., they serve as "identifiers." They do not help ms
greatly in our attempts to understand the person. We predict a person's behavior,
to a limited degree, by the way in which we combine data concerning the person's
characteristics. We understand another person only through behaviorial expres-
sions. I submit that the emphasis on accomplishments which the word "work"
brings to career education holds great potential for counselor use inn better tinder-
standing those persons counselors seek to serve.

The generalization I am making is that, in the past, we have pnt an inutile
emphasis on describing students by their characteristics and a relative lack of
emphasis on understanding students through their behariorial accomplishments.
Career education holds great potential for helping counselors correct this
imbalance.

Fnrther, I submit that an emphasis on accomplishment, if carried out in a posi-
tive fashion, holds great potential for increasing meaningful student self-nnder-
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'standing. I think %%e have spent too much time telling students they are worth-
tole and too little time letting students discover their own worth through their

successful tweomplishments. The key word here, of course, is "success". Our
guidance literature is heavily burdened with normative approaches to increas-
ing student self - understanding with attempting to help students understand
themselves through letting them know how they compare with others on some
'set of norms. The prime approach to self-understanding used in career education
is one of helping the student see what he or she has accomplishednot in seeing
ghat 1w or she failed to accomplish. We emphasize success, not failure.

The generalization I am making is that, in the past, we have put an undue
emphasis on normatiVe comparisons and a relative lack of emphasis on demon-
strated success in our attempts to increase student self-understanding. Career
education elmllenges all counselors to correct this imbalance.

Finally. I submit that the emphasis on "work" found in career education holds
great potential for helping individuals discover a personal meaning and meaning-
fulliess of %%ork in their total life style. Too often, in the past, counselors have
spoken to students about ''work" only in terms of the world of paid employment.
Broader lifestyle implications, when discussed in conjunction with occupational
decisions, have too often failed to consider either the desirability or, in ninny
OISIali«.s. the necessity many individuals have for work during part of their
leisure time. This is particularly tragic for those individualsand there are
math ho find their roles in the world of paid employment so dehumanizing
'hat it mind not possibly be called "work". Instead, it must surely be regarded as
labor" as primarily an involuntary set of activities the individual endures in

order to gain enough economic benefits so as to finesome happiness when away
from his or her place of paid employment.

I submit that tliose %%ho find themseh es in such delmmanizing roles in the
%%odd of paid employ went have no less a human need for work than does any other
human being. A discussion of occupational goals devoid of discussion of the
theiti,mg iuul meinungfulness of work in the total lifestyle of the individual find-
ing both their paid jobs and their total lifestyle largely lacking in significant
personal meaning. That, I am afraid. is what has happened much too often.

The generalization I am making is that, in the past, we have pnt an undue
emphasis uu %%ork only in the world of paid employment and a relative lack of
emphasis on Murk as a positive part of an individual's leisure time. This, then, is
a third imbalance that career education challenges counselors to correct.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ACTION IN CAREER EDUCATION: IMPLICATIONS FOP.
CIIANGE IN COUNSELOR ROLE AND FUNCTION

Career villa ation is action-centered and experience-oriented. If you have read
the c, reer education literature, yon must be impressed by the emphasis on such
expressions as 'hands on". "work experience", "field trips", and "work study".
Its emphasis on the project approach and on a general "learning-by-doing"
niphasis has reminded many of the philosophy and the recommendations made

many years ago by .Tulin Dewey. Insofar as this portion of (queer education is
concerned. there is justiileatica for the analogy.

This approat h seems to have great appeal for the "now" generation of students.
Rather than talking about the future in abstract terms. they are experiencing
ghat it %%mild he like if, as adults, they were to engage in various forms of work.

itu of the implit at ions sin h activities hold both for increasing .talent self-
understanding and for de( ision making, it %%mild seem NN orthwhile for counselors
tl, i I )11.Illl'r 1Welllilifig al I iVel3 involved in helping students gain such experiences.
Perhaps it is time, as one stndent said to me, for counselors to "spend less time
giving ne sympathy and more time giving me help".

if ounselors «etc to accept this challenge. they would be spending relatively
time lollecting illid tiling standardized test score data and relatively more

time in helping to design and use performance evaluation measures. They wmdd
spend less time talking %NMI Minions about their need for partAime work and
relatively more time in helping students find it. They would spend relatively less
time helping students gain admission to college and relatively more time helping
4-tudents decide what they plan to do after they leave college. That is. going to
college would not. for most students. be a NN ay of avoiding work but rather a way
of preparing oneself for %cork. It would put a purpose in college attendance that.
at present. is largely non-existent for many of our so-called "college bound"
students.
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I submit that the action orientation of career education calls for more "action-
oriented" counselors. I further submit that, if counselors were to change in this
direction, they would be perceived by students in a inure positive light. In asking
counselors to consider this kind of change. I ain simply asking that we reflect
on "Ma, low's needs structure and consider its implications for change in counselor
behavior. If we think about this carefully, we may discover that we have spent
relatit ely too much time in attempting to meet student self actualization needs
and relatively too little time meeting their prior needs for survival and for
security.

TIIE SIGNIFICANCE OF COLLABORATION IN CAREER EDUCATION IMPLICATIONS FOR
CHANGE IN COUNSELOR ROLE AND FUNCTION

A third basic emphasis in career education is one of collaboration of efforts
both within the formal educational system and among that system, the business-
labor-industry-professional-got ernnient community, and the home and family
structure. Much of the rationale and organizational structure of career educa-
tion is based on this basic principle of collaborativenot merely cooperative
effort. It is an emphasis that places high value on the total amount of help made
available to any given indit idual and a relatively low value on assigning specific
persons Or organizations "credit" for such help.

This emphasis asks those teachers we call "academie" and those we call
-vocational" to join together in making education, as preparation for work, both
a prominent and a permanent goal of all who teach and of all who learn. It
encourages a project approach to teaching that allow several teachers to be
involved in a single project. It encourages the use of resource persons from
the business-labor-industry -professional-government community in the class-
room. It encourages the active involvement of parents in exposing youth
to work values, to teaching good work habits, and in assisting youth in career
decision making It urges die classroom teacher to discuss the career implications
of subject matter and to help students explore both the nature of various kinds
of work and student aptitude for such work as regular classroom activities. In
short, the career education movement has proclaimed that career guidance, in
its fullest sense, is the proper business and concern of the entire school staff,
of the business-labor-Mdustry -professional-government community, and of the
home and family-. By doing so, career education has denied that career guidance
is the exclusive responsibility of the counselor.

Counselors can, of course, choose to react to this emphasis in a variety of
ways. Some may very well react negatively by asserting that career guidance
is one of the unique roles of the professioizal counselor. Others may react by
pointing to the obvious lack of both skill and understanding in career guidance
present on the part of many who work in career education. Still other counselors
may. when faced with a career education program, profess to be disinterested in
career guidance and busy themselves with other kinds of activities that they
consider to more properly tit their role.

I submit that the most appropriate and productive role counselors could play
k to enthuciastkally endorse and enter into the collaborative efforts of the
career education movement. I think counselors should be actively seeking to
help teachers discover and infuse career implications of their subject matter into
the teachinglearidng process. I think counselors should be active participants in
Aablishing and enraging into «dlaboratise iclationships with persons from

the business- labor- industry - professional -got eminent community. I think counsel-
ors should seek to actively involve parents in the career decision making
process. In short, I think counselors will gain most if, instead of proclaiming
career guidance as their "unique" role, they share their expertise in career
guidance with all others ins olved in the career education program. Counselors
will, in my opinion, gain more status and acceptance by sharing their expertise
than by "hoarding" it.

This would, of course, demand that counselors give a higher priority to career
guidance than many now do. If this happens, I submit that both students and
parents w ill be happier with counselors than many now are. It would demand
that counselors spend relatively less time in their offices and relatively more time
working directly with hat:hers. If this happens, I submit that counselors would
be better :wielded as members of the school staff. It would demand that counsel-
ors spend relatively more time outside the school building interacting with both
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parents and %%itli members of the business-labor-industry-professional-govern-
ment rommuni0. If this happen, I submit that students will, in the long run,
receive more and better career guidance than if the counselor tries to be the
prinnm person helping students in this area. Finally, I submit that the need fur
elementary se hoot counselors %%ill become clearer to school boards every%% here and
that the number of such counselors will increase.

In short, I vie%% career education's call for a collaborative emphasis as one
holding high potential fur increasing both the acceptability and the effectivenesi
of the professional counselor. I do not see negative results for the guidance
movement if this direction is followed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This presentation has been purposely limited to challenges for future change
that the career educator movement poses for counselors. It seems mandatory to
l'Ileinde It* concentrating briell on the appropriateness of such a limitation at
this time.

To those who would prefer to wait, in discussing counselor role, until we know
fur sure %%hetlier or not the career education movement is going to survive, I
say that, by the time that answer is known, it will be too late. I do not know
if the career education movement can survive without the active involvement
and commitment of the counseling and guidance profession. I do know that. if
it survives %%ithout that involvement, it %%ill be because it has been forced, by
necessity, to find other kinds of personnel to do what we are now asking coun-
selors to do. The long-run implications here are obvious.

To ask those who would try to proclaim that career guidance is part of the
unique role and function of the counselors, I say they are living in the past and,
professionally, are already dead. The days of educational isolationism are, in iny
*opinion, gone forever. Relationships between education and the larger society
become closer each dear. We have reached a point when we must abandon the
false assumption that the best way to ready students for the real world is to
lock them up inside a school building and keep them away from that world. It is
to Inc. not a question of %%hether or not the counselor must become involved in
activities outside the school. Rather, the question is one of the kinds of activities
in %%Iiielt the counselor %%ill be involved. In my opinion, career education is the
most viable option now available to school counselor:.

To those counselors who may be inclined to claim the career education move-
ment as their own, I say they have missed the basic point of collaboration inher-
ent in the career education concept. True, %iewed as a process consisting of career
imareness, exploration, decision making, preparation, entry, and progression,
t areer education and career guidance have much in CO1111110 n. When vio%ed as
as a rollaboratie profp ((fort, they do not. Career development, like voca-
tional education, is properly viewed as one programmatic component of career
education. Career education is no more a simple extenthm of what, in the past,
has been known as career development than it is of %%hat has been known as
vocational education.

To those %%ho profess no interest in either career guidance or in career educa-
tion, I say they should study carefully reactions of students, parents, and the
general public to recent public opinion polls concerned %%ith both counselors and
%%MI career education. In my opinion, these polls arc clearly supporting both the
career education movement and the counselor's deep involvement in that move-
ment. While, of course, such polls are no suitable substitute for professional
decisions made by counselors, it seems to me unwise to ignore them.

The t arecr education movement, and the guidance movement, are both faced
%%WI (Tut ial det isions regarding future directions. It seems to me that both have
nut h to gain by joining forces. I hope that it seems that way to some of yon.

CAREER EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION:
AN A PPROA.CII TO DEFINING DIFFERENCES

INTRODUCTION

Is "career education" simply a no% name for "vocational education"? Should
the terms "%ocational education" and "occupational education" be considered
as synomanous? Apparently, large segments of the general publicand many
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professional educatorsseem to feel that the answer to both questions must
be "Yes."

Interestingly enough, during the last three years. there has been considerable
effort expended proclaiming that the terms "Career education" and "vocational
education" are not synonomous while, at the same time, little attention has
been paid to %%hat, if any, differences exist in the meanings of "vocational edu-
cation" and "occupational education." It seems unfortunate that relatively more
time appears to Lane been spent hi proclaiming that differences do exist bet een
"career education" and "vocational education" than in specifying. with exact-
ness, %%hat such differences are. It scents equally unfortunate that, by and large.
differences between "vocational education" and "occupational education" have
been ignored. It is time that we face these problems.

It would be fruitless to attempt to differentiate meanings of these three
terius by deriving the weaning of each independent of the other two. Some com-
mon base must be utilized for purposes of defining each tem.-Hem an attempt
%%ill be made to construct such a base through defining six %%ords that are basic
to the controversy. These six words are 11) "work"; (2) "career"; (3) "voca-
tion"; (4) "occupation"; (5) leisure"; and (6) "education."

DEFINITIONS OF BASIC TERMS

"'VIVI.," is conscious effort aimed at producing benefits for oneself and/or for
oneself and others.As such, it is unimportant %vhether such effort is paid or
unpaid in nature. What is important is that it represent the basic need of all
human beings to achieveto accomplishto do something productive and allows
the individual to discover both %vlio he/she is and %vily he; she is. With this
definition, %% ork is properly viewed as it human rightnot as a societal obligation.

"Career is the totality of owl, one does in his or her lifetime. Thus. any
person can have only one career. That career typically begins prior to entering
kindergarten and continues well into the retirement years.

"Vocation" is oat's primary work role at any !men point in lam.Vocations
include paid employment, but they also extend to unpaid %% ork roles. Fur exam-
ple. %%e can speak of the "vocation" of the student. the full-time %olunteer worker.
or the full-time homemaker just as easily as %%e can speak about the "vocation"
of the plumber, the physician, or the engineer.

"Occupation" is ones primary icor), role in the world of paid employment.
Economic returns are always considered among the %%ork %alues of persons en-
gaged in occupations although these might not be t onside red at all by persons
in certain %mations. The occupations of many persons %%ill be synononious With
their %ocations. One can never have an occupation %%ithout huaiig a vocation
although, of course, one can luive a "vocation" without being engaged in an
"occupation."

"Leisure" consists of actin Has, otht r than. sleeping, in uhich one engages when
not performing in his or her cocation.Phus. "leisure" holds possibilities for
both "work" and for "play."

"Education" consists of all those actiiitii 8 and ixptriences through which one
learns.As such, it is obviously a lifelong process and considerably broader
in meaning than the term "schooling."

All that follims here is based on an as.uniption that these six basic terms are
understood and agreed upon. Those %% ho disagree with one or more of these
definitions %%ill necessarily find thenisehes disagreeing %%ith the remainder of
this presentation.

DEFINING "CAREER EDUCATION," "VOCATIONAL EDUCATION," AND
"OCCUPATIONAL. EDUCATION"

"('art es «hIcai/0/1" consists of all those activities and experiences through
whit h on( barns about work.As such, it makes no restrictions in meaning
%%nether one speaks about the %cork of the homemaker. the musician, the lawyer,
or the bricklayer. Some as ark %%ill require ad% anted t ollege degrees as Bile other
u (irk mtay require no formal schooling of in* kind. T4) the extent that work is
judged "successful." it does typically- and. in these times, increasingly require
some learned set of vocational skills.

"Vocational «location" consists of all those activities and expinenec through
which one barns about a primacy curl, role. This definition includes all kinds
of primary work rolespaid and unpaidthose assumed by high school drop-

7?,
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outs and by university graduatesthose taking place in formal classrooms andin on-the-job settings. It differs markedly from the definition of this term enr-rently in use by the American Vocational Association. It is advanced here, not
to create controversy, lint simply because. unit the specific word definitions pre-sented earlier. it seems proper.

"Occupatimt/ education" eonAists of all those actirities and experiences
through which one horns to nor', in the norlfl of paid employment.As snch,it places a primary emphasis on economic benefits from stork that are not nec-
essarily present in either " vocational education" or in "career education." As
with the term "%ovation:II education." the term "occupational education" obvi-ously ineludes schooling requiring collegiate degrees as well as schooling atbelow the baccaularate level.

With these three generic definitions, it becomes clear that "occupational edu-cation" :du ays include. "vocational education," but "vocational education" ismot always limited to "occupational education." It becomes equally clear that
"career education," while including both "iocational education" and "occupa-tional education." extends beyond both in that it may involve work performed
as part of one's leisure time. The three terms imply progressiie narrowing ofpurpose That is, ''career education" includes all wort, "vocational education"is limited to all primary work roles, and "occupationr1 education" is furtherlimited to all primary work roles in the world of paid employment.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: BEDROCK Foil CAREER EDUCATION

At this point, it seems desirable to move beyond the definitional game-playingto the task of conceptualizing vocational education as part of career education.The primary point to be made here is that. while vocational education canexist without career education, there is no way career education can exist
without voeational education. This statement requires some further explanation.In a soeietal sense, the goals of career education are to help all individuals (a)want to work ; ( b) acquire the skills necessary for work in these times; andlei engage in work that is satisfying to the individual and meaningful to society.Since, by definition, "primary" work roles encompass most of the work carriedout in the world. vocational education, as defined here, becomes a central in-gredient for skill acquisitionand thus a major part of the bedrock for thecareer edueation movement.

In an individualistic sense, the goals of career education are to make work (a)possible; (10 meaningful ; and (c) satisfying to each individual. Work, in thesetimes, is increasingly impossible unless one has been equipped with a set of voca-tional skills that will qualify him or her for work. Further, it is obvious that
work can become neither "meaningful" nor "satisfying" unless and until it is
first "possible". Again, then, we can clearly see the bedrock necessity for voca-tional education, as defined here, for the success of the career education
movement.

Finally, when one recognizes that, in the foreseeable future, more than eighty
pereent of all occupations will require the acquisition of vocational skills at less
than the baccalaureate level, it is obvious that what has been the prime emphasis
of traditional vocational educationi.e., providing occupational skills at the sub-
bacealanreate levelmust be greatly expanded if career education is to succeed.
Some have pictured "career education" as ii subterfuge for expanding vocational
education. It would lie much more accurate to recognize that, far from being a
subterfuge. career education must dc»iand major expansion of occupational skill
training at the sub-baccalaureate level. It is simply essential to successful imple-
mentation of the career education concept itself.

INIPLICATIONS FOR CHANGE IN VOCATIONAL EDLOATION IN ACADEMIC sgrriScs

From the beginning, advocates of career education have called for the complete
integration of vocational education into tht- iotal fabric of American education
for the fusion of hat has e been academic education, general education, and voca-
tional edncation into a single system that emphasizes preparation for work asone of the major goals of the total educational structure. The implications of
this objective require some examination.

Some vocational educators hate seemed to interpret "integration" to mean that
academic teachers will change in ways that make them more like today's voca-
tional educators. Others seem to believe that "integration" means that traditional
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academic teachers will come to like traditional vocational education teachersbetterand vice versa. In short, that both will somehow adjust in ways that help
them relate better with each other. It seems important to point out that the best
that can be hoped for in a mutual adjustment situation is accommodation of dif-ferent persons to one another. "Accommodation" implies adjustment without thenecessity for basic changes in either party. "Integration," on the other hand,
implies basic changes in both parties. Career education stands squarely for inte-grationnot for simple accommodation.

The integration called for by career education demands that academic teach-
ers change their internal value systems and their operational behavior in ways
that reflect the importance of education as preparation for work. We ask allacademic teachers to recognize preparation for work as one, among several, of
the basic goals of american education. This will require major internal changes in
many of today's academic teachers.

This hoped for integration also calls for fundamental internal changes in
today's vocational education teachers. Integration cannot occur in an atmosphere
of protective isolationism. The separateness of traditional vocational education
which, in the past, has seemed essential for survival, must, if career education's
goal,: are to be attained, be abandoned. Instead, today's vocational educators must
strive to find and to emphasize the communality of purpose in education as prep-
aration for work that binds them with all other educators into a single family of
professionals.

To emphasize commonality of purposes is in no way to say that uniqueness will
disappear. Rather, it is simply to recognize the importance of the commonalities.
An emphasis on uniqueness will aN ays be important to the individualistic goals
of each educator. Vocational educators of today have two basic choices with
respect to proclaiming their uniqueness. One would be to emphasize "vocational
education" as preparation for primary work rolespaid or unpaidat the sub-
baccalaureate degree level. This would necessitate abandonment of the tradi-
tional criterion applied in defining a program as "vocational education" that
stipulates that it should lead to gainful eumloyment. To do so %%mild immediately
make industrial arts, as a curriculum area, part of vocational education. It would
also legitimize, as part of vocational education, large parts of the work of
today's home economics and vocational agriculture teachers that are not neces-
sarily concerned only about paid employment. It would make vocational explora-
tory experiences for all studentsincluding the so-called "college bound"a
basic and bonatide part of vocational education. Certainly, it %%mild call for major
changes in what has traditionally been called "vocational education" in second-
ary schools and in post-secondary educational settings.

A second alternative would be to move from "vocational education" to "occupa-
tional education" in labeling the field, If this were to be done, it %%mild probably
be accompanied, for purposes of emphasizing uniqueness, On preparation for gain-
ful employment in occupations requiring preparation at less than the bacca-
laureate degree level. It can be seen that, while involving a change in terminology,
this would necessitate very little change in job functioning on the part of most of
today's vocational educators.

There are, of course, a number of additional alternatives open to today's voca-
tional educator. Among these are the following.. (a ) keep locational education
"as is", ignore career education, and hope that career education will go away ;
(b) keep vocational education essentially "as is", but encourage large increases
in support for career guidance in hopes that career guidance personnel will take
care of the integration problem . ur ( c ) keep %ocational education essentially
as is" in the senior high school. but support career awareness and career explora-

tory programs at the elementary and junior high school levels.
liven these few eNamples will, hopefully, serve to illustrate the basic problem

career education asks today's vocational educators to fa namely, the problem
of deciding to change to date, the problem has not been cry squarely faced by
either vocational education or by career education personnel.

CAREElt EDUCATION'S NEED FOR SUPPORT BY VOCATIONAL EimexTioN

Finally, I want to conclude by commenting briefly on the urgent need of career
education for support by today 's professional %ocational education community.
Prior to doing so, it seems important to point out that career education. as a total
movement. holds far greater potential for change than could be expected to result
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front the isolated efforts of any single part of educationsuch as vocational edu-
cation. Remember, the broad goal of c reer education is to bring both promi-
nence and permanence to education as preparation for work as a major goal of our
entire system of education. Had vocational education been able to do this by itself,
I think it would have done so 3,ears ago. That is, career education and vocational
education need each other.

But it is change that we have been speaking of here. The art of compromise,
essential for moving toward change, cannot effectively be accomplished if career
education is controlled or directed by vocational education. Vocational education
was certainly one of the parents of career education.We must, however, recognize
that, if we continue with the analogy, that career education is a child born out
of wedlock. The true marriage between vocational and academic education has
yet to take place. If such a marriage is ever to occur, it must result, in part,
because both "parents" respect and admire what this child called "career educa-
tion" has been able to accomplish. Neither "parent" can control if this is to occur.

Career education is a healthy child today as witnessed by the hundreds of
local school systems that have initiated career education programs on their
own. But it is a child and, as such, in great need of both nourishment and
assistance in mu; ing toward watnrity. As one of its "parents", vocational educa-
tion has, it seems to me, a continuing responsibility to financially support and
provide thoughtful input into the continuing conceptualization of career educa-
tion. It would be a tragic mistake to see vocational education's interest in and
support for career education diminished at this point in time.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The career education movement calls for major internal changes on the part of
both the academic and the vocational educators of today. It would be unwise
and unproductive for one to change unless the other also moved toward change.
Change, if it comes, will be slow and painful for all concerned. If all of us can
change in a career education direction, American education will become more
meaningful and inure appropriate for our students. There is a choice, to be sure.
There is also a deep professional responsibility.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Kenneth Hoyt follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. KENNETH HOYT, ASSOCIATE, COMMISSIONER FOR
CAREER EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, it is a pleasure to be with
you this morning to discuss our current activities in Career Education and sonic
of the problems we face.

CURRENT STATUS OF CAREER EDUCATION

1. The IDEA of career education has now evolved into a CONCEPT capable
of being tested. The concept, while still evolving, has found a high degree of
consensus across the land. This is evidenced in the consensus tables included in
OE's official policy statement on career education. We would like to submit a
copy of this paper for the record. Key elements in the concept of career educa-
tion include the following:

(a The key word in the concept of career education is "work"deflned as
including unpaid work as well as the world of paid employment. Thus, it includes,
in addition to the world of paid employment, the work of the volunteer, the
student, the full-time homemaker, and work in which individuals engage as part
of their productive use of leisure time.

(b) The 00AL of career education is to make education, as preparation for
work, a prominent and permanent aim of all who teach and of all who learn at
all levels of American Education and in all educational settings.

(c) The OB.TECTIVES of career education are to : (1) help all individuals
understand and capitalize on the increasingly close relationships between educa-
tion and work that exist and are coming to American society ; and (2) make work
become a meaningful part of the total lifestyle of all American citizens.

(d) The SOCIETAL OI'TCOMES of career education are related to increases
in productivity that should come about when individuals (1) want to work ; (2)
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(dle the skills nu( essa0 to %Nut ilk these times; and 13) engage in work that
is satisfying to the individual and beneficial to society.

(C) The INDIVIDFALISTIC 0 ("CCOMES of career education are to make
work possible, meaningful, and satisf tug for each individual. To attain those
outcomes, career (duration seeks to assure that each person, at %%Indere'. point
she or he leaves the educational system, is equipped with 11 t adaptability skills
required for the world of work : and (2) job specific skills that will enable the
individual to make an successful transition from school to work.

If) The IMPLEMENTATION of eareer education requires the collaborative
efforts of the formal educational system. the home and family structure. and the
business-labor-industry-professional-government cotnnumity. It is not somethingthe schools can do by themselves.

2, The quantity of the eareer education effort has far outstripped its qualityto date. While bits of expertise required for success in career education have
been devised in many edueational systems. relaatiely feu systems have been able
to combine this expertise in comprehensive efforts.

3. Evaluation of career education. uhile generally positive. has been infrequent
in terms of production of hard data, 'Co date. eareer education has been accepted
more on faith than On evidence and an almndant amount of faitn continues toexist.

. The collaborative efforts required for success in career education have beeneasily generated between educational systems and the business - labor - industry
community. Ittelt remains to be done to make the home and family structure anintegral part of this collaborative effort.

I. Career education has, to date. been largely a matter of overpromise and mi-
derdelivery for such special segments of our population as the physically and
mentally handicapped. minorities. low income persons. females, and for gifted
and talented persons.

0. Career education has, to date. been implemented primarily at the K-12
levels of American Education. It has been most often implemented at the K-8level. It has not yet become a widespread effort in eommunity colleges, in 4-year
colleges a101 universities. nor in adult education.

These comments are intended to provide the subcommittee with informationand are not to serve in ally way as an indictment of current career education
efforts. While I want to express my personal pleasure and appreciation to educa-
tors, businessmen. labor union officials. 811(1 parents everywhere who have en-dorsed and are working to implement the career education concept, I feel suchexpressions of gratitude, if they are to be helpful to this committee. must be
tempered with the kinds of observations I have presented here.

critRENT Ok teTIvITIES IN c.titniat Ent7c.vrioN

OE's Office of Career Education. since its establishment in 1973, has devoted
considerable effort to formulating official OE positions on career education, basednn eonsensus and consultative activities, designed to clarify the eareer educationconcept and provide it with meaning. In addition to an official OE policy paper on
Career Educations, which we are submitting as Document #4. 15 additional OE
Impel's covering various aspects of eareer education have been prepared. They aresubmitted here as Doenments #5 through #22. 1 Portions of doeninentS referred
to, idaf ed in nbcOinnlittee tiles.) As NNith all publications from O's Office ofCareer Education. these documents are made in ailable. upon request. free of
ella me, 'They carry no copyright nor 146,0 tag.

In addition to preparing these documents. OE's Office of Career Education has
.ought eonsUltatice assistance front local. State, and na 101111 1 leaders ill eareer
education This has been coupled with eonsultaiive and technical assistance to
national organizations and associations, to State education agonies. and to local
edueational agencies throughout the land.

An example of consultative assistazup received from local eareer education
practitioners is a "how-to-do-it" booklet prepared through the efforts of 275 local
eareer education practitioners in 1974 and submitted here as Document #23. Asan example of t eehnical assistance rendered by 0E. a total of 187 speeches and
consultative visits in 41 States have been made by senior staff members of OE'sOffiee of Career Education during the period between February 15, 1974 andMay 1 5. 197;.

when P,L. 93 -350 became law in August. 1974. OE moved to establish the Office
of Career Education in the Office of the Commissioner. The National Advisory
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Council on Career Education. (lined for in this law, has been established and
tutt Nice. When funds appropriated by the Congress became available in Feb-
ruary. 1975, the Office of Career Education moved quickly to invite proposals,
using lite funding criteria, from eligible applicants. In spite of au extremely short
time but %%cot aunounconeut of the proposed grants and deadline for their receipt,
more than 900 proposals %%ere received prior to April 21, 1975. These proposals,
totalling noire than $71 million ill requests. stand as one 111011, 111(14'00r Of (Ile
high degree of enthusiasm for career education that exists today.

Proposals %%ere invited for each of the five general funding criteria ;
1. 1 hanamst rations of incremental quality inipro%ement efforts in career educa-

tion at Ow K 1'2 total. We seek lucre to demonstrate a series of "possible change.'
models that local school ,tans can emulate as they refine and develop their
own efforts.

2. Denainstrations of career education in settings other than the public
schools imitating community colleges. 1-year colleges and universities, and adult
( 'immunity settings. We seek here t persons in such set tings to become
at least as acthe in initiating education as have persons at the K -12
levels of education.

3. Demonstrations of delivery of career education to such special segments of
the population as the physically and mentally handicapped. minority and low in-
come persons. females. and the gifted and talented. We seek here to disco% or and
demonstrate gays in ranch career oducatitin can effetathely serve such persons.

1. Demonstrations of infusion of career education concepts in preserviee
teacher education programs. We seek here to stimulate teacher education insti-
tutions every %%here to make similar attempts so that the burden of providing
iuservice education to teachers in career education can be reduced.

5. Demonstrations of effective weans of communicating career education infor-
mation. methods, strategies, and concepts to career education practitioners and
to the general public. We seek here to help each community avoid the necessity
of "re-in% eating the %%heel" of career education for itself. 13 so doing, we hope
to improve the quality of career education efforts across the land.

ODSI.IIIVATIONS REGARDING TIII FUTURI: OF CAREER EDUCATION

The career education concept, with its dual euinhasis on relationships between
education and work and on making work a more meaningful part of the lifestyle
for all persons. represents a response to a call for change in American Education
that is great now and %%ill become still greater in future years. As a (Adele for
educational reform. career education holds great potential for leading to a wide
series of basic reforms in education and in the role of education in the American
sliciety The immediate and enthusiastic. acceptan't' of the career education con-
cept across the land is clear e% idence that both educators and the general public
endorse career education. Its supporters are many, Its critics are fe%%. I do not
believe the concept %%ill die no matter %%hat either the Congress or the Office of
Edueat ion may. do,

Thu thing, are currently %%tiny ing me about career education. I would like to
conclude this presentation by sharing these worries with you.

First, I am %%tinged about %%hat I regard as a current critical 'wed to improve
the quality of delivery of career education. We currently are much more aware

f flit' great need for career education than %%ta are of the most efficient and pro-

tut live %%ay s of deli% (Tim: it. The promises of career education must be bucked up
113 hard evidence of its effecti% ems:, That ta%identae must begin by demonstrating
that pupil, learn more in school %%lien career education concepts are inserted into
the teaching-learning primps:, Some such to ideate is atm available. Much wore
is needed.

In addition. 11111(.11 1111I'l 11111st bk. learnt about bon to best implement the col-
laborat I% ta efforts called for by career edation. We continue to depend on 1)111'
colleagues in Career Etliit idiot' Task nave and on educational researchers
every %%here to provide us %% ith ne%% hum% ledge required for effective delivery of
Career education We depend, at least a, much. eta the taaNN banm ledge and insights
being gained by career education practitioners throughout the land as they con-
t Mina their efforts to "invent" career education.

Second, and related to my first puha. I ani %%tinged about the many calls we
non hear from career education prat I abater:: for assistance implementing the
concept of career education. 'flit' Clffigre:-, passed a (1( mond ration bill fur career
education. twt, a to oft' ant implt incrtidlimt bill. Thousands of career ethwation
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practitioners sincerely feel that they have already demonstrated how they can
effectively deliver career edneat km in their communities. With school budgets
being tightened and new programs being forced to cease operations in many school
systems, the practitioners of eareer education arc calling on us to provide themwith small amounts of "seed money" from Federal fluids that they can use tosupplement State and local efforts in career education. They are asking for more,
not less, Federal support for career education. Yet, because we so badly need to
cea.:e luting vocational education funds for career education and to start usingthem for It S.; 1) efforts in vocational education. we have felt it necessary to curtail
greatly the amount of vocational education funds available for career education.
As a result, we mist face the fa et that, in terms of obsolete dollar amounts, therewill be fewer direct Federal dollars allocated for career education in FY 1976than were allocated in FY 1973.

In addition to the potential amount of funds some may request the Congress
to provide for implementation, I am also worried about the effects such funds.if appropriated. might have on Federal-Statelocal relationships in education.Career education, since it asks for neither new school buildings nor expensiveequipment, is not going to be expensive to deliver. The primary costs of career
education are those involved in (1) inserviee education of educational personnel;421 salaries for local career education coordinators and necessary support per-sonnel and (3) supplies. It would, in my opinion, be a mistake- for the Congress
to consider providing funds sufficient to cover more than a minor portion of thecosts of earner education, If career education is to survive as a healthy move-Incur, most of its funding must continue to come from State and local, not frontFederal efforts. I personally believe that the Congress was correct in asking OEto demonstrate the effectiveness of ea reer education with currently appropriatedfunds rather than to use such funds for program implementation. Yet, I canlinden:tamd and empathize sincerely with my professional colleagues in Stateand local educational settings who now cry for programa implementation assist-
mice. I must, however, stand by my conviction that we tnnst first demonstratethe viability of career education prior to seeking program implementation funds.I believe the proper role of OE's Office of Career Education will, for severalyears, continue to be one of providing a professional leadership and technicalassistance role. I would be personally opposed to seeing our 01 lice of CareerEducation become a "check-writing" agency for transferring funds from theFederal to the State and local levels.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to appear before you. 1)1.. Trotterand I welcome questions from any member of this distinguished subcommittee.
Dr. Iforr. T would like to offer nine summary thoughts for yourconsideration regarding the current status and probable future ofvalve'. education.
Yo. 1. The idea of career education. introduced in 1971. has nowdeveloped into at concept capable of being tested. This concept, while

still evolving. has found Wide consensus across this land.
NO. 2. The quantity of the career education effort to date has far

outstripped its quality to date. While some high-quality programsare being prepared in almost all States much remains to he (lone inmost edtwational settings.
No. 3. Evaluation of career education. while generally positiVe, hasbeen infrequent in ternis of production of hard data. To date careeredittation has been accepted on faith more than on evidence.
No. f, TI a' collaborative efforts required for success in career edu-cation have been easily generated bettvcen educathmal systems andthe business-labor-industry community. Much remains to be done tomake the home and family structure an integral part of the careereducation effort.
No. 5. Career education has, to date, been larwely a matter of

overpromise 1011 underdelivery for such special segments of ourpopulation as the physically and mentally handicapped, minorities,
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loNN income persons, females and for gifted and talented persons.
No. 6, Career education has to date been implemented primarily at

the K 12 levels of American education. It has been most often imple-
mented at the 1C -8 level. It has not yet become a widespread effort in
coninninit colleges. in 4- eat colleges and unk ersities nor in adult
education.

No. 7, The Office of Career Education has since its establishment in
197:1 deN oted considerable effort to efforts aimed at attaining
national consensus of the meaning of career education and providing
technical assistance to educational institutions seeking to implement
career ed neat ion concepts.

No. 8. When Public Law 93 -8S0 became law in August 1974 OE
num ed to establish the Office of Career Education in the Office of the
Commissioner and it was removed from the Bureau of Occupational
and Adult Education. The National Advisory Council on Career
Education. called for in this law, has been established and has met
twice. They are now in the process of awarding the first series of
demonstration giants. using the $10 million appropriated by the Con-
gres for this purpose of demonstrat ion. More than $71 million in grant
proposals were received. Many were of very high quality.

Finally, two tliings are, currently worrying me about career edu-
cation. First. I am worried about what I regard as a critical need to
improve quality of delivery of career education. I believe quality
improvement efforts must receive our top priority.

Second, I am Monied about our inability to respond other than
through technical and consultative assistance. I am worried about the
many calls NNe now hear from career education practitioners for
assistance in implementing career education efforts. The Congress
passed a demonstration bill, not an implementation act, for career
education.

As schools call for more Federal funds we are faced today with It
situation where in terms of absolute dollars amounts there will be
fever Federal dollars allocated for career education in fiscal year
1976 than in fiscal year 1973.

I emphathize and I symphatize. with my colleagues on this matter.
At the same time I personally believe that Congress was correct in
asking us to demonstrate rather than implement career education at
t he p resell t i me.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to appear before you.
Dr. Trotter and I will welcome questions from any member of this
distinguished subcommittee.

Chairman PaRixs. In view of the House going in session, does
Mr. Sydnor want to make a statement at this time?

I)r. Trotter, let me ask you t wo questions. First, your testimony
seems to be that the Federal role in career education ought to be simply
supporting research and demonstration projects.

If you are in favor of this limited role, don't you believe that we
should increase Federal funds for this purpose or even for research
and demonstration ?

I)r. Taorrt. We are exploring this in every way that we can.
Chairman Pmauxs. I am talking about the research and demonstra-

tion projects.
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Dr. TxtorrER. Mr. Chairman, we have identified money that is goinginto research and demonstration for career education. A sizableincrease is earmarked for that..
Chairman PERKINS. Do you feel that is as far as the FederalGovernment should become involved, just for demonstration andresearch?
Dr. Tnorr n. We think this is what the Government is responsiblefor, helping with technical help.
Chairman PERKINS. If career education is meant to affect all ofeducation shouldn't you be recommending that we amend Federal

laws dealing with elementary and secondary education and also highereducation to emphasize career education?
Dr. TROTTER. There has already been a big effort in terms of helping

people understand career education and seeing the part. that it has toplay. We do feel this is a State and local responsibility to carry itforward. If we can keep the concept and initiate and do the demon-
stration projects that will really do the kind of job that. will give someguidelines to the local schools, we feel this is really the part we oughtto play.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Blouin. any questions?
Mr. Th.outx. No questions.
Chairman PErntixs. Mr. Hall ?
Mr. ILIA.. No questions.
Chairman PEniuss. Mr. Mottl?
Mr. Mom.. No questions.
Chairman PEnKrxs. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RAUX1AFFE. No, thank you.
Chairman PranziNs. Thank you very much for your appearance this

morning.
Our next witness is Dr. Maland. who used to be the Commissioner

of Education. Conic around, Dr. Marlancl. We are glad to hear from
you in your new role as it applies to the College Entrance ExaminationBoard. Sit right down. Have a seat. You are also Chairman of the
National Advisory Council, T believe, for Career Education.

Dr. MAnr,Axo. That. is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DR. S. P. MARLAND, JR., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR CAREER EDUCATION

Dr. MAIMAND. Thank you, sir. Tt is a pleasure to be back before you.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this
committee on the subject of career education. My role here today, as
T understand it, is that of Chairman of the newly appointed National
Advisory Council for Career Education. As such. I will hold my state-
ment to a very brief accounting since the Council has barely had time
to be sworn in and to organize itself and learn of its responsibilities,
as declared in the statutes. Therefore my principal message is to ad-vise 'the subcommittee that. in accordance with section 406 of the
Education Amendments of 1974. Public Law 93 -35O. the National Ad-
visory Council is now in place. The names of the 12 appointed members
together with the ex officio members are attached at hand for the
committee's scrutiny, if desired.

80
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The stutnte est ablishing this Council declares t.wo specific substantive
tasks, which Congress has put upon the Council

-The Connell . shall conduct a survey and assessment of the
current status of ea reer education et cetera mid submit to Congress not
litter than No% ember 1. 1975 a report on such survey and assessment

and . shall include recommendations of the Council for new
lois.;lat ion designed to acconiplish the policies aiid purposes set forth in
t he statute...

The statutes are quite speei fie and quite comprehensive in what they
declare shall be the design for career echteation in the United States.

While the Council gill cork diligently to fulfill these assignments
we must plead the forebearance of Congress iu meeting the target
date of Ne% ember 1. 197.1 in reporting upon our sun ey findings and
legislatioe recommend:it ions dent( lag therefrom. On April 1. 1915 the
Council at its first meet lug reVit%ed with the Commissioner of Educa-
tion and appropriate Office of Education representat i% es the scope and
parpotie I if a vorrespondin!, survey also mandated in the same statute
for action by the Commissioner.

I fa% ing revic%%ed the design of the Commissioner's survey and be-
lieving its purpose to be identical with that assigned to the Council,
It has been agreed bet u een the parties that the survey shall be one and
the same and that the Council shall take an active part, not only in the
conceptualization of the vey, but lo its execution. The breadth and
depth of the task u ill demand cAtension of the proposed deadline for
approximately six months, to April 1970 if the work is to be done
to earn the respect of Congress and other; whose interests will rest
upon its credibility.

Let us turn now, Mr. Clia;rman, to the immediate purposes of the
hearing. Since there are nol being neighed by the subcommittee
co rt ain amendments to the Vocational Education Amendments of
1968. Public Lau 90-57G. that appear to engage a number of concepts
within the general field of career education. the Advisory Council
suggests that caution be exercised lest the confusion between voca-
tional education and career education lie aggra% at ed. The Council
for Career Education extends its heart support to 118' ad% ancement
of vocational education legislation, including the impro%ement of
1 unding authorizations.

Council suggests that substantive changes in the laws which
deal with career education concepts in contrast or confusion with
vocational education concepts await the findings of the survey and
report prescribed b Congress for action by this Council. The Council
would (Iconic the Upport to pro% ide a setting for the convening
of ongressional staff, OE staff and interested constituency organiza-
tions to examine the possible ambiguities and redundancies in the
amendments that are said to o% erlap some career education language.

In our Jutlgnicnt the present movement in schools and colleges now
taking place Ionia the career education concept u ill not be adversely
affected by such further investigation and possible reconciliation and
clarification of law and jurisdictions.

Our Council will have for the subcommittee a progress report on
Xovember 1, 1973 with the hope that we can be useful to you in
tri% 41111,0 ion to the ver,% important subject of career education andt- .

its essential companion, N.oentional education.

4.
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In dosing. Mr. t'liairman, let lilt' sa that your opening remarks
1 Oleo( I rig' upon our tm:1 eat l caeet as a student is a situation mos(
oompat it li hat I see as carve' education and front 55111111 o

ha't'e departed 115 el. the ensuing N ears in the ltat lonal sstent ur,:whooi
mg. I think that outour 1 1 1 Ilst rat ion is a suitable subject fta t he record as
you address t (T.\ large notion in ss hit 11 I agree is not
at all new.

(linkman 131:muss. if I understand. Dr. Malawi. you are asking
for a teehniral amendment to dela the date 1111.1111 1hr C01110.'11 has
to submit It report On career etItteat hut. In other lords, our plaits
55 ere to consider technical and utint.r amendments to t he Ktlucatioll
Amendments of 197 I and to attach 1 hum. amendments to the ova-
tional bill this year. Is t hat correct ?

1)r. :\ 1.512I.AND. I ant not sure if the protocols 01 proeedures Would
!wind( us to submit our reliort ti 11'0111 l lit, daft, l)rt,Stlilieti 111
Ott, 11111, Bid 1 do I.lit.1t, (lint for us (0 rise tat a respectable stir e
it ttaida)t Ise dont, NON cliiher 1st alt the lass proscribes. I do not ktios
he technique l)\ 55 11.itli that aniclithiient could he Illadt, 110SSIlik.

(11111111:111 1)r.ak Is's. Mr. Hall?
Mr. .11.u.L. No (1uestions.
Chairman PlatiziNs. :\ fr. lIadelitre ?

II.kneurrE. No. t hank you.
Chairman PEtticiss. Thank you Very muelt. Dr. Ma Hand.
I)r, NI.utt,No. Thank you.
Chairman PhtzkINs. We art delighted to solootoo oil lank here and

to 110:11' your test loamy today.
Dr. AfAHLAND. Thank you. sir.
Chairman l'EakiNs. Our next it Hess is Eugene Sydnor. ('hair -

111811 of t he Edueat ion and Afanittmer Commission. L. Chamber of
Commeree.

[Prepared statement of Eugene Sydnor

PlIEPARLD STA a MLNT of EITt.t.NL IL Ss oxon. rit.N.IitNtA:s.., Ent-( AN it
NIANPowrit CoMmtssiox. CliAxima or Com Nriatur

.M;% Milne is Eugene II, S tinor..Tr. I am l'resident of Southern Department
Stores. headquartered in ItitLuanul, 1'irginia, I am appearing on behalf
of the Education and .11animmer Det Plop:nod Cotutuittee of the Chamber of

the United `tales. having sett% iced fur six ears t liairman of
that committee. and also as a \lee President and Director of tlic Chandler. With
use is the comittee's staff executive. Thonia,4 P, Walsh.

The National Chamber's membership embraces noire than 3',000 business
films and 3.600 t ha iubers of commerce and trade :tad profes:,itilial assmilditins.

fotleratitit fats supported federal efforts to Immo% e the uufiuu's education
consistent %%int the principle of maintaining %%Mint local Will statt, got

< fitments the primar% responsibilit.% for education polio and finance.
We appreeiate this opportimit;%. Mr. Chairman. to participate iu hoar Over-

sight Hearings: on Career Education.

corNTRY NVElis LartsATION

Three ;tear ago. our Edut ation Committee e \attaitictl the performance of our
pultilt si loads. The oniiiiittt.C.N findings, %%ere both 4. oniplittientao and critical,
compliment:to bet .1u,.1. %%e h.a rutted that the st hoots. despite inajot okstaules. hate
t ;1,11,( Lopro% et! the olio:Mon of our with tTitit al bet att,t, this inipros omen(
;tin G111..hort measured again:4 rising 'Ain't tatoIIS alai changing env
,doyment conditions confronting today's young people.

The It hools are to be for at flies Mg a ,50 pert Olt del line in Ow
dropout rate in the plo.t ears. Yet, s.otue 900,000 st koleuts. still !eau., s.t Iwo]

8
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Jilin e c :1( uiug high ..1101,1.iiphaii,i at a time n lieu the hollow rungs ha% t. been
o hopped off the job P'ut'ty 3 ears ago 30 pereelit of :ill jobs were unskilled
la required fen qualifit other I hal/ a t 1111111.toet.. to %%or], 1111(1 d() as one was
told Today. Nut II jobs number ootib I pert ent or less of our national labor market.

on the other nod of the sped um. there are rollegt, graduates unable to find
employment appropriate to /licit' ethit ation, some tecluutal lit1Sli IOUs re-
toiling less than I years tof College- but offering good pay and a promising
future remain relatively difficult to till.

Athritte(113 it is (lithonll to athlete it satisfal tor3 match bet een worker skills
and bob requirements. The 1.111111 market is too lb Hama and fragmented (o permit
all accurate floret asl of all the Opes of skills that III be Heeded. But stirel3 w t.
must ituprone the present situation, in which teachers and students alike too
often have little. or no. loom ledge of the shills and attitudes eniplo3 ems will
regain,.

The ,chouls.h,m e% VI% Cannot he lNlletletl III at IlitVt' Ile necessar3 reform alone.
tiiat t. ethic:Ilion is a demanding profession. alio.st all edin at or lime spent their
entire Hies in this field Their loom ledge of hat employers want and need mast
therefore come from pluplo3 (Ts t lieniseli es. lIashoessmen and labor leaders and
edno ;dors mast get together fill a «nitinuing loasisespecially at the secondary
and higher eclat ation let els to ref ien curricula in light of kiwi ii career oppor-
tunities Cart yr etlat atboli offers the two eptual framework for this eollaborative
approach.

Briefly, we view career eduea t ion as a concept that :

Stresses the :weer iniplit at ions of both at ademic subjects and meational
trainiug.

Applies to all students who will nor!, mimed:13 . the prospectus post-graduate
as well as the prospective dropout,

APPlit' to higher edit& :Ilion as well as elerueutary and Set taltlal, eduea loll :
o the liberal arts major tos well as the student in a technical institution.

Nlaintains that personal oultiptabilit3 iii a changing et tallow requires a good
foundation bi the skills of thinking. alla13,zing..3 lithesizing. and communicating.lint that Ilncse moist usually he I tnitialetoottett with a demonstrable, specifie
competence.

Itecognizes that preparing youn people for their life's murk is but tale Ilia-
port all( ulojwtite of edut.11ioll. other object h es including (Attention for
citizenship. culture, mental and 013 sical health, and leisure.

.1s set forth :atm e. career education can succeed only through a close. cnu-
Iinning relationship among eduraurs, 1'1111/103 ems, labor leaders, and other coin-
munit3 groups. .1titl while .1113 interested person I au and should take the 'Intim
t it t 11:11111., for sunless are enhanced if professional ethio atos provide the
leadership.

\tilEit TIVIlIEti I\ t ARLF,It 1:11ttATION

Thu Chandler ha enjoyed a I 111*(11:11 al111 111.11dIll I l' worhing relationship withIfEW. ailtal anti the lortoft.sSitalal edurut1on associal 10115.
L1 1973 we slid led. 1/1111l'ral j011 with the 011ie(' Of Education, a National

t'ionfun to coat ('area Edit atitai that brought together st hoot and lousiness leaders
froze all parts of the nation. l'he o oliferves eNotinitied ten basic toticepIs of unreel
education. assessed tilt ii feasibilit, and do eloped detailed, practical venom-
mendations for implementing these matelots in their communities. These were
published in a booklet t it It tl. (.111(r r Edit( Own and flit ,Ilwan(.8man. a Handbook
of Action Snagestionv. booklet has been well received by our members and
others with interests in rola, anon. Some local klanibers hone lisecl its recom-
mendation,- in (et eloping o.ueti edit, anon lorogranis with Indust st hoot, and
labor leaders. With your pei mission. Chairman, we will include this booklet

Dortmient =I. and request that it be made part of the record.
1:al this year ae published another booklet titled, Caro tt Pt/twat/on. it hat

It L and Why WI' \"(ed II, from Lead( rs of Inda41ry, Thlacattost, Labor and the
Proersifms it was ',moat ed in ioopw.itiwm with 2 1 national organizations, in-
cluding almost eiur3 major education as.utiallhuh, along wit Ii SO (Tat other na-
Ilona! otganir.at I (Trost nting noisiness. women. minorities. and labor.

These partit ipants woiked milk its mei a siN-intontli period rei ising col* until
a minas( rip/ w as dui eloopt d at 41.0:1111e to all. The result is a comprehensne state-
ment oil behalf of I arcer cam alien that 1,111'11, III(' 11111111111111ell endorsement of
every parthipating torgatilhation. and that urges our respeeine members at the

H3
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state and local levels to reach out to each other in a common effort to help improve
the educational experience of all students. We ask that this be included in therecord as Document #2.

Finally. three weeks ago during the National Chamber's Sixty-Third AnimalMeeting, we presented a program titled, "Serving Youth and Business ThroughCareer Education." The panelists were spokesmen for three of the successful
efforts described in the above booklet. Toward the end of this discussion an un-official survey was taken to learn the attitudes and capabilities of those inattendance. Sixty percent said their company could provide work experience/
observation a few hours each week. and 46 percent said their organization could
engage in regular discussions with students and teachers about their firm and itswork. These figures suggest a vast resource of businessmen ready to work witheducators in helping our youth make successfully the difficult transition fromschool to work.

WHAT IIAS BEEN LEARNED

Much has been learned from these and other career education activitiesthroughout the nation.
First, career education can vitally help all kinds of studentsthe college-bound as well as the indifferent student : the student in a uealthy suburb as well

as in the ghetto; the student in a small community as well as a large one.Our publication presented as Document #2, above, relates that in Cleveland
the superintendent of schools worked with Industry to establish a cat educa-tion program in five central city schools where most of the students (mite from
welfare homes. :fob developers with industrial experience develop job openings for
graduates. Industry representatives visit the school's students during their juniorand senior years. Students also make field trips to various companies. Ninetypercent of the students participating in this program were placed in jobs over a9-year period from June 1966 through June 1974.

By way of contrast, at the Winston-Churchill High School in Potomac. Mary-land. S7 percent of the graduating students begin college. The eareer educationprogram here focuses on managerial and professional lines of work. Studentsspend 10-20 hours a week with lawyers, dentists, architects, veterinarians, andfederal medical and scientific facilities. In this way they gain preliminary
first-hand experience that would not otherwise be available to theta. Theirinitial interest in becoming a doctor or an architect or other professional is
tested. and in the process, strengthened or weakened, with career thinking in-
fluenced accordingly, to the great benefit of the students and their families.The scope and organizational structure of a career education program can
also vary markedly. In Cody. Wyoming. with a population of 6.500, high schoolstudents participate in a sununer internship program through a cooperative
arrangement involving the Husky Oil Company and the local community col-
lege and high school. But in Boston. 16 high schools and SO companies participate
in a comprehensive program involving 3,500 students. The Boston Chamber
of Commerce serves as the clearinghouse, scheduling student work experience
among various businesses, and visits by business persons to various schools,

A second thing that has been observed is that career education improveslearning.
in Lincoln County. West Virginia. elementary school students participating

in a career education program scored 11 percent higher in language arts and
24 percent higher in mathematies, than those students not participating in sucha program.

In Dade County. Florida. students in the 4th. nth and 6th grades advanced
their reading ability more than 7i0 percent beyond the normal progression, while
participating in a one-year career education "activities centered laboratory."

The explanation lies in the increased interest of the students in learning, In
the Dade County prow _a, students in a health class take blood pressure and
make dental plates. But they must first learn how to do this through extensive
reading Hence, reading is no longer an exercise for its own sake--and therefore
of little apparent value to so many studentsbut rather a means to learn about.
and become qualified to perform, an exciting activity. Improved reading skill
becomes a natural byproduct as these students read for knowledge. Further,
the boredom that often afflicts students is avoided, and discipline improves.

This procedure, however. means that teachers must become 11111(.11 more aware
of job activities and the career implications of their subjects. As they under-
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stand more about job trends through a continuing relationship with employers
and labor unions. they %%ill also be batter prepared to offer some career guidance.

Thirdly, we know that parents across the land have a lively interest in
earer education A national Gallup poll two years ago revealed that 93 percent
of the parents interviewed nant the schools to provide greater occupational
orientation in their curricula. There as greater agreement on this matter
than On any Of the many other questions asked.

This concern undoubtedly stems in part from the fact that even at the col-
lege level students are adrift. The American College Testing Service last year
found that 79 percent of the students polled did not know what they wanted to
do ; and perhaps worse, 71 percent did not know where to get help.

CoxcLUStoxs

1. Career education is essential if our young people are to be better prepared
to take their place in our economy and society. however, essential to the career
education concept is extensive participation by employers, labor leaders, minori-
ties, and other groups. Our major concern is nhether many will become involved
unless educators etxend a personal invitation.

Career education has progressed successfully in some school districts, but
in most communities no action has been taken. We believe there is a vast number
of business and other community leaders willing to work on a continuing basis
with teachers and students to acquaint them with their organizations, to help
'relate %hoot subjects to the knowledge and skills needed by workers, and to
invite them to offices and plants for observing work activities. But this potential
resource will go Largely untapped unless "outsiders" to fhe world of education
are personally invited to participate.

Business persons recognize education as a profession in which they are not
Jtrained, and are often reluctant to presume to tell educators how to do their
jobs Further, in the absence of such an invitation from the professionals. there
may be an assumption that local school personnel do not want significant involve-
ment by laymen in the educational process.

Many schools are ahead of business in their knowledge and acceptance of
career education and have already asked business for help. Some chambers and
individual business firms have likewise approached the schools, so a start can
be made from either direction. We will continue to encourage our members to
make the first telephone call or write that first letter, and sonic education asso-
ciations are urging similar initiatiies by their members. Hopefully. these mutual
efforts at the national level will result in a growing number of productive
education- industry -labor programs to more closely relate a student's school
experience with the realities of the work-a-day world.

2. In our opinion, it should be possible to implement career education n ithout
a large federal expenditure beyond the amounts alrehy expended or available.

Last fall the Chamber testified before the House Labor-HEW Subcommittee
on Appropriations to express support for the Administration's request of $10
million in federal assistance for career education. The Congress subsequently
authorized $15 million. Some $7,2 million in federal funds had already been spent
or obligated.

Ice see the federal role primarily as one of developing career education pro-
cedures, disseminating information On successful efforts. and providing technical
assistance. The results of such efforts are becoming available and should help
provide us .ful information in adapting curricula to the career education concept
and developing industry - education -labor action councils and other working re-
lationships. We will make sure this information becomes available to our
members.

We recognize that initial "start-up" expenses, through modest, can be a bur-
den to smaller school districts. espei !ally in areas of high unemployment. There
is frequently an expense for professional staff persons, and for printing and
mailing costs. In some instances funds are available under the Comprehensive
EmplNnient and Training Act (CETA i to cover cone of these costs. We would
hope that, with the appropriate community involvement. industry, labor, and
other organizations can pay much or all of the additional expense.

With $01.5 billion now being spent on elementary and secondary public educa-
tion. ahnust all from state and local taxes, there should generally be adequate
heal resources available if a small portion of current expenditures is redirected
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tov%ard career education. Ss discussed bore, earner education is not an add on"
in the that it k an additional sulckt. Rattier. it consists of 'diming
current subject matter in the context of the world Outside the school.

Again, Mr chairman, ne appreciate this opportunit to discuss these matters
before your subcommittee, mid %%ill be glad to respond to our questions.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE SYDNOR, CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION AND
MANPOWER COMMISSION, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY THOMAS WALSH, STAFF, EDUCATION AND MAN-
POWER COMMISSION, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. Synxou. I feel as a la% man a little bit like the coss-eyed discus
thrower %who didn't set ans records Init tried to keep the spectators
watchful and on their toes.

I am appearing, as you say. Mr. Chairman. as chairman of the
Chamber of Commerce Education and Manpower Development Com-
mittee and with me on my left is Thomas Walsh, stall executive for
Education and Manpower Development of the chamber.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear today in support of the
career education concept. I would like to say that our Education Com-
mittee 2 year: ago examined the performance of our public schools.
The committee's findings at that time and on a continuing basis since
have been both-vompliment art and at the Nime time critical. Compli-
mentary because we learned that the schools. despite major obstacles,
have vastly inproved the education of our young people. We are
critical because this improvement still falls short when measured
against today's rising expectations and changing eniployment condi-
tions that con front our young people.

The schools are to be commended for achieving. a 50-percent decline
in the dropout rate in these past 20 years. Yet today nearly 900.000
students still leave school before earning a high school diploma. This
is at a time when the bottom rungs of the job ladder have been
chopped on'. Thirty to -11) years.,,pio approximately 30 percent, of all
jobs were of an unskilled nature ftr those conting into the labor force.
Today that proportion is down to only 4 percent or less. So more
training. more preparation. for specific job requirements is absolutely
essential.

The schools however cannot be expected to achieve the necessary
reforms alone. Education is a demanding profession and almost all
olneatoN have spent almost their entire lives working actively in
this field. Their knowledge of what employers want and need roust
therefore come from employers. Businessmen and labor leaders and
educators must get together on a continuing basis. especially at the
secondary and higher education le% elsto review curricula in light
of known career opportunities. Career education offers the conceptual
framework for this type of collaborative approach.

Briefly. we view career education as a concept that :
Stresses the career implications of Loth academic subjects and

vocational training. It rules out neither one. Tt builds on. as you have
mentioned, sir: the %motional background that «e hays had in this
country since 1916 on an organized basis.

Second, it applies to all students who will work some day: The
prospective postgraduate candidate as ss ell as the prospective dropout.
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It applies to higher education as %eil as elementary and secondary
education and to the liberal arts major as well as the student in a
technical institution.

It maintains that personal adaptability in a changing economy
requires a good foundation in the skills of thinking. analyzing.
synthesizing. and onummicating, but that these skills must usually
be complemented with a demonstrable, specific competence in orderto get a job.

As set forth above. career education can succeed only through a
close, continuing relationship among educators. employers. labor
leaders

Chairman l'unitixs. I hate to interrupt here, Mr. Sydnor, but we
have to recess the committee for about 6 minutes. I will run over
and answer a roll call and come right back, if you %%ill just remain
in your seat.

1A recess was taken.]
Chairman PERKINS. All right, Mr. Sydnor, we will proceed.

Syuxon. Mr. Chairman. as I was saying, career education cap
succeed only through a close. continuing relationship among ed,n-
eators, employers, labor leaders, and other community groups. And
while any interested person can and should take the initiative, clian,..".
for success are certainly enhanced if professional educators provide
the leadership.

1 would like to review briefly chamber activities in support, of
career education. The chamber has enjoyed a cordial and productive
working relationship with IIEW's Division of Education and the
professional education associations.

In 1073 we sponsored in cooperation with the Of lice of Education
a National Conference on Career Education that brought together
school and business leaders from all parts of the Nation. The conferees
examined 1 basic concepts of career education, assessed their

imple-
menting

and developed detailed, practical recommendations for
these concepts in their conununities. These were published in

a booklet titled "Career Education and the Businessman : A Handbook
of Action Suggestions.- This booklet has been well received by our
members and others with interests in education. Some local chambers
have used its recommendations in developing career education pro-
grams with industry, school, and labor leaders. With our permission,
Mr. Chairman, wk will include this booklet as Document No. 1, and re-
quest that it be made part of the record.

1The document follows:

CAREER EDUCATION AND TIIE BUSINESSMAN

PREFACE

Approximately 240 of the nation's leading businessmen. educators, and labor
leaders gathered in Washington. D.C. February 28March 1, 1973, to participate
in the First National Conference on Career Education sponsored by the Chamber
of Commeree of the United States.

As part of (tub, Conference, participants were placed in 20 small discussion
groups to resolve a set of 10 basic questions centered on the role of the business-
edtteat ionlabor communiry in career education. Spirited dismission of each ques-
tion took place. Both written and oral reports of these discussions were given.
Because of the many concrete suggestions for action resulting from these reports.

8?
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this handbook has been piepared as .1 means of summarizing and disseminating
these act ion suggestions,

Emil small group etas asked to consider the desirability, practit al probabilit,%.
and prat tical limitations of one concept To assist eat I/ group. the t ('p1
%%er assign d %%as presented along %%itli the bash Idea behind the concept, its
basic assumptions. and problems to be considered in dist ussing it. (Then this
it.formation. each small group %%;is asked to de%elop suggestions for t takerting
the concept into an action program. This handbook t onsists of the background
material gken each small group along %%itli a suniniar of the oral and %%ritten
reptirtS51111111itted by the group.

It is important to note that. in each small group. a combination of business-
inthistr%-labor personnel interacted %%ith school personnel ill 1.011111118 t 1111; 10:1 1011
suggestions. It is this procedure that %% hope ((ill be duplicated in communities
throughout the nation. The action suggestions found in this Handbook are only
illustrations. Each local tonaitunib% 1111 11101 1410111(1 Ill'1 0101/ a butter set. Our
assumption is that the best place to begin is (0 begin. This Handbook is in-
tended to be a beginning.

Each of the ten concepts presented here represents a concrete proposal for
invohemnt of the blisiness-labor-intlustr coninitinit.% in a tomprelienske carver
(4101 (it ion effort. Rent lions of conference partitipants to these ten proposals are
incorporated ill the "Action Suggestions- section for eat h. Soeral obsenations
regarding these action suggestions" are appropriate.

First, it should be obsened that. without t.ret Mum. tonferenve participants
seemed to entlta's the tit suability of each of these ten concepts. It is eNtreniel3

ouraging to find businessmen and educators iu midi complete agreement WI
the lIV:41111)11W of a set of goals that involve their at live cooperation. Chambers
of tominerce throughout the totintr should take athantage of this apparent
agreement hi mounting action programs designt (I to implement these concepts.

Sccontl. it is olkions that conference participants %aried greatI3 in their per-
ceptions regarding the plactital piobobilthaa of implementing the ten concepts.
This %ariation ranged from "Action Suggestions" for Concept 6 that consisted
almost entirel of percehed problems ilkohed in making the concept at reality
to Concept 7 ((here eight specific action suggestions for implementation were
quickl.% developed by conference paticipants. For the most part. the suggestions
made ilillstrate that ideas for implementing each l'011(1.111 W01' plentiful.
The begi1111111=D, Of nit adioll plan for each local chamber of commerce can be
found for almost every one of the ten concepts.

Third. it should be noted that the "action suggestions" %ary (1)11:.iderably in
both their specificity and their Itkel of sophistication. In some concepts, the
at lion suggestions 4.01-01 1111110:4 11 II of thte "Problems," listed for the concepts.
ill others. the ' Problems" %%ere almost conipletel ignored. Local chambers of
oninierce that desire to implement a gi%en tonceitt ((ill lia%e to find atis%%ers to

each of the "Problems" that are appropriate to their area.
Fourth. it is elear4 evident that. ((hilt. almost all of the "action suggestions"

tameratke efforts lat%%een school .and blisiness-latior-intlustr3 personnel.
my few suggest ((ho should be responsible for initiating. directing. or coordinat-

ing such effort. .\ situation tun easily be envisioned that finds both school and
business inthistr-perstainel linxiousl %%ailing for the other to action
Watling to(( arils implementation of these concepts. ('alter Education is too im-
portant to fail because no 0110 feels it is proper to take the initiative.
There is 110 0110 of the cunt epts presented here that t not be initiated lk
I alit I the schools 0, the business -laborintlitsti.% taimitin0. If %00 feel that otiv
or more of these t ontepts is im port:tut. then you Moe a responsibility for trying
to get it implemented.

Pin:1113, it is important to understand that the purfatse of this Handbook has
been priniaril one of stimulating t ooperat i% v .11411,111, 4.11 1001,11f of Ca rem. litlitett -
t ion but yen hoot and business-itultisto -labor personnel at the state and local
Iced IVe hate Leon priznaril toncernd about spetifing concepts to be consid-
ered and %% it It providing broad. beginning suggestions for action. Specific pro-
gram planning and implementation must be done in each loctilit. We need to
begin now.

8S
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A WORD ABOUT CAREER EDUCATION

Career Education represents a movement aimed at installing an emphasis on
education as preparation for work throughout all levels of American Education.
It seeks to do so in ways that neither denwan lair detract front at* other uortl*
objecti%e of American Education. Bather, it simply recognizes that our current
post industrial occupational society finds relationships between Education and
%%oil. becoming closer and closer each y ear. Some %%0 must In. found of aet1/111-
11Indatillg this increasingly close relationship in our system of public education.

Stated in their simplest possible form, the objectives of Career Education are to
help all indi%iduals t a ) want to work, lb) acquire the skills necessary for work,
and l e I engage in work that is satisfying to the individual and beneficial to
society. The goals of Career Education are to make work (a) possible, (l)) mean-
ingful, and I') satisfying to each individual. These objectives and goals are en-
dorsed by the Chamber of Commerce of The United States of America.

The Career Education movement cannot succeed if carried out only within
the four vi lls of the school. Success of this movement %%ill be predicted on the
acti%e inNolventent of the business - labor - industry community. The ten concepts
presented in this Handbook represent only one aspect of such involvement.
Equally important nal be contributions of the business- labor- industry community
in initiating action aimed at establishing Career Education programs, at Stip-
p rt ing such programs where they now exist. and in providing consultative assist-
un and leadership in policy making for Career Education programs.

The Career Education movement seeks to make major changes in the American
flucatitmal 3 stem nithout the infusion of massive amounts of new educational

!wades. To effect major change in the absence of large amounts of new money
(tenant& it %cry powerful concept indeed and one whose need for implementation
is ib%ionsly gri.at. Career Education certainly qualifies as such a concept. As with
any I all for major change in education, Career Education has met with consid-
erable resistance on the part of many educators. At this point in time, it seems
clear that Career Ethwation Hill not survive long if it has to depend solely on
initiation of change on the part of educators alone. American education pally
needs the kind of impetus for change that can best come through the expressions
of need for change on the part of the business- labor- industry conanunit,%. The
Career Education mu% ument holds great potential for creating changes that will
wake education more relevant and responsiNe to the current and projected needs
of oar free enterprise system. It is a movement that can be effectively converted
into reality only %%ith the full support and participation of the business-labor-
industry community. Education. in these times, cannot be accomplished solely

Rhin the halls of the established schools. The real world of work outside of the
formal eau( ational system must quickly beeome a pa of the total system of
American edin ation Career Education represents a in:,%e, tent that seeks to make

happen.

I Tit l, NCIA.1 cat I. BROGRANIs BET WEF.N BUSIXESS-BABOB-IXDUSTRY
I'l.RW \ \Ct. Nit sell 001, Pl7tsOSNnI,

llosie idea
It has been prillosed that exchange programs be initiated whereby school

teat he, imitsultos, and administrators would spend anyn here front a few days
to a fen naattlis working for p0 outside of education and that business-labor-

ust r% pet sonnel be in% I led to spend some tints teaching their occupational skills
to high school students and adult education students.
Issampl ions

1 Si howl personnel often pat k an understanding or appreciation of the world of
work outside of edit( a t Mal* ha% nu%er worked outside the school. If eduea-
tot s te.1111 t talents :Wont the bro.tder society, it is essential
that they actually crocrb NO' 1% hat it is like to 1% ork in the free enterprise system.

2 Business labor industrial personnel ha \e many things to teach students abe et
work that today'; teachers are not equipped to teach. In addition, some occupa-

89
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tional skills needed by today's students aren't taught in public schools, but could
be taught by workers possessing such skills.
Problems

1. Could industry afford to pay educators for the work they do in the business-
labor-industry setting? If not, who should?

2. Do Jobs exist that would provide educators the kinds of experience they needand still require a short enough training period so that educators could be pro-
duetive on such jobs?

3. Could industry afford to release some skilled personnel to work in schools
part of the year? Could equipment required for teaching also be made available?
Should the training be done in school buildings or at the actual work site?

4. Should teacher certification requirements be changed so that business-labor-
industrial representatives could be employed part-time as teachers?

ACTION SUGGESTIONS

1. Make two inventories: (a) an inventory of persons with occupational skills
who are willing and can be released for a time to teach in the schools; and (b)
au inventory of oceuptional skills (such as math, typing, etc.) possessed by school
personnel that industry might need. Given both inventories, it should be possible
to set up exchange programs where neither the school or the industry suffers.

2. (;et school personnel involved in working with industry on such things as
IDE (BusinessIndustry-Education) days or Junior Achievement programs.
School and industry people need to know each other better before we try to set
up any ambitious exchange program of school with industry personnel.

3. Exchange programs will work best when :1 specific need exists on the part of
either the schools or industry for skills the other :night possess. It is unrealis-
tic to expect that each will need the other at the same time. However. both should
and could be flexible enough to respond to needs of the other fur personnel. Don't
expect exchange programs to work when nd /her schools nor industry feel they
need personnel from the other. One or the other should know %%hat they need, why
they need them, and what they want them to do.

. Exchange programs will work better if both schools and industries set up
internal teams to work %%Rh persons %%Ito come to them on au exchange basis. The
"exchanged person" is certain to have many questions and needs a :Mel:. easily
identifiable resource to turn to when such questions arise.

Consider Nit hating an exchange program by assigning one personnel specialist
from indu,t1 3 to work, say, with one elementary sebook Ile could help all
teachers in that school incorporate career implications into their teaching.
'Teachers could then be assigned, on a rotating basis to felt weeks at at time for
each I, to the personnel department from which the industry man mine. Teaehers
should have enough skills to partially till the gap HI by the personnel man.

2. Tut: coNCEPT OF FIELD TRIPS FOR STrnENTS",
11asie idea

Career Education, advocates have proposed that extensiNe field trip programs.
be developed s that students (and their teachers) from K-12 have a wide
varlety.of opportunitie,, to observe o ()risers odually performing in %:tiotis kinds
of occupations and truck settings, In the elementary s( hook pupil-- could learn
to appreciate work and the necessity for %%mt. In the junior high school. pupils
could see occupations in each of the 15 occupational clusters. In the
',oliog high year-, student,- would observe hurler. in their tentative aea,of occupational
.1x.suraption.ii

1 .Must students trill be more likely to enter jobs hi the geographic area %%here
they are growing up, Thus, it 1. important that they learn about %%old; in that
area.

2 Pupils can't learn about the %%orb] of work mI in textbooks, They need to
,(( wort: being done :it the worksite.

't Teacher. Mould acquire ,onie notch needed information :Mont oeetipations
and inaplit alien. of their subje t matter for those uw lipations if the. lake student,-
on field trip,:

9
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i'robtems
1. 11011 could Industry handle constant calls for field trips so that some work

settings are !oat so bothered as to hamper productivit3 while others never have
visitors?

2. holm could industry and school personnel work together so as to ensure that
uemm learnings result from such field trips and repetitive duplication of students'
experiences are avoided?

3. Who v%mild or could ansler student questions raised during field trips?
Follow-up questions that are sure to come after the field trip is over?

1. What hinds of practical plant safety requirements argue against the desir-
ability of field trips?

5. Would it be better to hale small student committees, rather than entire
clasqes, make field trips?

6. Do field trips for students affect industry insurance rates?

-\C11 ON succEs.rioNs

1. Before field trips are taken, the school and the business or industry to be
isited should jointly agree on objictitcs to be sought b3 the field trip. Too main

field trips take plaice 11 here mhool officials don't knoll 1 hat the3 are looking for
an industry doesn't know what to show them.

2. Encourage industries to set up community resource workshops for teachers.
In such lorkshops, teachers could be made all are of 1 hat the industr3 has to
offer during a field trip, 11 ho the contact person is and special prim isions that
need to be made before bringing students in for a field t rip.

3. Establish a conimunit3 resource occupational bank listing occupations and
industries 11 Wing to be involved in field trips for youth. The local (handier of
commerce could establish such a bank. It should contain a description of the
expeliences possible on a field trip and the name of a specific industr3 person
to contact for making field trip arrangements, Such a data bank could lie shared
mmitIi nut -of- school youth groups such as Boy Scouts or youth church groups as
well as with schools in the area.

1. It is too expensive for industry to service all students through field trips.
Video tapes could be made showing sonic students on field trips. These could
then be 1)1113 ed for other students in lieu of their dettlaii3 visiting industr3. If
industry representatil es could be present in the school to "rap" 11 ith students
mmhu have watched the iideo tapes, the3 might be just as effective as field trips.

5. Feedback after field trips is essential in which Industry representatiiis are
present in the St 11001 to respond to questions students raise regarding 11 hat they
saw ou the field trip.

'ritE CONCEPF or WORN EXPERIENCE FOR A1.1. HIGH SC11001, STITENTS

Bask idea
It has been proposed that sonic stemat lc means be prim bled to ensure that no

student teal e high school uithout some actual 11 ork experience, paid or unpaid,
that 11 mild let him or her actually know the rim ards and satisfactions that can
come from vork, Too maul students are nim passing through our schools 11 ho
hale neler corked. They find themsell es forced to mathe occupational choices
before they even have experienced what it is like to work.
Amimptions

1. High school students have typically made some tentative occupational
choices. By having a chance to 11 ork in a setting where that occupation exists.
they 11 ill acquire a more realistic basis for the choices they have made.

2. If prospective «allege students acquire sonic mmurk experience mmhile in high
school, they Will be more mutilated to think about college as preparation for
11 ark. In addition, they 1 ill gain more respect and appreciation for persons whose

ork does not require college attendance. Finally, they ina3 be inore ululated
to work while going to college.

a Students in the general curriculum need mmork experience even though they
are not. acquiring specific job skills in iocatiomal education. Vital, mad education
students need IN ork experience even if it is not in the field for 11 hid' they are
being trained.
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Problems
1. Can enough jobs, paid or unpaid, be created so that all high school studentscan get some work experience? IIow much should they have? Should they havesome each year?
2. When would high school students work? Must we think of an etxended schoolday? Should we think only of a summer program?
3. Should work experience be required of all students or should it be offeredas an elective? If it is required, what do we do with the student who doesn'twant to work?
4. Should work experience programs establish a goal that every student Is paidfor the work he or she does? Many aren't capable of producing enough to reallyearn today's required minimum wage. Can reduced wages be paid?5. If high school work experience programs become massive in scope, would anemployer begin to rely on students to do the work of some of his fulltime staff?

ACTION SUGGESTIONS

1. Some type of reward system must be established for students participatingin a work experience program. The reward could be in the form of money orstudents could be paid in academic credit. If only observation of others at workis involved, perhaps no pay of any kind is necessary ; but, if students reallywork, some reward system will be essential.
2, If our goal is work experience for all high school students, then work willhave to be made available in the public as well as in the private sector. Theprivate sector alone cannot be expected to provide enough work stations forall high school students.
3. It would be unwise to require work experience for all high school studentIt will be difficult enough for industry to provide meaningful work experiencefor students who want to learn what it is like to work. It would not be feasiblefor industry to take, in addition, responsibility for motivating the student whodoes not want, to work.
4. One work station could servo several students on a rotating lemis with eachstudent working, say, only two hours per day. If each. in addition. was expectedto undergo the work experience for only part of the school year. it might liepossible that one work station might effectively serve up to 20 students.5. Some provision should lie made for rotating work stations to which stu-dents are assigned so that they gain different kinds of work experiences. If theseare adequately described to students, students could elect different kinds justas they now elect different subjects in school.0. Careful study should be given to ways through which work experiencecould be provided students beginning at age 1. To wait until age 10 will hetoo late for many.

4. TILE CONCEPT OF SCHOOL-INDUSTRY 3011 PLACEMENT PROGRAMS?
Basic idea

It has been proposed that every high school and post high school educationalinstitution build, in cooperation with the business-labor-industry eozmnunity, anaggressive job development and job placement program. Career Education advo-cates are fond of saying that, whenever a student leaves a school. he shouldeither be ready for a job or for further education. The ratio of youth to adultunemployment, having risen for the last several years. is now over 5:1. CareerEducation will be a farce if it succeeds In helping youth want to work. gives themthe skills required to work. but fails to help them find work when they leaveschool.

ARsumplion$
1. The USES system of youth job placement services is not now and shows nosigns of becoming adequate to meet the needs of youth for work and the needsof employers for qualified applicants.
2. Both employers and school systems would have much to gain from coopera-tive efforts to establish an aggressive and effective job placement program.Motivation should be present.
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3. If really effective job placement programs existed, youth unemployment
statistics would decline sharply front their current levels. It is not assumed that
youth unemployment can drop as low as adult unemployment.
Problems

1. How could a placement data hank, containing current, valid data regarding
both job seekers and job vacancies, be established and maintained?

2. Should USES be asked to participate in the program? To coordinate the
program? To pay for it?

3. Should schools and the business-labor-industry community share the costs of
the job placement program?

4. What system could guarantee job placement services for the former stu-
dent who wishes to work in another part of the country?

5. Should we be thinking of a program that concerns itself with the total prob.
h f transition front school to workincluding follow up of new workers or is
a job placement program as much as we can handle?

O. Who is responsible for the student who after leaving school, can't find a
job?

7. Should all students be required to register at the placement office or only
those who will shortly be seeking work?

ACTION SUGGESTIONS

1. Don't try to operate a placement program without seeking to involve the
local public employment office. There is nothing to gain by trying to set up a
placement service in competition with USES. Because USES efforts have, by
themselves, not always been fully effective is no reason to ignore them in this
effort.

2. Problems of youth unemployment are great and grow in severity each year.
The ratio of youth to adult unemployment continues to rise. The only direct
solution we see is for both the public and private sector to allocate a certain num-
ber of job slots for youth. Youth cannot be expected to compete effectively with
adults for jobs in a tight labor market.

3. Each school system should have a central placement office with satellite
centers in each school within that school system. Data concerning job applicants
should be fed front the satellite centers to the central placement office and, from
that office, be made available to industry. Similarly, job vacancies from industry
should be fed through the central placement office to each satellite center.

4 The local chamber of commerce could, in cooperation with the school system,
act as a record center from which information from job applicants could be made
available to employers. Such records should indicate the abilities, goals, and as-
pirations of each student seeking full or part-time employment. School counselors
could collect such information from students who seek employment and transmit
it in accurate form to at placement office at the local chamber of commerce.

5. THE CONCEPT OF ESTABLISHING OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCE PERSONS FROM TIIE
BUSINESS- INDUSTRY -LABOR COMMUNITY?

Basic idea
Many Career Education programs, through both parental and local civic asso-

ciations, have established large lists of workers front a very wide variety of
occupations. Each worker has volunteered to respond, through either phone calls
or personal cen'aas, to requests that come from students, teachers, or counselors
for informa' ion about his or her occupation. In addition, some volunteer to present
informati and answer questions before groups of students in the classroom.
Assumptions

1. Workers are the most valid source of information about life styles involved
in occupations. It is better to find out what an occupation is really like from one
who is in it than from an article describing it. Employed workers who are suc
cessful in their jobs can serve as effective models for youth.

2, Many employed workers will be willing to volunteer their efforts to help
youth make more intelligent vocational choices.
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Problems
1, To what extent do workers need special training in order to perform lids

service? Who will provide it?
2. 110w eau we be sure that persons volunteering to part it lionte are the kinds

of individuals we need?
3, Should both workers who are happy and those unhappy in their occupations

be on the list? If only fully satisfied persons an, selected, are %%e unduly biasing
youth?

4. Should more than one worker from each occupation be chosen? Since each is
in a different job, do we need more than one so that an occupation, rather than a
job. can be discussed?

5. Will industry let people off to speak to students in schools?
6. Many of these contacts will result in students asking to see the worker at

the job site. Is this something that can be done effectively or should it be
discouraged ?

ACT ION 8 UGGEST1ONS

1 Study Portland. Oregon's program. They collected names of specific workers
from 176 different occupations representing 95 of all Oregon occupations.
Schools were given this list and can call on any one of these people.

2. Occupational resource persons from industry need to be trained to perform
'his function. Their training must enable them to discuss life styles associated

ith their occupations as %%ell as the ability to describe the work they do and
the preparation required for it.

3. The climate for this program must be established in the business-industry-
labor setting. If chief executive officers from a number of industries form an
executive committee (as in Los Angeles' Project 701, they can establish a climate
that mill encourage volunteers for the occupational remin., program. Workers
%olunteering must feel that their company supports them and mill provide them
time to participate.

4. A program calling for occupational resource persons from industry to visit in
schools requires a central organization structure. The local chamber of commerce
might provide this central organization or it could come from a consortium of
employers. The school system. too, needs a central organizing agency for this
program to uork. Both schools and industries need to have contact persons who
eau be called quiekly when problems or questions arise.

5 A number of occupational resource persons from each oceupation needs to be
recruited for this kind of program to %%or'. You can't keep calling on the same
person time after time. Some feedback system is essential so that occupational
resource persons van learn hoax to function more effectively. Such a system will
aboi provide for replacing ineffective occupational, resource persons. You can't
expect all of y our volunteers to be successful %%hen they try to relate with
students and teachers in the school setting.

6 THE CONCEPT OF THE YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL RUNNING 16 HOURS A DAY, 6 DAYS A
WEER AND STAFFED PARTLY 11Y BUSINESS LABOR INDUSTRIA,. PERSONNEL',

Basic idea
The year-round high school seems essential to many advocates of Career Edu-

cation, Under this concept. school facilities would be open 16 hours a day 6
days a week. 12 months each year and would enroll both) youth and adults. Ad-
vantages inherent in this concept include. (a I Students could choose their school
hours based. in part, on when they could get work experience or uork-study
arrangements in the busines;4abor-industry eoluntunity : 1ba "Business-labor-
industry personnel could teach in the school program %%itlitalt losing time front
their regular jobs: (c) Academic teachers could get work experience in industry
00 a staggered basis since they would be employed on a 12 months basis: and
d 1 Students would be graduating each month dating the year rather than only

in June) which should make the job placement problem easier.
A AR/imp( ions

1 School buildings are too expensive to be utilized only part of the day or
part of the year.

2 Putting teachers on 12-month. rather than 0-month contracts. %%mild be more
efficient and, in the long run. save taxpayers money.
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:I Public schools must lake ouch more responsibilit for adult education and
411114,160u of c in rent out of si 11001 y malt than is eurrentb being (lone. This 114111111
gave 111011 over the cost of running remedial non-power programs.

I. Personnel from business labor-industry are capable of teaching their voca-
tional skills to others,
Problems

1. Is industry ready to st,pport the concept of the year-round sehool? Initially.
it might mean higher taxes. It certainly would demand full cooperation of the
business-labor-italustry personnel in making available both equipment and
Personnel.

2. Is there a place for industry's effort to upgrade and retrain workers in the
concept of the year-round sehool?

:3. What would be the publics reactions to find a students on vacation at
various times during thet year tlo some students going to school at night rather
than during the day ; (e) some classes that rontained a mixture of high
sehool students and adults?

Avriox stmuEsnoxs

I. This will require a major public relations campaign before it can he sold to
k ummuwities. ENIIIIIPIVS of pilot school systems where the year-round school

is now working are badly needed.
2. To sell the concept of the year-round sehool. cooperation of a wide variety

of groups. including the local chamber of commerce, service dubs, PTA, and
indusW ad% isory councils will be required. These are the kinds of groups that
should spearhead such an effort. If the push for the year-round sehool comes
from suet' a coalition. sehool boards will be forced to listen.

:3. The year-round school concept involves many headaches and tough adminis,
trative problems, Different children from the same family will require similar
sehethdes so that their vacation periods coincide with those of the parents. Many
schools will ha% e to be air conditioned. Higher education would have to alter
their patterns of admission and graduation to coincide with those of the high
schools and that isn't practical unless most high schools are operating on a year-
round basis. Great flexibility would have to be built into student schedules so that
the constant coming and going of students will not interfere w ith the development
of any particular student. These are but a few of the practical problems to be
faced.

I, The year-round school will be essential if work experience programs for all
high school students are to heroine a reality. It will be equally essential to the
success of a youth job placement program.

7. THE CONCEPT OF USING RETIRED WORKERS AS RESOURCE. PERSONS IN SCHOOLS TO
ACQUAINT STUDENTS WITH THE WORLD OF WORE?

Basle nice
Several Career Education programs have placed great emphasis on using

retired workers as resource persons for Career Education. They have identified
such persons from a wide variety of occupational fields. Once identified and
solicited. such persons meet w ith students, teachers, and counselors to discuss
their former occupations as it might apply to today's students. They talk about
the work values that are meaningful to tin al, demonstrate the specific vocational
skills they used on their ,P)bs, and express their personal opinions regarding their
former occupation and the life style it led to.
.Issumptions

1. Retired workers have a strong need to continue feeling useful and valuable.
To ask them to partivipate in Carver Education offers them away to enhance
their own personal feelings of self-worth and provides students w ith valuable
insights regal ding life styles associated with various kinds of careers.

2. Even if the skills of the retired worker are no longer in demand, students
eau learn unn h from such workers regarding the values of a work oriented
society. Additionally. students can recede graphic illustrations regarding ways
in which technology speeds occupational change.
Problems

1. To what extent can retired workers give high school students a realistic
viry of work and occupations in our current society?
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2, Ilow valuable is it to have a retired worker talk about his former occupation
Without being able to sluw students the actual work place itself?3, flow' valid a view of today's oveupational sovie0 call 1W ONperied to be
presented by retired workers? Is change occurring so fast as to nntke their
memories irrelevant to the informational needs of today's youth?

4. Can and should the bosinessdabor industry community work with sellouts in
recruiting retired persons for Career Education?

ArTION SUGGI:STIONS

i. Multiple ways exist to identify retired workers for this program. These
include seeking names front (holden Age Clubs. etch. organizations t who usually
list retired persons separately in their direetodesI from company directories that
list retired former workers, and from labor unions.

2, Employers will b happy to supply lists of persons about to retire. Suchpersons can provide a ready tieltark to their former employer that will helpsehools in many ways. It may also ease the shoe!: ::,., ;,. :rent for some persons
who are looking for something to keep them busy,

3. A. referral file of retired persons will be essential for use bj school per.sonnet. Such a Ille can be maintained by a retired perso's asscelatioa or by the
local chamber of commerce. If a person's. name is on list, it is essential that
someone sees that he or she is ealled upon to serve.

Retired exeentives may be especially interested in w (irking with gifted and
talented students interested in entering the business world.

Ilse a person recently retired and one who retired several years ago from
a similar position to show high school students how rapidly jobs and occupationschange.

(1. Conduct a career day using retired persons as resnuree persons. Ask them
to discuss their entire career (not just their last job) so that students will betterunderstand the concept of "career" as a succession of choices made through life.

7. Use retired former workers as classroom aides who will help teachers dis-
rover and find ways to emphasize the career implications of their subject matter.Retired workers eau teach teachers a great deal about the world outside of
education.

8, Establish 'training programs to train retired persons to work with teachers
and with students front the elementary school through the high school.

9 THE CONCEPT T11.1.T WORK NUOULD latCoMi. MORE PERSONAI g NTNFYINO To Tut;
INDIVIEWAL WORKER

Basic itleO
'Ms. goals of Career Education are to make work possible, meaningful, and

satisfyi,,g to ef,ch individual. We know we can am he the eoneept of work
meaningful and. for most persons. we can make work possible. However, the
extent to which work can be satisfying is II function of the work place itself.Studies of worker alienation and causes of worker dissatisfaction are currently
very popular. People seem to delight in talking about the impersonal treatmentof workers, They speak about the need to give workers more autonomy. more
variety in their work tasks, and a clearer picture of the importance of each man'swork to the "big picture." Many educators are torrently resisting Career Ednea-
tion's emphasis on work because they feel that, to ready youth for today's work
place is to condition them to a life of drudger}. Others question whether the
situation in the work place is as bad as it has been pictured.
Assumptions

I Worker satisfaction should lead to greater productivity and so should be agoal of employers as well as educators.
The goal of making work more satisfying to the worker is a Nand and viable

goal for Career Eihteat ion to embrace.
Probicnfe,

1, If work is made more possible and meaningful to individuals, is it likelythat it will automatically also become more salisfjing? If additional tasks areinvolved. what arc they?
2 How can one give workers more freedom to make their own work decisions

while still maintaining the essential concept of the discipline of the work place?
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How far can you 0 in letting workers "do their own thing" and still make itclear that everyone has a "boss"?
3 Can and should school 3 stems be involved in the (ask of making work

more satisfying- Ir is this strictly up to the business-labor-indutry community?If school systems have a role to play here, what k that role?
I Is the problem of current worker dissatisfaction really a major one Oris this something that has been overemphasized?

ACTION SUGGESTIONS

I. Students in schools should learn that hardly anyone is always satisfied
with his job, Most people have some days %viten (hey like their job and other
days when they do not. This is a valuable lesson for youth to learn and thinkabout.

2 Youth should understand the difference between satisfaction with a careerand .alkfaetion with a particular job. There are some distasteful things about
some job tasks involved in particular careers, but the career itself may be %ery
satisfying nevertheless.

8 Youth should be taught that job satisfaction is intimately related to satis-
faction with one's total life style. If a person doesn't like his job, it may reflect
he doesn't like the life style in which he finds himself. Changing jobs may allow
one to develop a different life style. The question of job satisfaction or dissatis-faction is part of a much larger question for most people.

I. Job satisfaction of employees can be increased if employers will communi-
cate to each worker the importance of his job as part of a total team effort.

ellIbloYers should do this.
5 Young workers need to understand that, at times. their job dissatisfaction

will exist because of demands placed on management that are unavoidable.
Schools can help if they teach students concepts Of responsibility faced by
management and concepts of responsibility faced by workers. This isn't done
often enough.

9. THE «)NCErl THAT WEST STUDENT LEAVING SCHOOL SHOULD 10: 1:14 IT INT!) %%M
A MARKETAIII.F: .1011 SKILL':

Basic idea
One of the most pervasive concepts of the I'.S. Office of Edneatioli's .cer

education emphasis has been that the student should not leave the educational
system without 0 marketable job skill. This emphasis has grown out of a realiza-
tion that. at both the secondar3 school and collegiate levels. many students are
currently being graduated who have no specific job skills. With less than 25(,i
of today's high schilol graduates becoming eventual college graduates. this con-
cept can become a reality on13 if vocational education programs are greatly
expanded at both the secondary and at the (Best - secondary school le% els.

1 S'Yti pliOn$
I. It is 110,4140 to provide school leavers with marketable job skills even

though these skills may soon become obsolete.
2. This is a worthy goal for American education.
3. The general public will %import the %as! increases in %ocational education

called for to convert this goal into a reality.
Problenix

I Doe% this goal ignore the potential of OJT training and apprentieeship
training in the busine,%-holtedr3-labor communit3 ? If No. what is industr3's
answer to this goal?

2. I% it realistic to suppose that we know enough about the changing nature
of the occupational society so that we could. given mmivient remmrees, really
give every school leaver au immediate marketable job skill?

3. Should not %Milt. students feel free to enjo3 a purely liberal arts education
without feeling gullt3 that. 113 doing so. the3 are acquiring no specific marketable
job skile

I. Imes industr3 reall want entr3 workers with specific job skills. or would
they prefer to develop such skills after the man Or woman is employed?
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ACTION $11;GESEIONS

i If this. concept is to become :t reality, some form of 03T will be needed.
S me %mational education student, are to o% enrolled in wort. -study programs
N here tliv spend part-time studding job skills in schools and part-ttnw learning
more about them as the3 try to apply job skills in a real %%orl, setting. To apply
that concept to all students %%ill require that "%% ()di-study'. become a method of
instruction for all students. nut a special hind of program for only some students.
This means that the method %%ill 11.I% e to be used with college students as well
as high stink)] students. Most students cannot acquire a marketable _lid) skill
operating only V. ithin the %calls of the school.

'Phis concept could become a reality if the business-labor-industry commu-
nity worked %%itli the schools in establishing simulated job training in the school
itself These simulated jobs %%mild be sullen ised cooperatively by school and
industry personnel. It %%mild require additional facilities and equipment over
and beyond that ma% available in most schools, Industry cold(' murk with sellouts
in making suet' equipment available.

3 The term "marketable job skill," should not be eonsidered independent of
"enipb*ability skills". Youth need to know more than him to do a job. In addi-
tion. they toted to know good %%ork habits and have a basic understanding of hm%
N% Orli clot give them a more satisfying and rewarding total life style. Career
education should not foem. just on marketable job skills. This is too narrow an
eat phasi..

schools cannot provide youth with marketable job skills by themselves.
'Po attain this goal %%ill demand total community involvement -- parents as well
a, the business- labor- industry (ommunitj. It is too big for schools to try alone.

5 Begin defining "marketable job skills" in terms of performance evaluation.Paper and pencil tests ioupled grades in school are not enough. Industry
should work with school personnel in developing performanee evaluation
measnres.

In PIM CONCEPT THAT EVE:RY STCPENT LEAVING
IF HE DESIRES, IIE ABU: To FIND Wont:

net vie idea
Career Eduat ion seeks 10 help all students acquire a de. ire to work. An essen-

tial ingredient here is a promise. either explicit or implicit in nature. that those
who want to work ran had work to do. With the ratio of youth to adult imemploy-
ment having risen each year since 1960 1 from 2.2:1 to 5.5:1), it is obvious thatit will be difficult to guarantee work, in the form of paid employment, to each
youth who may desire to work. At the same lime. it is obvious that it is a farce
if %%e instill in students a desire to work. provide them with job skills. but ignore
the actual availability of paid employment. To try to solve this problem by con-
vincing youth that volunteer. unpaid workers are always in demand will not
"wash well" with today's youth culture.
I.eu11ptiOH .51

1 The current rale of unemployment. for both youth and adults. is capable ofbeing redneed.
2 The trend of the last 13 years tcm arils a higher and higher ratio of youth

to adult unemployment. can be reversed.
problenis

1. Is it realistie to promise availability of wort: to youth in view of the current
labor market conditions?

2 Can Career Education appeal to youth if we fail to promise that work will
be available to adequately prepared persons?
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3. If we promote a concept of work that includes volunteers as welt as paid
employment, do we nun the risk of giving youth an unrealistic view of work?

1. Should the government initiate youth work programs for those nimble to
find paid employment in the free enterprise system?

5. Is the creation of au all-volunteer armed forces a necessary ingredient for
giving viability to this concept ?

ACTION SUGGESTIONS

1. This concept can become a reality only when we have the year-round school.
Work should be made available to oath in the private sector through the chamber
of commerce and, in the publie sector. through government.

2. Consider revision of the educational *stem so that high school students con id
elect a 3-month school experience followed by a 3-month work experience, then
back to school for 3 more months. etc. This would make the concept of work mean-
ingful to students before they leave school. That concept will be helpful to such
students whether the seek paid employment or volunteer work after leaving high
school.

3. Career education programs must begin in the elementary school if this con-
cept is to become a reality. If we continue to wait until the senior year, many
students %%ill not only fail to find work but, in addition, will not even be properly
motivated to work.

4. No one should tell students that all who desire work upon leaving school
%%ill be able to find it. We cannot, and should not pretend to guarantee work to all
out h who in* seek it. Public service jobs for youth may be necessary if we are

to come close to converting this concept into a reality.
5. Attention must be given to revising compulsory school attendance laws, mini-

mum wage laws, and child labor lays. As the are now written, this concept can-
not become a reality.

6. Consider establishing a kind of "apprenticeship" for all kinds of work. It is
time we ceased restricting apprenticeship to just the trade and technical, fields.

Mr. Synmm. Early this vear we published another booklet titled,
"Career Education: What It Is and Why We Need It. from Leaders
of Industr. Education. Labor and the Professions.- It was prepared
in cooperation with 2 t national ot gainzat ions. including almost every
major education association. along with several other national organi-
zations representing business. women. ntinorities and labor.

We would ask that it be included as Document No. in the record.
r. Cha i rum n.
The (h)entnent follows :
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CARRER EDUCATION: WHAT IT IS AND WHY WE NEED IT

Our Concept of Career Education

At thesoutsor 11t ie. atfirm that the highest aim of
edui ation is the dc,clopment of the qualities of
ha raLter For in teathing honesty, nista e, integ-

rity, and respect for person and property lies the
hope of domestic tranquility and good will in our
soc lety the base, for progress

Another basis for tranquility and progress is a
citizenry using hilly its talents at %cork that is, in
those activities paid and non paid, which proside
satistaeuon for the individual and, benefit to
so( iet y

Career education complements the primary aim
of education by pulling back the curtain that iso-
lates much of education from one of the largest
dimensions of lac a man s or woman's work
I.docation and work are artificially separated
today, but they were not so disided in the past and
should not be so in the future A linking of educa-
tion and work is even more important in a dy-
namic industrial sense economy than in a less
complex economy

Career education, therefore, seeks to remove the
barriers between education and work by emphasiz-
ing preparation tor work as a major goal of Ameri-
can education at all !esti, - from the elementary
schools through the secondary schools and the
umsersities, eolleges, and technical institutions

Career education benefits all students because
they will commence %vork begin a "career at
some point in their lives, is hether they leave school
at age Io or graduate from the nation's most
prestigious medial or law school at age 30 It
therefore applies to the student who will seek a
graduate degree as well as the potential dropout.
It especially benefits indifferent students by mak-
ing their learning experience relate to the many
ways people spend their li.c, And it also helps the
young woman who needs to be made aware that
even though she gets married and has a family she
may spend 25 years or more in full-time employ-

ment outside the homeand she will spend 40
years or more in the worktorcc It she does not
runry.

Career education expands educational and ca
reer opportunities by stimulating interest in the
studies necessary to pursue various lines of work,
and by giving students preliminary skills to enter
any one of a cluster of different careers It en-
courages boys and girls and men and women to
consider non-traditional, as well as traditional,
careers. And it reminds us that in a changing
society, education must be a continuing experience
throughout our lives, requiring an "open door"
access between school and work.

Career education seeks to enable all persons to
make personal, informed career choices as they
proceed through life i o do this they must learn to
identify their strengths, weaknesses, Interests and
aversions. They must then relate these to require-
ments of the world of work and of the various
levels and types of education. This process is
%dal to a fully useful life, since career decisions
are often required several times, and include de
colons about promotions and changes in assign-
ments as well as the selection of an occupation or
profession 'youth and adults who learn career
decision- making skills will have greater career
satisfaction regardless of changes in the ;06
market.

Career education believes that learning occurs in
a variety of settings, and therefore requires rela-
tionships with the business-industry-labor.profes-
sional community to provide learning experiences
not available to students in a conventional class-
room environment.

Career education urges that society reappraise
its value system to help ensure the respect due all
types of work, and to help make unsatisfying lobs
more meaningful It calls for recognition that some
technical skills provide services lust as useful as

3



sorer Manager prott s,aonal skills
I hough tali( t chic main emphasaes thin prepa

ration of all people for then lib is work, as men
honed L aihu It al, r,ognUe,, that thin are other
important and proper ollettives for our education
vc tem !hest intludt mdumatom rot integrac to
human relationships, tut ettet tivt home and family
Ilk, for leisure, for citirenship, lot culture, and for
mental and physical health I he school expernme
must alccaNs dint to provide for emery child and
adult the opportunity to sultrsate the quality of
innllteta nmuasthe artistic andmotatsensibihty,
that %sill had to useful and satisfying hvt.

f inaliv, career education does not mean (lima
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DEVELOPMENT

Sea AN3(1,17i, art(' ExOlorat,c.
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inin %%about rigor Indeed, by stimulating interest
leaining and thetebv in evoking improved stu-

dent (lion, career education offers an important
potential tot raising the level of student perform -
ante all 4,( hoot %oiled.

In summarc, tareer education is the total effort
of education and the community to help ail in
disiduals become familiar with the values

values
a

work-oriented sin v, to integrate such values
into their personal value systems, and to imple-
ment thou values in their lives in such a way that
cork becomes possible, meaningful, and satisfying
to each individual

CAREER EDUCATION

an integrated approach

A R., x a G,o, 6,, 1,/fr.,,,/pOn, .1.rod< Mt. Can., 004,0%,,,,, 0,09,1n,
1973
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In mint ci vett, the n hoot. an ito,ng a better
Job of educating our tuutb than et er before

I lost .ii a /l den1,1(1d, more Of out S{11001,,
lust a, It dot. at gto.t mment religion, and bu.1-
nt be si boo/ pertormantt that etas judged
sat slat tort 20 «ars ago mat no longer be suit-
able tor e% it% tndo,idual 1V1,4,.. there are wimples
reasons for this t hangs ant is elated to the %%odd
ot nor!. I here art reiatitrit htver unskilled lobs
to till at a turn %shin mart parents are property
di minding lull tqualitt ot opportundt tor their
t Klatt it I In re i. gents! re«ignihon that a, is,
mot e torthir into a snit more toniphx e«mom%
the hationhip bent t en vibe. anon and nork hi-
sotmts titter eat!) teat and taunt people 'mild
tinny assistanie m det iding on a t art t r

art( r (Au. at it,I1 ott(r. a promising reponst to
ihts tall lox education n tom tw addre ssing these
prohlt Tr,

I (ir too mans South are« exploration Eit gins
atter It at mg .% pool instead ot during the earlt

arnim; stars %t ht n the rt i. ample. time to de-
s elop art as of %%oil. inttrestamttompettnit

'tooth onemph,tmtnt i. ton.i.tenth four
tiler. oh r than .idult mplo% nu nt and
torett, it \ lost graduates stay
with ,beit tied implot r It.. than three soar.,
and hoot ..traduatt s own hats set (nil
Jobs tin lr bed Si ar

\lam students art not provided nub the
skill and know It dim to help them atheist to
hang(, in fOb opportumnt. the Ando. dual

nornialls 11,1E44. owipational emphasis no
to, than ; to 5 times during hi, work lite / or
edut anon the lesson is dear it must unrease

Why We Need Career Education

the intlesidual s "tope abdits the speed and
et °norm: with whu.11 he or she tan adjust to
these flanges
1 here has steadat developed an increased
emphasis on nhool for n bottling s the
third grade teacher seems Intent on readying
students for the fourth grade, the eighth grade
teat her on rt ad% mg students for the ninth grade,
and the high school teacher on readying students
/or tollege Instt ad ot preparation tor something,
edut anon has become. tor many qodent.,
sunplt preparation for more education.
In some s( hools, mut h of is hat happens in
the tlassroom has too little to do with e.,hit
happening outside the t lassroom I hoe seem to
attempt to prepare our voting people to take
their plate in the «immunity be isolating them
trom the t ommumt y

Seventyax per« nt of setondan, school stu-
dents are enrolled in a tonne (It study that ha,,
a, its MAIM emphasis, preparation for ( ollege
et- en though onlx 2 out 01 10 Jobs between now
and 1080 it ill require a college degree (bus, al-
most 6' tit 10 students are receiving an education
that will primarily benefit only 2 out tit 10
stud( lit.

the dropouthadure rat( among, college sti
dents remains among the most stable 01 all
statism. ni Amern an education hoty pment
ot all who inter «illege this fall will not make it
to their minor year, and 50 percent will never
obtain a baccalaureate degree. Thew adtust.
mints are extremely costly to students and their
parents in terms ot money, psychological dam.
Jgeind inability to plan a meaningful future.
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Especially in secondary schools the curriculum is typically
not realistic in terms of meeting student career needs.

WHAT'S HAPPENING TO THE STUDENTS?

1 Dropouts from U S secondary schools

111+Minii+Mig*
24 t dropout of School 76' actually graduate
before graduation

2 Choice of curriculum among U S secondary school students

76-, are enrolled in college preparatory 24 , are enrolled in voca
or general curriculum programs tonal education Programs

3 Relatively few U S secondary school students graduate from college

23 , will graduate 77% will not graduate
from college from college

soo,t p oeo of Edocoboof+ Srot,stv, 1974 Ed, on, Offce of Educaton, U S Department of it eatn,
Eou,abon and We, fare

THEREFORE We need CAREER EDUCATION for all students to reduce the gap between
unrealistic educational programs and career needs

Jobs in the 70's demand specialized training, not necessarily
a college degree.

U.S.JOB OPENINGS DURING THE 70 S

20% oliobs require 80 of sobs require a highSchool
a ayear college diploma or training beyond high SCh001
degree but iess than 4 yeatS °I college

50.'0, V S Department of Labor

THEREFORE. We need CAREER EDUCATION to provide students with insight informa-
tion and motivation concerning specialized training as well as professional
education

103
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Career education reintorses academic education
by illustrating the practical application tit
-.trod principle, A suba such as geometry may
appear useless to a bored student, but takes on
nets meaning and purpose it a carpenter shots,
hots to use the principles of geometry in design-
ing a flight of stairs or an engineer in designing a
bridge, or on art hue( t in designing a gymnasium

ken the traditional held trip to a zoo has a nets
dimension when it incorporates the career edura-
tion concept The students dist over the t. hall en g-
mg skills my olsed in designing the park's ecology,
the satets tit animals and s odors, the provision
of mod service, and in maintaining the health of
the animals Thus, a trip to the zoo become, more
than an observant s of isildlite it also stimulates
a youngster's thinking about exiting kinds of

ork
We hays noted that career education sannot

take plat( exclusively within the tour is %sills of
s( hoof building, that it must invoke the general
community particularly business and government
employers and labor unions

In Boston, for example, school administrators
asked the assistance of business leaders in intro-
dosing a Flexible Campus Program to supplement
the traditional curriculum offerings in Boston high
schools

Under this program, the classroom is only one
part of the secondary education system I bgh
school students leave their regular classrooms for
expanded learning opportunities throughout the
community in order to gain practical knossledge
of the business world's opportunities and require-
ments, to develop realistic career goals, and to
begin is orkmg actively toward them

I he role of the Boston Chamber of Commerce
initially involved establishment of a Business Task
horse to undertake an extensive survey of busi-
nesses in the Metropolitan Boston area The results
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Glimpses of Career Education

of this survey were published m a ''Flexible Campus
Resource Catalog" outlining the offerings from
business for use by school coordinators and
participating students from 14 Boston high schools
to now partuipotei

In the I lemble Campus Program, the business
community has t is motor methods by which stu-
dent ass areness of the %side range 01 career po-
tentials and requirements (an be developed

I i Minh( ourses Business persons go to a par -
ticular school and teach their professional special-
ties or interests Partiopoting students get credit
for the tourses, %%hul vary in length from two
sessions to ten %seeks.

121 Student Work InternshipsStudents may go
to cooperating companies for nonpaid, parttune
work experience 5 days a week, for 10.15 week
periods Work hours are determined according to
the student's schedule, and school credit is given.

The Boston Chamber serves as the clearing-
house between business and the high schools.
When a school elects to work with a company
from the Flexible C impus Resource Catalog, the
high school coordinator checks with the chamber
to learn it this particular course or internship has
already been chosen by another school. Once
cleared through the chamber, the coordinator
works directly with a designated company repre-
sentative in developing a specific mini-course or
internship program.

During its first year in 1Q71 -1972, the Flexible
Campus Program was avadrible only to 12th
grade students. It is now offered to juniors as well
as seniors Additional grades will be included in
succeeding years.

In a related career education development, the
Boston Partnership Program was recently estab-
lished Under this program, a large company or a
consortium of small companies work exclusively
with one school. This provides for a closer rela

7
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pictures of trams, but made a large stale model
train for the classroom

While students worked on these activities, the
teacher pointed out and discussed how each worker
might use math, reading, spelling, art, music,
and science I he teacher guided the students on
discussions of what kind of pet-tonality a person
must have for a particular lob Does he or she like
helping people; Boy traveling? lake working at
night and being away from the faintly? Like work-
ing outside or inside;

The students then talked out their own interests
and attitudes m relation to performing any of
these lobs Plans were completed for videotaping
this experience for future use in the district As a
final p:e trip activity, the class prepared questions
to interview the different railroad workers

On the trip, students interviewed workers with
varying skills training and experient v. such as the

ket clerk, loader, chef, conductor, and engineer
Post-acttvitus included discussions, viewing of the
s ideos taken and the is wino of thank you letters
This experience helped the student- develop self
awareness, educational awareness, positive attp
tutles toward work, and career awareness at their
level of understanding.

In another development in Mesa, increasing
numbers of teachers are requesting the use of the
tele-lecture system Tele-lecture via a telephone
call allow, large groups of students to Interview
people m specialized fields who can be a resource
for a particular question in a particular ,utuect, or
people in high demand who cannot leave their
p`ace of isork Students develop questions that
cover not only sublet t matter, but pertinent per-
sonal and career informatibn Mesa students have
heard what Walter Cronktte does in his leisure
time, who and what Influenced John Wooden to be
a coach, how Barry Goldwater views politics as a
protession, and a typical day in the life of author/
illustrator Ezra lack Keats

In the Mesa high schools, students are also able
to participate in a work exposure, work experience
program A student may shadow a worker in a
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given occupation or profession by requesting a
work exposure situation In work experience, a
situation is arranged where a student can work
along with and perform tasks for the worker. In
an approved work experience program, the student
earn, credit that is equal to onetourth the credit
that would be earned for the same amount of class-
room nme.

These are but a few examples of the exciting
things that are taking place to make schooling
more relevant in Mesa, Arizona, by involving the
community in an active way

In the state of New Jersey, the 'Task Force on
Education of the New lersey National Organization
for Women compiled a roster of 200 New Jersey
women employed in non stereotypic careers in-
eluding molecular biologist, tractor-trailer driver,
minister, colonel, sewage commissioner, police-
woman, building contractor, superintendent of
schools, mayor, bank executive, veterinarian and
letter carrier These women agreed to serve as re-
source persons for classroom visits and for special
"career days," In sonic cases, trips to the place of
employment were arranged.

Because many books and tams on career educa-
tion portray women in only traditional female oc-
cupations (nurse, secretary, teacher) and because
women role models in these occupations are al-
ready visible, the need is to make more visible
those women who are employed in non - traditional
female work The list offers a resource that the
schools may not have the time to develop but that
is extremely helpful in making career education
concepts meaningful to girls by offering visible
role models to help them realistically expand their
career options regarding what is an "appropriate"
career for a woman.

The foregoing examples are merely small "slices"
of career education, since this concept spans
kindergarten through the Ph.D. program. But it is
not possible to introduce a comprehensive pro-
gram among all grades at once. so it is necessary
to focus resources on a few grades initially, then
expand the application of the concept,

9
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Some Tips on Speaking to Students

Refine the presentation
Prior to meeting with the students, it's a good idea to talk
with the teacher who has requested your assistance. Such
a conversation will allow you to

Arrive at a clear understanding of what you are es
peacd to do and how much time will be allotted for
your presentation
Learn the general characteristics of your student Judi
once their ages. interests, abilities. and background
in the topic areaso that you may adapt your pre-
sentation to their level of attention and comprehension,
and avoid talking over their heads. or. equally impor
tang talking down to the students
Advise the teacher of any special needs you may have
filmstrip or movie projector, tape recorder. record
player, miscellaneous demonstration equipment. etc

If you have an opportunity, you may want to rehearse
your presentation After all, even NASA has trial runs.
and you'll be amazed at what it will do for your timing'
the presentation. captivate
Use the introductory segment of your presentation to
"captivate" your audience

Relate your topic to the immediate experiences and
concerns of the students. Show the connection be
tween the topic area and the work they are doing in
school Let them know how this information is, or
could be. useful to them now as well as later in their
lives
Put yourself on friendly terms with your audience
This can be done by relating a humorous anecdote,
telling an interesting story having to do with your
topic. or simply adopting an informal. conversational
speaking style

Educate
There are a number of ways of maintaining the Interest
of the students as you "educate" them in your topic area

Don't rush Proceed systematically, covering one point
at a time Emphasize key points by repeating and/or
summarizing them
Consider using audiovisual aids to illustrate or clarify
major points Check to see that all the students can see
and hear what you're presenting, and once you're
through, remove each item so it won't be distracting
later on
Display and/or demonstrate tools or instruments as.
sociated with your career
Actively involve the students in your presentation if
you can You may ask them to participate in a task or
assist in a demonstration, or you may decide simply
to direst questions to them No matter what age level
you're wo rking with, you'll find you get a much better
response if the students can do something, rather than
lust listen

Sloth ate
In your concluding remarks, "motivate" the students to
further exploration in your field

Pass along any ideas you have for activities that might
appropriately follow up your presentation
If you have such resources as brochures, pamphlets,
posters, or pictures available for distribution, leave
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them with the students to reinforce the effects of what
you've done

Alter the presentation
Conduct a question.ananswer session if you feel
that the time can be properly used to clarify issues or
correct misconceptions.
Allow time to circulate any items you may have
brought along to share with the class. Hy waiting until
you have completed your presentation to do this, you
will avoid the risk of competing with your own
materials'

Now, for some specific questions to have in mind
in telling Everything You Ever Wanted to Tell About

You, Occupation or Profession'

1 lementary. Grades Ko
What are the duties of my occupation or profession?
What are my working hours?
Must I wear special clothing on the job?
What equipment or instruments do I use?
What are the working conditionsindoors, outdoors.
noise, temperature?
How are the subjects that are taught in school useful
in my work? Which subleets have been the most help
ful to me?
In what ways do I depend on other people to help me
do my work?
In what ways do others depend on the work I do?
How does society benefit from my work?

Junior High, Gra des.7.0
In addition to any or all of the above

What kinds of interests and abilities would tend to
help a person be successful in my field?
What are the physical demands of my work?
What personal qualities are important?
What factors caused me to select this occupation or
profession?
What are the rewards of this type of work? The draw.
backs?

Senior Iligh, Grades 10.12
In addition to any or all of the above

What educa tional prepara non requ lied high school.
trade or technical school, college. onthelob training,
apprenticeship?
What lobs could young people do to help prepare them
for this type of work?
What general salary range, fringe benefits, and vacs'
Lion time are typical?
What are the opportunities for advancement?
What are the opportunities for travel?
Is this work performed in all parts of the country?
During all seasons of the year?
How will technology affect my career?
In what other areas could I use my knowledge and

'skills?
How does my career affect my personal life?

Adapted from material prepared by
Center for C Development
Mesa Public Schools
Mesa. Arizona
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Vocational education octets flaming in a wide
varals of specific technical and sub pion ssional
skiti. and Is tin ti tort an essential r ornrontnt of
tatter idwatlun Voc ational ethic meow should
c °ramie; for lite - should be true of all och ation

but it is Indians completed at the luga school
Itstt or in a post high sc hoof technic .11 institution
or . °minnow. I °Urge

I VIMPle ot ohs for is huh one qualities through
cos animal education in, hide those in the health

rs cs, distribution and sales, ague ulture,
t r Ale pub r operations, transportation.

. balm al and printing trades, and nor
other occupations is hit h tspualls do not require a
1,a t abut rate degree

I, after education, on the other hand, links karn
use as miters with lobs along the entire range of
skills from the seduce hnu al to die protessional
saner and in addition, emphasizes deuston-
making stills to improse I on-
,t ming work and education or training Career
&cation is therefore all inclusive in that it

1(15

Career Education and
Vocational Education

encompasses Viii ational education, academic
education. and managenal/protessional educa'
icon, as hell as career exploration and career
selection was 1.)t contrast, vocational vac
icon has a more limited mission of specific skill
training

Hawk the socational and baccalaureate fields
of studv are delineated, students may shift from
one told to another, and Men do, The vocational
student learning to be a medie al technician may,
aster a period of work. return tic tollege as a bac.
ealaureate student seeking training as a dentist or
other ads an ed level of the medical professions
And the electrician may later decide to obtain a
degree in eieurnal engineering Though both stu-
dents may first have to complete prerequisite
subjeets, their vocational training nevertheless
provides entry into a work experience or career
field that stimulates further spetiahzation or ad-
vancement Indeed, many colleges are granting
credit for 14Ork expe-ieme that was obtained as a
result of earlier vocational training

11
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Career education nail net er he implemented by
Ankh% duals .11ting alone, but by persons acting in
concert with those whom they share a common
interest or responsibility Existing organizations
committees, study groups, sersiee clubs, unions,
trade and professional associations, chambers of
commerce might appoint an interested and
knoysledg,eable member to au as their rept eNenta
Live. Uwe is a des( raption of persons comprising
"'the career education team" and what they do

tic hoot Administrators and 'lc hoot Boards
Obtain support and commitment for career
education programs from teacher organizations
based on good nal and agreement on the need
for better education,
Provide leadership in gaining the support of
students, counselors, parents, and community
for career education,
Develop a plan for implementation and
ex aluahon for a curriculum integrated with
career education.
Explain aredit eligibility for non-traditional

learning experience-,
Bring together and coordinate the personnel,
resources, facilities, and activities of the sub-
;a, stems that exist nab::: the district
Offer inservice programs designed to provide
staff is ith career education concepts, procedures,
and materials,
Develop and support an atmosphere con
ducwe to the utilization of teaching methods
designed to meet individual needs
Equalize career placement effort %sada college
placement effort.

lassroom I eat hers
Help students develop positise attitudes to
ward themsels es, others, work, and those who
work
Relate what students learn in a particular sub-

I'hc Career Education Team

ject area to future education and occupational
alternatives and hots knowledge and skill of-
fered by that particular subject area relate to
work and hying,
Reinforce steps in decision making and the
importance of students being responsible for
then on n decisions,

Industrs E ducationI aborProlssional
oommunk

Provides stations for observation and for
actual workstudy experience.
Participates in designing realistic curricula for
various career (linters
Helps develop and administer job placement
programs

Volunteers as resources in the school
Helps develop support for career education

C ounseling and ( Milano. Personnel
Serve as a resource consultant to teachers, stu-
dents, admmistrators, parents and others seeking
information

Invite technical and vocational school repre-
sentatives to college night or career day pro.
grams, along nab other representatives and
emplocers,
Provide mtormation related to a wide variety
of career options.
Serve with other education personnel as bar
son between the school and the business-
mdustrv-laborrofessional community,
Assist in placement ot graduating students
with employers in addition to providing guid-
ance to others going on to technical schools or
colleges,

P I A's, I tlinu and C ultoral Crimps, (is fl Rights
Agcncu s, and ehh, , ganb.jj,,,,.

Examine and understand the career education
concept
Stimulate support for (meet education among

13
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parents and the community generally
Make available to schools the talents of their
members as a resource in implementing career
education

t he l anuls

Helps their children in developing positive
attitudes toward work and in acquiring good
work habits

Helps acquaint their children with the career
considerations of different kinds of work.

Volunteers as resource for the school

Student Croups
Serve as advisers to the polic} making board

for career education

14

Ask teachers to emphasize career implications
of subtect matter.
Encourage all students to understand relation.

ships between education and work.

While the foregoing descriptions are somewhat
arbitrary, the important point is that a broad.
scale introduction of career education requires,
in the words of former Commissioner of Education
Sidney P Marland, "bringing the school into the
community and the community into the school'?
This requires a coordinated effort by a career
education team that includes many persons not
normally associated with the traditional learning
process It therefore also involves new relation
ships and activities for education professionals.
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"The best way to begin is to begin," says Dr
Kenneth B Hoyt, Director, Office of Career Edu-
cation, U S Ott Ice of Education Dr Hoyt is not
implying the task is simple He is saying that there
will be little progress until a school trustee, board
member, administrator, counselor, or teacher asks
a business person or local labor union or chamber
of commerce official or other service organization-
leader to loin in a mutual effort to acquaint stu-
dents with the world of work.

Or until the business person or labor official
or other community leader makes the overture to
a school leader The initiative can come from a
variety of sources

A lay person serving as school board member
can be an ideal initiator, since the school board
sets the policy carried out by professional educa-
tors Other ideal persons for getting change under-
way include the superintendent, or the director of
career education, or a school principal But with
appropriate approval and support, a teacher or
guidance counselor can get things started

The important point is not so much who takes
the initiative, but that soft:tom takes the initiative
Granted that success is enhanced if the superin-
tendent of schools or the mayor or the president
of the chamber of commerce gives full commit-
ment to career education But in the absence of
such action, any other informed persons should
work for change And their first visits should in-
clude the superintendent's office, a labor leader,
a business leader, and other leaders in the com-
munity, to persuade them of the merits of career
education and to enlist their support

And this person should have clearly in mind
what it is he or she wants educators and the
business /labor /professional /community leaders to
do A specific request for assistance will produce
results A description of a suscesstul school/
community program %sill help illustrate the level

How to Get Started

and type of active involvement desired, as well as
the benefits that should extend to all participants.
An employer or union representative will want to
know how much staff time and other resources
must be committed to a students' work experience
orcsork observation program, A meeting that only
describes the problem in a general way, and that
offers no proposals for solution or requests for
specific kinds of assistance, will produce only
general discussion and "turn off" persons who
might otherwise provide valuable help.

In many school systems certain aspects of
career education arc already underway, Some
areas have organized career education action
councils or industry-education-labor councils as
the coordinating body involving key members of
the community in carrying forward the career
education program on a continuing basis.

The bibliography on pages 17-18 lists sources
that describe implementation procedures. Any suc-
cessful effort must involve citizen participation,
good teamwork, and strong dedication, Because
tremendous differences exist among school districts
and their communities, there is no single proce-
dure for beginning to convert your system to
career education. Often it takes just one person to
get the ball rolling In every system and com-
munity, however, there are some common proc-
esses involved in getting started. The basic steps of
a suggested approach are sketched here.

Organize a "starter group" that includes
school board members, school administrators,
teachers and their association lunionl representa-
tives, and counselors, as well as representatives
of business, labor, women's organizations and
minority groups, obtain resource materials in
career education

Explain the career education concept and how
it will benefit students and teachers, as well as
employers and the community generally.

15
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Encourage the school board to pros ide fur the
in-servic«.ducation of teaahirs and to estab-
lish a schedule for the implementation of career
edue anon

Build public support through PIA forums and
loo al radio and I V panel programs

Survey employers labor unions, women's
groups and nunont% organizations, and talk to
the employment sea% ice to learn trends in lob

Identify (ompanies that is pros :de
work orientation for students and teachers, in-

16

eluding part-tune paid and unpaid employment
Analyze and recommend priorities for action

is here should limited resources be applied? At
what grades will you first begin?
Identify %%a), s of incorporating the career edit-
cation concept Into the curriculum, based on
recommendations of teachers and their associa.
non Iumoni representatives, and of local leaders
in various careers

Pros 1de for continuous review and Ms tsion of
the program
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In every state land the District of Columbial
there has been a person designated as the Coordi-
nator of Career Education in the State Department
of I ducation f or names and addresses, write to
Office of Career Education, U. S Office of Educa
lion, Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, Washington, D. C 20202

Articles
Ad ems, kelrnd A ( dreer Iclueation that Includes the col

Bound sr horil 11,ohNorrolf,\ 01 17 No 5, 'slas 1073
rr 1a 12

Brotsn Diane and others Career Edusdison The Coon
selor s Role sc hail corox,elor, Vol 20 No 3 January 1073
pp 103.1106

Dana, forethnandRoter,Corinne, Career Odue anon in the
NIE,' NeoGeneration, Vol 55, No 1,Sinter 1973

()mho, Anthony M , and James M Young "Career Education
in the Elementary School; Phi Delta Kappan Vol $1 No o,
d.ruars 1071 pp 378 MO

Doll I lova W , The Cluster Concept in Career Edenation;
F.rawitiono, 1 eadership, 101 30, No 3 Dezember 1072, pp
218 221

file. Charles and others, Career Education for Elementary
Ss boot I rashers, /oarnal of Teacher Filmdom?, Vol 24,

No 2 Summer 1073,pp 47 102

Estes Nolan, 'Skyline Career Development Center" iDallas),
f R.7,0,10, May -June 1074 pp 38.45

K Kiwis, Milton, C after Education for High School Teachers,
journal of Teacher Education, Vol 24, No 2, Summer 1973,
pp 103.1(9

Leonard, George E and others, "Career Guidance in the
Elementary Sshool, 'Elementary School Cuulance and Conn-
seling. Vol 8, No 1, October 1973, pp 50.53

Marla nd, Sidney P , Jr "The School's Role in Career Develop.
ment, Erimanonal Leadership, Vol 30, No 3, December 1072,
pp 203.205

Mite hell, Edna, 'What About Career Education for (Ads?,
Edivational Leadership, Vol 30, No 3, December 1072, pp
233.236

3,'AC3P Buffeter, Vol $7, No 371, March 1073 Journal de-
s oted somplerels to the topic Career Education ss...1,111at It's
All About'

84.787 0 75 8

Where to Get Help

Most organizations listed on the flyleaf can
refer y ou to one or more of their members in your
state or city who can otter assistant e,

Several articles, books, and films have been
published during the past Less vears that examine
the career education concept and provide useful
information for implementation

5. hoot 1..roirimelor, Vol, 21, No 2, November 1973, pp 88
120 l ontains 'Special Feature Career I duration

Simpson, Eltrabeth I, "The Home As a Career Education
( into, Eeceptional l hillier, 1o1 30, No 8, May 1073, pp
o2o 630
Smith, Edward D 'Weaving Guidance into Cara r Educa
iron Omens an Vocational Journal, Vol 48, No 2 February
1073 pp e0 o3

Books, Booklets, and Reports
A National Polisy on Career Education, Eighth Report of the
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, Wash,.
ington, D C , 1074

Batley and Stadt. Career Education and Human Development,
McKnight Es McKnight Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1073

Beg'e, Elsie P. and others, Career Education An Annotated
Hagiography for Teachers and Curneuluni Developers, Amen
can Institutes for Research, Palo Alto, Cal , 1073

Boston's Flesible Campus Program, Chamber of Commerce of
the United States, Washington, D C ,1074

Campbell, Robert E, and others, Career Guidance A Hand
boo& of Methods, Charles E Merrill Publishing Company,
Columbus, Ohio, 1073

Career Education, Third Yearbook of the American Voca
tional Association, Washington, D C , 1973,

Career Education A Lunde for School Administrators, Amer-
es an Association of S1, hoot Administrators and National Al, ad
emy for School Executives, published by AASA, Arlington,
Virginia, 1073

Career Education .1 Handbook for implementation, U S
Office of Education, Washington, D C , 1072
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CALVIN DILLUILLO

December 20, 1974

United States Chamber of Commerce
1615 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20062

We congratulate the co-sponsoring organizations of
this booklet in calling attention of the general public to a
national focus on Career Education.

Options of opportunity will be increased through
combined efforts of Industry, Labor, and Education.

"A National Policy on Career Education", Eighth
Report of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation, addresses Career Education as a universal necessity
requiring the integration of all educational resources.

Consistent with opportunities and limitations of
advisory groups, this Council seeks to work cooperatively
with all organizations toward achievement of common goals.

Caroline E. Hughes
Chairman, Committee
on Career Education
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Mr. SYDNOR. Finally, 3 weeks ago during the national chamber's 63d
annual meeting we presented a forum entitled, ''Serving Youth and
Business Through Career Education." The panelists were spokesmen
who described efforts their companies have undertaken in this import-
ant field as well as the experiences of certain educators in making career
education conic alive.

The audience answered a questionnaire that indicated that GO per-
cent of those present were from companies that could provide work
experience a few hours each week. Nearly 50 percent said their orga-
nization could engage in regular discussions with students and teach-
ers about the type of industry and work at which they are engaged. So

e believe that these figures suggest a vast resource of businessmen
ready to work with educators in helping our south make successfully
the difficult transition from school to work.

We believe we have learned sonic lessons in these first few years
of career education. First, career education can vitally help all kinds
of students, the college bound as well as the indifferent student.

Our publication that we presented as document No. 2 relates for
example that in Cleveland the superintendent of schools worked with
industry to establish a career education program in five central city
schools where GO percent of the students come from welfare families;
90 percent of the students participating in this program over an 8-year
period from 1966 through 1971 have gotten jobs in the community. We
think that is a great change and a real accomplishment.

By way of contrast a different comunity altogether is Potomac, Md.,
here in Washington where over 87 percent of the graduating students
begin college. The career education program here focuses on man-
agerial and professional lines of work. A. member of our committee is
the principal of that high school and has given us details on the
success of this effort.

The scope and organizational structure of a career education pro-
gram can vary widely. In Cody, Wyo., with a population of 6,500. a
medium-sized oil company, Husky Oil, has set up a cooperative ar-
rangement to have people learn about the workings of the petroleum
industry.

In Boston. 16 high schools and 80 companies participate in a compre-
hensive program involving 3,500 students. The Boston Chamber of
Commerce serves as the clearinghouse, scheduling student work experi-
ence among various businesses and also ' arious other community proj-
ects, including local government.

The chamber has found out a second thing as far as career education
is concerned and we belie\ e that there are examples that show that
participation in career educat ion has improved learning results. T think
this is one of the question marks that Dr. Hoyt referred to. I am sure
he is familiar with the fact that in certain school districts there has
been encouraging progress.

ru Lincoln County, W. Va., elementary school students participating
in INareer education program scored 11 percent higher in language
arts and 24- percent higher in mathematics than those who were not
engaged in a career education effort.

In Dade County, Fla., students in the 4th, 5th, and Gth grades
advanced their reading ability more than 50 percent beyond the normal

11(
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progression while participating in a 1-year career education program.
We believe that the explanation of these improved records lies in the

increased interest of the students in learning and their motivation to
learn. if yon will. Reading is no longer an exercise simply for learning
how to read. and therefore today in our schools it has little parent
interest for students. Thit if it is done in connection with toe career
education effort it is a means to learn abont and to become qualified
to do something. Consequently the motivation is provided that is so
sadly lacking for many of the 50 million students in our schools across
the country. .

Third. we know that parents across the land have a lively interest
in career education. A national Ga llnp poll 2 years ago revealed that
93 percent of the parents interviewed want the schools to provide
greater occupational orientat ion in their curriclums. Approximately 23
percent of the st ndents nationally are involved in vocational education.
So we are missing roughly 76, 77 percent, of the students who do not
have the benefits of vocational training.

This concern undoubtedly stems in part from the fact that even
students at the college level, many of them, are aimlessly drifting. The
American College Testing Service last year found that 79 percent of
the students polled did not know what they wanted to do and perhaps
worse, 71 percent did not know where to get help.

Finally, in conclusion, the chamber believes that career education is
essential if our young people are to be better prepared to take their
place in our economy and society. However, essential to the career-
education concept is extensive participation by employers, labor lead-
ers, minorities, and other groups. If career education is to become site-
cessful, our major concern is how to get these groups involved, how
to get them started. We believe there is a vast number of business and
other community leaders willing to work on a continuing basis with
teachers and students. But the resource will go untapped unless some-
body gets the ball rolling. We believe that should come from the edu-
cational fraternity.

Many schools are ahead of business in their knowledge and accept-
ance of what career education is and have already asked business for
help. Some chambers and individual business firms have likewise
approached the schools. So a start can be made from either direction.
We will continue to encourage our memberswe have them in every
State in the countryto make that *first telephone call or write the
first letter. We are urging education associations to do the same. This
booklet we put out, we think, rives the grassroots members of these
associations as well as our membership the means to get started.

Second. in our opinion, it should be possible to implement career
education without a large Federal expenditure beyond the amounts
already expended or available.

I noticed. Mr. Chairman. your question to Dr. Trotter. It would be
our suggestion that Dr. Marland's Advisory Council. which he (le-
scribed to you here briefly has an assignment from the Congress, as
I understand it. to assess what has been (lone in career education to
date. come in with recommendations. We supported the $10 million
appropriation for fiscal 1975. I understand there is a similar $10
million appropriation in the fiscal 1976 bill. When Dr. Marland comes

11
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back to you next spring I think the case should be pretty well made.
Chairman PERKINS. You don't know whether you would favor a

position at this time or wait until Dr. Marland's report becomes avail-
able as to whether the chamber's position would be favoring increased
funding for career education since you attach considerable importance.
to it.

Mr. SYDNOR. We are wholeheartedly in favor of implementing
career education. The way Dr. Trotter described it, they have it in
5.000 out of 17,000 school systems. We have a long way to go. When
other facts become available we would like to look at them and try
to reach a reasonable conclusion. We do believe strongly in maintain-
ing the local approach to education in this country. We don't want
to see a monolithic Federal system of education. At the same time the
Federal Government has been very productive, I think, in some of its
efforts to demonstrate new ideas and help them get off the ground.

Chairman PERKINS. I know the chamber believes in conserving the
resources and saving as much money as possible in this country. Voca-
tional training in general has been about the cheapest money we have
spent against unemployment. In the long run it is in the interest of
Government. Do you favor with all the ongoing programs that we
have and with all the additional assistance that is needed by the
technical schools, postsecondary and other institutions that you could
keep the ongoing programs going and take care of the disadvantaged?
Don't you think we are going to have to spend more from the Federal
level for vocational and career education?

Mr. SYDNOR. Mr. Chairman, we are in favor of pushing the imple-
mentation of this as far as possible. I have had some experience in my
own State of Virginia in getting appropriations from our State legis-
lature to get a pilot operation going in two school districts. It is not
currently in any way subsidized from any Federal funds. It did have
some demonstration funds from the 1972-74 Vocational Act appro-
priations. The State has taken up where those funds left off in the
current 1974-76 biennial.

I would say that this matter of bringing our educational system into
successful focus is a big job and certainly local, State, and Federal
Government should be involved in it. I would not want to say today
that we would not be in favor of additional funds until the facts were
available.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead with your statement, Mr. Sydnor.
Mr. SYDNOR. We see the Federal role primarily as one of developing

career education procedures, disseminating information on successful
efforts, and providing technical assistance. The results of such efforts
are becoming available and should help provide useful information
in adapting curricula to the career education concept and developing
industry-education-labor action councils and other working relation-
ships. We will certainly make sure as far as the chamber is concerned
that such information is available to our members'And the 3.600 con-
stituent local State chambers and trade associations,.

We recognize that initial startup expenses, though modest, can be
a burden to smaller school districts, especially in areas if high unem-
ployment. There is frequently an expense for professional staff per-
sons and for printing and mailing costs. In some instances funds are
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available under the Comprehensive, Employment and Training Act to
cover some of these costs. We would hope that there is enough interest
in localities throughout the country to step in and as we. have in Vir-
olnia, to help fund these thinas at the State and local level.

We are now spending, I believe, approximately $61.5 billion on ele-
mentary and secondary public education in this country. Almost all
this comes from State and local funds. So roughly 7 percent is com-
ing from Federal funds. There should generally be adequate local re-
sources available if a small portion of current expenditures are redi-
rected toward career education.

As we see it. career education is not an add-on program in the sense
that it is an additional subject. Rather it consists chiefly of placing
current subject matter in the context of the world outside the school.

-Mr. Chairman, one thing that has encouraged me so far is the fact
that in many districts that have implemented career education their
cost is not out of line. One school district near my home in Richmond,
the costs where they have implemented career education is in line with
the statewide cost per student. It is not something on which we have
to spend lots more money.

It is necessary to put some seed money in. It is necessary to change
the thinking of some of the teachers and the administrators. But it is
not something that we have to put millions of dollars into, I don't
believe.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Blouin, do you have any questions?
Mr. BLourx. No. I have no questions.
Chairman PERKINS. I have one question I would like to ask you:

Would you favor an amendment requiring local school districts to
have career education or vocational education? I am talking about the
local educational agencies. advisory councils. that could be composed
or comprised of businessmen, labor leaders, the community in general.
Would you give us your ideas on that?

Mr. Svo Non. We feel that to make career education workable and
effective such uses at the local level are absolutely essential. Whether
they should be mandated I think is a question that might have some
further consideration. I would be in favor of encouraging such partici-
pation by the various members of the community. I think the fact that
there hasn't been such community participation in the past in many
parts of the country has led us to the situation we find ourselves in
where there are many schools where they are teaching things that
simply aren't relevant and the kids are coining out witl.out any prCpa-
ration and they get to college and they are still unprepared. I men-
tioned the figure that 70 percent don't know where they are going when
they get to college.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie?
Mr. QULE. I can understand the need for career education concept

development in the elementary and secondary schools, but. why do we
need it at the postsecondary school level ? When you look at all the
people in vocational-technical schools, and community colleges, and
programs with an associate degree leading to an occupation, and all
the preprofessional training in I-year colleges and universities, premed,
prelaw, and so forth, aren't we talking about a limited number of indi-
viduals who are following a liberal arts program which may be ignor-
ing a career at the end?
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lent %%a) to get them a fter they leave school. full-t line employees who
understand retail business. %%ho rant a career in it and are committed
to it. Whereas i f we take on young people who have not had such on-the-
job training experience. if you will. we often find that they are wishy-
%lashy about what their career is going to be. Sometimes they take the
job %vhich is the one they can !ret at the moment and if they come up
%% ith something they think is better they move on. Of course, the turn-
over in business and industry is a very expensive thing, not only to the
businesses but to the community. So we are very much in favor of this.
We don't think career education is going to work successfully and be
effective as it can be where there is not participation by business in
really two major areas.

One is the nOter of having input into the curriculums planning, to
indicate the types of careers that are available in that community and
secondly then to give youngsters this work experience whether it is
paid or unpaid while they are piing to school.

I think many of the career education projects that have been effec-
tive have this as a very prominent part of the whole situation. In our
little city of Petersburg, which is near Richmond, where I live, 50
years ago most of the parents in a school attendance area knew some
of the business people. Now in sonic school attendance areas there are
very few business people, meaning the center city situation where
stores don't exist anymore. Even Where the businesses do exist in the
community or in the school attendance area, because of the nature of it,
parents don't know who the manager is.

Mr. Qum. To what extent have you overcome that problem?
Mr. Synxon. Local chambers have in many instances been clearing-

houses for broadening opportunities for part-time employment, par-
ticipation in on-the-job training. Boston is one example. Dallas, Tex.
is another one. Local chambers have been very, very active in that re-
gard. It goes on down to the very small communities where the cham-
ber's and activities are much more limited. The national chamber is
encouraging these efforts all over the country.

Mr. Qum. Is the movement toward larger and larger schools, draw-
ing students from larger and larger areas, working against your best
efforts or is it no problem?

Mr. SYDNOR. You are speaking of rural school consolidation?
Mr. Qum. I am talking about major cities because rural school con-

solidation is pretty much.completed. One purpose is to get a racial mix
in the schools. I support the idea of having a racial mix where it is
possible anal I kno%1 the chamber does too. I want to leave that violate
issue and go strictly to the question : Do larger schools drawing from a
larger area work against your best efforts?

Mm. Synxon. I really don't feel qualified. Mr. Quie. to comment on
that. I would say that you have successful career education experience
in cities the size of Cleveland and Boston. They are not the size of
New York or Los Angeles. I understand the career education program
in Los Angeles has been very extensive. I believe that is close to the
size of New York. New York City also had a career education program
which has made some progress, to my understanding.

I would say when you have children from the center-city area, that
is where we need the career education concept more definitely than
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anywhere else. They have the greatest handicaps to overcome. Teach-
ing them presents greater challenges.

So 1 look to career education to give some hope to both those young-ster:, and their teachers. I think you would agree with me that today
very often the students and teachers are frustrated under the old sys-tem of education.

Career education as we see it based on the experience to date gives
some hope for success for both the students and teachers. particularlyin those inner-city schools.)

Mr. Qum. I will give you an example, one visit T made to the onlyhigh school in Philadelphia. which I think has about 4,1500 students.They had to have a policeman in every corridor in the school. Theyhad to close the cafeteria because it was too dangerous. Too manypeople were being hurt because the things we eat with are also weap-ons. The career education program was the only program in the
school that. I could see that was reversing the trend to more and moreviolence. something to give meaning to the kids and reduce theviolence, It seemed to have some hope to it.

Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
3Ir. Svoxon. That would certainly be the experience in Clevelandalso.
Chairman PERKiss. Let me thank you very much, Mr. Sydnor.
We have to go over to the House floor again.
Mr. Miller?
Mr. MILLER. T have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Synxon. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. We appreciate the

opportunity.
Chairman PEamxs. We will be right back after we answer thequorum.
[A recess was taken.]
Chairman PEurms. The committee will come to order.
The entire panel, come around, Dr. Collins, project director of the

Kentucky Valley Education Corp., 1)r. Wilson, president of the
Wayne Community College in Detroit. Mr. William A. Homer,
president of the Southwest Iowa Learning Resources Center and Dr.
Lee 'Bowen. supervisor for Career Education, Prince Georges County.

We will start with the Kentuckian. Dr. Collins?
Without objection your prepared statinents will be inserted in the

record and you can proceed in any way you prefer. Go ahead.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Owen Collins, follows :]

Piamum) STATENIENT D1L OWE COLLINS. PROJECT DIRECTOR. REGION XII.
CAREER EDITATION PROGRAM. 11A%ARIL KENTUCIZY

1. INTHODUCTIoN

.' On behalf of the people in Region XII, the Executive Director of Kentucky
walley Educational Cooperative. Mr. Elwood Cornett. the Regional Career Edu-cation Staff. and myself, let me express appreciation for the opportunity topresent testimony to this distinguished committee. We are particularly honoredin that our own Congressman, The Honorable Carl D. Perkins, is Chairman
of this Committee which has done so much for education throughout the UnitedStates.
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II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. Region XII in Kentucky encompasses eight (8) counties: Breathitt, Knott,
Lee. Leslie, Letcher, Fem. Wolfe. and Owsley. These counties represent a geo-
graphical area of two thousand five hundred thirty-eight (2,538) square miles.

lt, The economy of the area is essentially dependent on the coal industry.
the coal industry has been strong in recent months and years, there is

still a hard-core of families dependent on government assistance. According to
the latest information from the Department of Economic Security, sixty percent
I Mr', I of the families qualify for the Food Stamp Program, In addition, there
is seventy -one and six tenths percent (71.6%) of the school children eligible for
ESEA. Title I benefits.

C. The geography of the area is essentially rural and mountainous with small
towns and cities found usually as county seats.

D. The Region XII Career Education Program is sponsored by the Kentucky
Valley Educational Cooperative, Education Region XII. State Department of
Education, Frankfort. Kentucky. The Board of the Kentucky Valley Educational
Cooperathe is composed of all the Superintendents in the Region plus the
Directors of the Hazard Area Vocational School and the Hazard Community
College. In addition, the University of Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky State Uni-
versity and Morehead State University have advisory members on the Board.
Finally, the Kentucky Valley Educational Cooperative is administered by an
Exeeutive Director. Mr. Elwood Cornett.

E. The Region XII Career Education Staff is composed of four (4) component
directors and an overall director: Mr. Avery Stidham, Awareness Component
Director: Mr. Harlan Woods, Jr.. Exploration Component Director : Mr. Gordon
Cook. Preparation Component Director; Mr. Bill Burke. Guidance Component
Director. and by a Director. Dr. Owen Collins.

111. TIIF. HIGHLIGHTS OF REGION xrfs CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

A. First year, February 1, 1973February 1, 1974 :
1, One thousand two hundred and five (1.205) units were developed and

taught by seven hundred fifty-five (755) different teachersmore than one-
half ( %) of all the teachers in Region XII;

2. These units reached twenty thousand six hundred eighty-nine (20,689)
different studentsnearly two-thirds (2,) of all the students in Region XII;

:1. Three hundred forty-seven (347) teachers who did not participate in the
summer workshop developed and taught career education units ;

4. One thousand two hundred eighty-seven (1,287) resource persons visited
the classrooms in Region XII ;

5. Three hundred eighty-eight (388) field trips were conducted in behalf of
career education ;

6. Ninety-four (94) school advisory meetings dealing with career education
were held:

7. Twenty-seven (27) floats in parades depicted the them( of career education :
and

S. Tuo hundred ninety (290) newspaper articles and/or pictures eoncerning
career education appeared in local newspapers.

B. Second year. February 1. 1974February 1. 1075:
1. One thousand four hundred and one L401) Awareness Units were taught

by nine hundred and ninety-nine (999) teachers;
2. 'No hundred and twenty-nine (229) Exploration Units were taught by three

hundred fifty-two (352) teachers:
3. Twenty-two thousand nine hundred eighty-four (22.984) different school

children have been involved in career education ;
4. One thousand 0%0 hundred eight-seven (1,287) resource persons were inter-

viewed in the elassrooms in Region XII:
5. Nine hundred seventy-four (974) field trips were made during the year;
6. Two hundred thirty-six (236) school advisory meetings were held; and
7. Eight hundred ninety-six (896) local newspaper articles concerning career

education appeared in local newspapers.
C. Third year. February 1. 1075-
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I. An orientation meeting for secondary and post-secondary administrators %V,
held on February 13th with over ninety percent (Jog) present.

2. Involvement of seventy-four and fifty -two hundredths percent (74..12%) of
1111 secondary and post-secondary school personnel in a fifty 00) hour block of
in-service designed to reorient the curriculum tonard more effeetive preparation
of students for the world-of-work.

Iv. ramaxsts %VIM ImmEmENTATIoN

A One of the problems hid) the Region XII Career Education Project has had
has resulted from onr funding pattern. We have been on an annual funding basis.
and although the general communication at the beginning of the project indicated
a three 13) year project, there was no "solid" assurance that the project would
be funded for more than one CI) year. This annual funding has created a degree
of tenuousness on the project staff and the people with whom we work that ham-
pered the implementation of the Career Education program. Although there are
positive aspects to annual funding such as being required to produce effectively
and up-dating the program through animal proposals, these factors are out-
weighed by the absence of a "solid" commitment from the funding sources,

II. The second problem is related to the first : Tradition is strong in education
t Someone has said that it is easier to move a cemetery than to change a curricu-
lum.) and the conception of education of preparing students for the next highest
grade level is a difficult one to alter. To retain the strengths of the present cur-
riculum and to alter the ineffective elements without threatening those who are
involved requires skill, patience, and considerable in-service with school person-
nel. To secure cooperation and input from the business-labor-government-indus-
try-commanity requires energy and time mud is most fruitful over a period of
years. To solicit and utilize effectively input from the students' homes similarly
requires diligence in a long range effort. Thus, the point : Career Education must
prove that it is not just a "flash in the pan" in order to gain the trust and commit-
ment of all participating parties.

411' A third problem is somewhat related to the second: The State Department of
Education in Kentucky has not, as of yet, taken a definitive position concerning
Career Education. It would be much easier to implement II Career Education Pro-
gram if the State Department heartily endorsed it.

However, Career Education has received strong support in recent months from
a legislative subcommittee for the State of Kentucky. They are answering what
they perceive as a clear call on the part of the Governor of the Commonwealth in
particular and the public in general for Career Edneation changes within the
schools.

D. There has been a problem of involving guidance counselors enthusiastically
in the Career Education movement. To be sure, Career Education calls for them to
assume it much more active leadership role in the school program and to work
through teachers in modifying the instructional program Whether counselors will
accept the "new" role of the guidance counselor in Career Education is proble-
ma tieal at this point.

E. Finally, teacher training Institutions in the Commonwealth of Kentucky
until recently have done little toward incorporating Career Education into their
teacher training programs. The exponse of training teachers in Career Education
would be greatly reduced if "new" teachers emerge from their teacher training
programs fully equipped to handle Career Education.

RELATIONSIIIPS A:tIONG CAREER EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION, AND
CAREER GUIDANCE

A Career Education emphasizes all careers whether they be what is tradi-
tionally known as blue - collared or white-collared. whereas Vocational Educa-
tion generally tends to emphasize what has been traditionally known as voca-
tions. Career Education in the schools encompasses grades one (I) through post-
seeondary. whereas Vocational Education normally does not begin until high
school. Career Edneation emphasizes awareness, exploration preparation. and
guidance. whereas Vocational Edneat ion emphasizes only preparation. Thus, Wen-
tional Mine:Ilion is part of Career Education whose scope is much more encom-
passing,

.1
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B. The distinction bet wen Career Edueation and Career Guidance can best be
described by stating that Career Edueation is essentially a system, nhereas guid-
ance is essentially a serviceinuch neededbut a service nonetheless. For exam-
ple, Career Education attenqrts to reorganize the curriculum so that the subject
area is related to performance tasks in the work world. English is not taught for
the sake of English. nor math for the sake of math, nor biology for the sake of
biology : but rather the subject areas are brought to bear on the functions of
careeN in carpentry, engineering, health, home-making, communications, etc. It
integrates and incorporates relationships. It requires changes from traditional
qubject matter approaches of instruction to one where the learners become the
foeeN. Thus. Career Education is essentially a task oriented performance system
of education which must tare a strong guidance component in order to be maxi-
mally effeethe. It is doubtful that Career Guida nce. can make the instructional
change which Career Education attempts to effect.

STATEMENT OF DR. OWEN COLLINS, PROJECT DIRECTOR,
KENTUCKY VALLEY EDUCATION CORP.

1)r. Com,' Ns. I have submitted a prepared statement. I will not go
into that. I will simply summarize where we have been and some of
the difficulties and problems that we have.

Fore the benefit of the committee, we represent a region in eastern
Kentucky of which the chairman of this committee is also a resident
and a very able represent:1ft% e of our people. Essentially this region is
mountainous, rural. It has a single industry of coal mining. Even
though the mines are booming right now there is still considerable
nnemployment and difficulties as far as the economy is concerned.

We began our project February 1,1973 with a grant from the Appa-
lachian Regional Commission. We are now into the third and final year
of that particular project. We feel that we have had a great deal of
success in working in career education with these people. A man told
us when we first began that there was no way in "blank" that we could
proceed with this in that region because it is not heavily industrialized
and doesn't have a lot of the things that a lot of people think are
necessary in career education.

But during the course of this project we have been able to involve
a great number of the school personnel. We have been able to reach
22,000 kids with career education. It isn't a terribly comprehensive
program at this point because you have to take small steps and gradu-
ally move on to the more complex.

Chairman PEnkixs. You are talking about school kids at what grade
levels?

Dr. COLLINS. I am talking about grades 1 through 12, with a little
bit of spillover into grades 13 and 14.

Basically we start out with the elementary school and then move to
the junior high school and then on to the senior high school. One of
the very gratifying aspects of our work so far has been the response
of the secondary teachers to our program.

We just finished a 50-hour block of inservice with these teachers.
We had 74.5 percent of the secondary teachers involved with us in this
program. A. lot of people have said that it is real difficult to do it at the
secondary level. But we felt like we were very successful.

The kinds of things we have are primarily subjective at this point
because our research has not been done. We did a pretest, and now we
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are fixing to do the posttest. So we don't really have hard data as such.
except that all the indications arc indicating that students are staying
in school better and they are learning nore effectively the sill jest areasthat they were called upon to learn and there is a strengthening of
teacher morale. We see teachers talking together about %dint they arehying to teach. They are aiming at something now rather than just
preparing kids for the next highest grade le\ el and this kind of thing.

So there are many side benefits to the program that \YU have. I guess
the big problemand with this I will close my suunarywe have
really just begun the curriculum reorientation that career education
calls for. As yon are aware. the school districts in our State are not
heavily financed. We have superintendents that ale running in the red
quite a bit in our area. Tluby do not have money for the coal that their
schools use. you see?

So the question that collies about is. is this effort going to be wasted
at this point or can we pick up with stsune further hilt iative? I don't
see how the State can do it. either. It would appear to are that if
career education is going to be sustained and continued it must have
some kind of Federal support. at least for our Ivo-ion. So with that I
will close my summary.

Chairman PERKINS. (4o ahead. I)r. Wilson. before we have anyquestions.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Reginald Wilson follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT or 1)a. REGINALD WILSON. PRESIDENT. WAYNE COUNTY
COMMUNITY cot.i.EGE

Mr. chairman. thank you for this opportunity to appear before this Subcom-
mittee of the House Committee On Education and Labor to make a statement
about career education and about needed legislation addressed to career educa-
tion development It is important that I am here representing both Wayne County
Community College and The National Urban Coalition since both share common
concerns about the lived for increased edneational opportunity for and theeconomic betterment of poor and minority people. Wayne County Community
College is particularly concerned about the urban, working class population which
makes up the base of its student body. Indeed. the college of first choice, of those
of this population who are fortunate enough to go to college. is increasing our
still growing community college, while four year college and university enroll-ments are declining around us. The National Urban Coalition is especially con-cerned about this population. which in our larger cities is predominantly madeup of racial minorities and poor people. Three of the Coalition's participating
constituenciesbusiness, labor and central city residentsare particularly con-
cerned about closing the gap between our schools and the world of work.

Career education as a concept offers much of the needed initiative for substan-tive change in education and in the world of work/education relationship. Itspositive attributes address areas of concern which have long been under-
emphasized in contemporary educational practice. 011 the other hand, there are
cautions one is compelled to raise with regard to the concept lest it become an
avenue for negative and retrogressive trends in education.

On the positive amide. career education recognizes clearly that much of present
day schooling is irrelevant to students' needs and artificially constructed in its
relationship to the "real" Nvorld.(l ) In fuhlition. career education recognizes theneed for the infusion of work-related involvements at every stage of the edmba-
tional process, Moreover. career education recognizes the need for education to
address the whole person. both in the person's humanistic-cultural preparationand in the person's ability to function in a work environment at any school leavingpoint.

On the negative side, career education, to date, has been limited in its focuson the needs and concern') of the urban minority and poor populations. Indeed.
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most viable programs exist in suburban areas and not in inner city schools.(2)
Secondly, career education has the latent potential for contributing to the track-
ing of minority and poor students into low level and dead end jobs. No wonder
the concern expressed by some Black educators that "career education . . . could
really help Black people if done well. Or it could really be a counterproductive
force which will hurt them."(3)

In a position statement adopted at its National Conference on Career Educa-
tion. held at Endue. Wisconsin on October 21 and 22, 1974, The National Urban
Coalition pointed out quite clearly and correctly that "1) Public schools, particu-
larly urban schools, have deteriorated to the point where many students do not
attain even minimal reading, writing. and computing skills, 2) youth unemploy-
ment has grown at a dramatic rate, partially as a result of the failure of the
education system, partly because of the migration of industry out of the inner-
city and the increasing complexity of the job market, partly because of the
decrease in job opportunities. Whether for one reason or another, the result is
that many people do not develop basic skills and do not find employment." (4)
The full text of The National Urban Coalition's Position Statement is being made
available today to members of the Committee.

In our overwhelmingly urbanized society, and with most of those urban areas
disproportionately populated by racial minorities and the poor, we are crucially
concerned with the deteriorating quality of education and rising unemployment
in these areas.

The consequences of lack of career preparation for citizens in these areas are
bleak : "Two and a half million young people each year are leaving education
with no planned career, and fewif anymarketable skills . . . In 1970-71,
there were: 1) 850,000 elementary and secondary school dropouts, 2) 750,000
general curriculum high school graduates land) 3) 850,000 high school graduates
who dropped out of college without completing the baccalaureate or an organized
occupational program."(5) More devastating, "the general (high school) cur-
riculum is one that provides no future goals for the student and preliminary
estimates indicate that the general curriculum accounts for: 70% of the drop-
outs; 88% of the MDTA trainees and ; 78% of the penal inmates." (6) The need
for career education is starkly clear.

The need for career education is perhaps nowhere as clear as in the City of
Detroit. With the slump in the auto industry during the current recession,
Michigan has the highest unemployment in the nation. With over 600,000 people
out of work, the State's unemployment rate exceeds 16% and is at a plus 30%
depression level in the mostly Black inner-City of Detroit. Detroit has the sixth
largest school system in the country with 255,000 students, 75% of whom are
Black. On the state assessment tests of academic achievement, Detroit students
consistently score in the lower categories. In some schools over 20% of the school-
age population over age 16 has dropped out, been pushed out or otherwise
excluded for various reasons. To compound these devastating problems, Detroit
is currently in turmoil and racially divided over a soon to be implemented
desegregation and busing plan that is at this moment being argued in the Federal
District Court.

If any reason needs to be given why substantial and effective career education
legislation needs to be enacted, Detroit is that reason. Many of the students in
the Detroit schools are doomed to educational and occupational failure unless
viable educational and vocational opinions are developed for them. Many of the
adults in Detroit are doomed to continued unemployment because of limitations
in job preparation and their lack of alternative work skills or capabilities.

\ \-lint can career education do? It can broaden the fundamental educational
base of the person while simultaneously preparing that person to be employable.
A typical ease is exemplified by one of the graduates of Wayne County Com-
munity College: A 27 year old mother of three who dropped out of high school
to get married. She enrolled at the community college and received an Associate
Degree as a Community Aide Worker in 1972. She was thus able to secure
employment as a para-professional in a city social agency. She continued her
education at Wayne State University, received a B.A. degree in 1974 and is
now teaching in the Detroit Public Schools while going to graduate school in
the evening. There are dozens of similar examples that can be cited to illustrate
the potential for educational enhancement and improved employability that is
at the heart of the career education concept and is applicable to the education/
work spectrum from kindergarten through graduate school.
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However, such opportunities are presently accessible to only a relatively few
persons and current planning and resources are totally inadequate. given the
magnitude of the problem. Nevertheless, some tentative but exemplary progressis being made in a few areas of weer development. For example. Wayne
County Community College received a Federal grant to initiate an Associate
Degree Registered Nurse program and received State funding to begin a Dental
Assistants program. Both of these programs. as well as others, are beginning
to provide sorely needed health professionals in the Metropolitan Detroit area.
In addition, a ('areer Education Planning District (CEPD) has been established
for Detroit, and every other Michigan school district, as a result of the State
Legislature's passage of Public Act 97, mandating the development of statewide
career education plan by September, 197:i. But what is sorely needed can onlybe provided by a large-scale Federal program based on comprehensive career
education legislation that systematically coordinates and promotes school, com-
munity, business and labor interaction for the educational and economic develop-ment of the entire citizenry of the nation. Even the best efforts of enlightened
state and local governments and private groups will fall short unless there is aserious and sustained national commitment.

We need not start from ground zero. Some modest but creative pilot programs
exist which can serve as models for more broad scale national implementation.
For example, in Detroit. a public. utility, Michigan Bell Telephone Company.
has "adopted" a Detroit high school by providing cooperative work/study train-
ing both in the school and on the job with the company. This is a small but
relevant example of the need for substantial legislation and Federal aid to
underwrite such efforts on a national scale involving millions of young andolder people.

The kind of legislation that is needed is that which will promote the public
and the private sector working together and that will facilitate a partnership
between the schools, business, labor and government. That is the kind of model
which motivates the working of The National Urban Coalition and its affiliate
bodies around the country. New Detroit, Incorporated, the local coalition in the
Detroit area, has such a cross-section of constituencies sitting on its Board of
Trustees. For example, the Board has on it significant grassroots, poor and com-
munity representation. In addition, businessmen like Henry Ford, Lynn Town-
send and Richard Gerstenberg are board members. Top labor leaders such as
Leonard Woodcock and Thomas Turner also sit on the board. Despite its massive
problems, Detroit has initiated some structures, model programs and strategies
of action from which experience can be drawn some concepts for specific, com-
prehensive and broad scale legislation at the Federal level for the development of
career education in its fullest sense.

In order for viable career education legislation to have meaning obviously re-
quires more than just the needs of the schools, as the foregoing discussion has
indicated. Unfortunately, most talk about career education has been done only by
educators or to educators. It is vital that education legislation must Influence, and
be influenced by, economic and lithos legislation. One must seriously question thepremise that "a freer play of market forces will best achieve federal objectives
in postsecondary education." (7) One cannot educate for careers in the schools
and leave to the free play of the market the availability of jobs. Indeed, to talk
of "full employment" as requiring a tolerable level of 4% unemployment which
one must resist reducing at the risk of inflation, is immoral. (8) In that regard,passage of legislation like the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment Bill is avitally needed adjunct to any meaningful career education legislation.

In addition to full employment legislation "we must batter down the multitudi-
nous economic wall, from apprenticeship rules to occupational licensing and pro-
fessional standards, which keep so many pleasant and rewarding jobs closed to
so many 'other Americans'." (9) That is. labor legislation must correct traditionalracial restrictions on entrance to apprenticeships and reduce artificial licensing
requirements which have no relevance to job performance.

Moreover, there must be vigorous enforcement of the various provisions of theCivil Rights Act of 1964: Title VII, which bars discrimination in 'employment
because of race, color, religion, national origin or sex ; Title VI, which bans similar
discrimination in programs receiving Federal funds and ; Title IV, which provides
financial and technical assistance to desegregating school districts.
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It is my position that career education legislation is relatively meaningless
without accompanying economic, labor and civil rights legislation. To prepare
for a career is only as important as having meaningful access to that career.

There are some particular needs of minorities in career education which must
be stressed if they are not to get lost in the general concerns of all who need
career education. For example, despite the correct perception of the seta tive over-
production of baccalaureate degree holders, it cannot be over-stressed that there
is an urgent need for the continued and increased production of Black, Chicano,
women and other minority professionals exactly because of their previous exclu-
sion and proportionate underrepresentation in the population. For instance, al-
though Blacks make up between 12-15% of the population, they represent only
4.1 of those in graduate and professional schools. (10) "In the Classic PPBS
manner, career education for black professional development would first quantify
the needs for added black professionals to provide a solid basis for planning." (111

Dr. Thelma Jones Friend stresses the additional need of minority students for
multi-eultural curricula and specialized counseling and guidance: "Minority
students no longer feel beyond redemption, and stress the importance of their own
eulture and values. They often demand that these values be reflected in the
tducationai process .. Students acting on the basis of their own attitudes and
perceptions need continuing guidance from competent specialists." (12) Never-
theless. national surveys of students respfmses to career counseling. reveal that
-ma* students react unfavorably toward counselors, claiming they do not
understand pupil needs, offer unrealistic advice . . ." (13) These reactions are
even more unfavorable among minority students. Thus, despite the increased
need, the likelihood of (Imlay counseling and guidance for minority students
is even less probable of occurrence.

Finally, and most importantly, career education inust insistently redefine work
as requiring to be humanely meaningful and necessitating a re-ordering of our
societal values. It' the above concerns are faced clearly in all their complexity,
they will not just benefit minorities but will benefit all Americans to the ulti-
mate benefit of the total American society.
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PREFACE

It ::as n,ither accident nor casual decision which brought The Johnson

Foundation to its role in supporting a National Conference on Career

Education, with the National Vrban Coalition and the Educational Assist-

ance FtN:grart ofthe Racine Environm.>nt Committee.

:he Jhnocn Foundation hoe a history of support of programs in the area

of education and in the area of equity for minority citizens. The

Wingspread Conference on Career Education for Minurio and Low-Income

Students, mi. rted on in this publication, represents the "coming together"

of these too areas of interest in an important way, at a significant time.

For thee, reasons we were pleased to cooperate with the two sponsoring

organisations in the career education conference at Wingspread.

In ,,nt j. are we recall with pride rht Johnson Foundation's cooperation

with the National urban Coalition on three other Wingspread conferences:

- a .'itiunal Conference on Overccming Farriers to Nblic and
i'vivate Investments in the Nation's Cities, February, 1973;

- a National Conference on Legal Health Moues, April, 1974;

- a National Conference on Revenue Sharing, June, 1974;

:h. ptopu Enoironment ,'ommittee has been the urban coalition of Racine,

WioconsZn. the Educttiomal Assistance Program of the Racine Environment

Committee grew out of a meeting hell at Wingspread in 1968. At that time

133
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cirizon6 inc.... cling businessmen, met with rr. Jerrme Rolland, then

Pre:, i. nt Jf 11.11,,t ,n ;n41 titute

:)urz:nj s'ven gears c:' generous and unfailing support from business and

ie doine, Win',. 'ruin: tho Edwational Assistance Program has

,79vviied scholarships and services to approximately ,00 lc-o-Income and

min,r!* sfultnts frrm the Racine cliva._ This support has enabled them

rc 1:tend post-scoondary educational' institutions of their choice -

Nchni.r1 colleges and universities.

p41!ication on Career Education is made available by The Johnson

"..-4nixti,,n as part of its educational outreach program; to share with

a reading audience the discussions which took place at Wingspread.

Anoth.T educational outreach of Wingspread conferences is The Johnson

Foundatien's pui'io affairs radio series, Conversations from Wingspread

ourrentig broadcast en SO radio stations throughout the United States.

radia programs u. r_ recorded at the time of the Wingspread conference

"Caner Education." One VW a discussion of Carer Education and

ire relationship, to minority citizens. The second was an interview

with Kenneth Rcyt, Associate Commissioner, Office of Career Education,

_''sited States Office of Education. The latter program received a 1974

* Tapes of these programs are available to educational institutions
without cost from The Johnson Foundation, Racine, Wisconsin t3401

.1 3 .1
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:he Nationa! Jr! zn 'oltite,n is an ori.viesation concerned with he well-leing
the Ration', entreat city resilnts, rzeticulzrl minorities, working class,

dad /-,,,c-t;nc me. :hc Ccaution's ruin or ,q',: in c ntwnig this national con -
f. chase ,n career eLoatich flr min_a.ity and icw-enoome students was with making
clr.er. .ducati,n fa. 'his e.sgm,nt of tn4 popldti , a reality.

:h, Nati,nal :odeition seeks to:

c2wer education to keep optic..o open pr the millions of
stuiets in thin group - to attract these yo H7 peaple loth
to instetuti4ns ofhi3h.l. education and to catfsfying work
rnd, in the process, ;gin' ti4tm a reas'n not to drop oza of
schel;

help fortmAlate a 144,:1141-definition of tam...7r education that
will guide' all of ue trying to put this ilea into practice;
and

develop legislation and programs in this field at th. fderal,
state and local levels.

We believe all this can le done if the private and public organizations which
share an interest in the education and training of young peoplc in the cities
will collaborate. If career education is to beoome a vital part of urban
school systems, business, labor, and service organisations must pool their re-
sources with government at every level, especially the federal departments of
Labor, Commerce, Agriculture, Interior and Health, Education and Welfaro. It
is public-private collaboration which offers the main hope for bringing career
education to the central city's working class, low-income and minority residents,
who need it moot.

We acknowledge an! appreciate the assistance of the Racine Environment Committee,
a local affiliate of the National *Ian Coalition, and the cooperation of The
Johnson Foundation in cahv,ning this National conference on Career Education.

Carl Holman
Presi.ent

National Urban Coalition
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INTRODUCTION

The nation seems agreed that the need to reform our educational system is

urgent. Parents, teachers, students, business and labor, minorities and the

poor, all find fault with the schools. If there is a central theme to these

criticisms, it is that many children are not coming out of school prepared for

meaningful lives. Career education is a response to the cry for reform.

Career education constitutes an attempt to prepare young people for life

better than mere book learning does by fusing the academic and working worlds.

It aims to teach students how to apply what they learn so they can make a living

and cope with the work-a-day world beyond school. Career education is not an

addition to the curriculum; rather, it is infused into all subjects. it means

teaching students not only marketable skills but "coping skills" such as bal-

ancing a checkbook, filling out a job application and understanding a product

label. or does it neglect Shakespeare. It is not anti-intellectual.

Career education is concerned with the whole person. It encourages students

to use the school as only one place of learning, rather than view school and

work as separate worlds. At a time when a college diploma is no longer a guar-

antee of a job, and bored teenagers drop out of school, or bring drugs and crime

into them as "something to do" while they wait out the school-leaving age law,

the need for education grounded in career goals seems obvious.

Career education is not the same as vocational education; the latter is only

a part of career education. Career education does not simply involve job pre-

paration but tries to prepare the whole person for a full and enriching life.

It develops values, decision-making and problem solving. Career education is

for all students, for all of life.
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Career education is not tne equivalent of the tracking system employed in

European countries, wherein students are shunted onto academic or vocational

tracks at an early age. Its aim is to avoid tracking lower class students in-

to a time-serving education, one-way jobs, and narrow lives by preparing all

for careers of their choice.

The drive for career education has been given urgency in recent years by

two developments:

The deterioration of urban schools to the point where many

students do not attain even minimal reading, writing, and

mathematical skills.

- The dramatic rise in unemployment among young people, re-

sulting from various factors:

failure of the educational system;

migration of industry out of the inner-city;

growth in population outstripping the number

of new jobs;

- over-supply of labor in some professions and

an undersupply in developing technical fields;

lagging student interest in the developing

technical fields.

The upshot is that many young people do not develop basic skills and do not find

work.

To date, relati.,ely little has been done about career education in the cit-

ies. Most programs are concentrated in the suburbs, with the effect of widening

the gap between the suburban haves and the urban have-nots. The National Urban.

Coalition (NUC) wants career education to be made part of the curriculum of urban

schools so as to increase the options available to low-income and minority students.
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To achieve this goal, the Coalition is working to enlist business, labor and

service organizations in planning school curricula and supplying jobs and train-

ing during and after schooling.

This will require changes in the job community as well as in the schools,

changes which depend upon more interaction between the schools and business, la-

bor and other groups. The doors of the school must open to let the community

into the school and the school into the community.

On October 21-22, 1974, a National Conference on Career Education took place

at Wingspread, the conference center of The Johnson Foundation in Racine, Wiscon-

sin. The conference was sponsored by the National Urban Coalition and the Racine

Environment Committee in cooperation with The Johnson Foundation.

Or. Reginald Wilson, President, Wayne County Community College, Detroit, and

Or. Norman Willard, Jr., Commissioner of Manpower of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

Co-Chairmen of the National Urban Coalition's Career Education Committee, served

as Co-Chairmen of the Planning Committee for this National Conference on Career

Education. This conference was, to the knowledge of the conference convenors,

the first national conference to focus on career education for inner-city stu-

dents. It brought together representatives of business, labor, public service

organizations, school systems and government, to develop plans that would open

doors to higher education and careers to low-income and minority students. The

55 participants sought to pinpoint the ingredients of a good career education

program and determine what it takes to administer one successfully.
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CAREER EDUCATION FOR MINORITY AND LOW-INCOME STUDENTS

By: Kenneth Hoyt
Associate Commissioner
for Career Education

United States Office of Education
Washington, D.C.

Career education for low-income persons has to date generally been a matter

of over-promise and under-delivery. If we are to do better, we must take a real-

istic look at the promises and problems of career education. These may be con-

sidered in terms of three types of assumptions underlying career education; con-

ceptual, process, and programmatic. A brief outline of these assumptions follows.

Conceptual Assumptions of Career Education

Two basic conceptual assumptions of career education constitute serious op-

erational challenges when we seek to meet the needs of minority and low-ingome

students. One of these assumptions is that career education is humanistically

oriented. Both assumptions require brief discussion here.

From the outset, we have pictured career education as an emphasis for all

persons, at all educational levels, in all settings in our society. We have said

that career education should be available to very young children and to adults in

the retirement years - to males and to females - to the physically and mentally

handicapped and to gifted and talented persons - to high school dropouts and to

college graduates - to the rich and to the poor. We have said that ALL persons

need to know, understand, and act on he increasingly close relationships between

education and work that exists in our society at the present time. The assump-

tion, in my opinion, is sound and must be preserved.

This audience need not be reminded that without equal resources equality of

opportunity is virtually impossible for those who must start out behind. In a
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democratic society, "poor" is a relative concept. It is inevitable that some

members of society will have more than others. Thus, in a relative sense, the

presence of poor people does not seem evil. What is evil is the assumption that,

in generation after generation, lower income. persons must always be expected to

come from the sane families. To make any (incept, such as career education,

equally available to all is to guarantee ti t this situation not be perpetuated.

Our philosophy is dedicated to destruction )f the cycle of poverty.

The second conceptual promise of caree education, for minority and low-

income persons, is that it is humanisticall oriented. I recognize how strange

this statement must sound. If I didn't thlik I could defend it, I would not have

said it.

I have tried to conceptualize career ( :ucation around a four letter word

called "work." In doing so, I have defined work as follows:

"Work is conscious effort, other than activities whose
prime purpose is coping or relaxa-ion, aimed at produc-

ing benefits for oneself and/or for oneself and others."

This definition obviously includes unpaid work as well as paid employment. Its

emphasis on "conscious choice" distinguishes "work" from "labor" that is forced

on the person or performed involuntarily. Its emphasis on "producing" refers

to the human need of all human beings to do - to accomplish - to achieve some-

thing that will allow the individual to be someone. Its emphasis on "benefits"

illustrates the need we all nave to know that somebody needs me for something -

that it does make a difference that I exist. Former President Lyndon B. Johnson

expressed this need well in a speech when he said "to hunger for use and to go

unused is the greatest aunger of all." Career education is dedicated to reliev-

ing that hunger. That is why I say it is humanistically oriented.

It is obvious that career education speaks to what Maslow described as the

higher order need for self-actualization. It is equally obvious that, if one
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follows Maslow, meeting this need is dependent on meeting the more basic needs

of survival, security, love, and belonging. We have translated our humanistic

orientation for career education into goals that say we seek to make work pos-

sible, meaningful, and satisfying for each individual. In so doing, we, too,

have obviously used an ordering of needs approach. That is, work cannot be

"meaningful" until it is first "possible." It cannot be "satisfying" unless it

is first "meaningful."

For several years, youth unemployment has been approximately three times

as great as adult unemployment. Further, unemployment among minority youth has

been approximately double that for white youth. Further, unemployment rates

for females have been higher than for males. The sickening stability of the

statistics takes on added meaning in times when general adult unemployment rates

are rising. With unemployment rates in the inner-city higher than for the coun-

try as a whole, the employment prospects facing minority, low-income youth from

inner-city environments seem bleak indeed. I have often observed that youth

with nothing to do seldom do nothing. It is probably an understatement to say

that we face an explosive situation.

The goals of career education can never be met for minority and low-income

persons unless major and decisive action is first taken to attack and solve the

youth unemployment problem. Survival and security needs, related to work, must

take initial precedence over meeting higher order self-actualization needs. It

seems both unwise and unproductive to emphasize the personal meaningfulness of

volunteer, unpaid work to minority and low-income persons prior to meeting their

needs for paid employment. They already know what it's like not to be paid. Un-

less there is paid employment available at the time students leave school, ca-

reer education for minority and low-income youth, is a cop-out.

At the same time, if career education were to content itself only with mak-
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ing work possible for minority and low-income youth, the goals of career educa-

tion would obviously not have been met. We would run the great risk of assign-

ing minority and low-income youth to a life of labor while reserving the personal

meaningfulness of work for the more affluent. This simply must not be allowed to

happen.

Process Assumptions of Career Education

As a process, career education follows the ',del of career development.
,*

This model envisions a sequence involving, in a progressive manner, (a) career

awareness; (b) career exploration; (c) career motivation; (d) career decision-

making; (e) career preparation; (f) career entry; and (g) career maintenance and

progression. Special problems exist for minority and low-income persons in each

stage of this process. Only brief mention of such problems can be made here.

Career awareness aims to acquaint the individual with a broad view of the

nature of the world of work - including both unpaid work and the world of paid

employment. That world cannot, for most inner-city youth, be seen in its en-

tirety in their immediate neighborhood. More basic, that world is not known

clearly to many of their teachers and counselors nor to their parents. Problems

here are pervasive in most inner-city elementary schools.

Career exploration seeks to help individuals consider possible occupational

choices based on their interests and aptitudes coupled with an understanding of

the basic nature of various occupations and theic requirements for entry. To be

effective, career exploration must be more than a vicarious experience. Reading

about work is like reading about sex - i.e., it may very well be stimulating but

it is seldom satisfying. if minority and low-income youth are to leave their

neighborhoods to explore the world of work first-hand, it is vital that they see

some persons in the world who are products of low-income inner-city neighborhoods.
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If this cannot be accomplished career exploration may be more self-defeating

than productive for such youth.

Career motivation concerns itself with work values and centers around help-

ing the individual answer the question "Why should I work?" If persons from a

very low-income family are asked whether they value "making money" or "helping

people" more, it should not be surprising if they choose economic over altruistic

values. Money, as a sole motivational base, prevents one from developing long-

term self-sustaining motivational patterns. Unless minority and low-income youth

can be given such a broader motivational base, they cannot be expected to per-

severe toward full career development.

One of Shelly's poems contains these lines: "Patience and Perseverance made

a Bishop of His Reverence." Unless motivation can be diverse enough to produce

perseverance, minority and low-income youth will find it difficult to afford the

luxury of patience.

Career decision-making seeks to help the individual answer three questions:

(a) what is important to me; (b) what is possible for me; and (c) what is prob-

able for me? We have been more successful in demonstrating probable failure

than possible success. Career decision-making, for minority and low-income youth,

cannot be based simply on increasing self-understanding and understanding of oc-

cupational opportunities. Unless it is accompanied by understandings of how to

take advantage of such opportunities, it is likely to be more frustrating than

helpful in its results.

Decision-making is preceded by indecision. It isn't terribly serious to

remain occupationally undecided if your father owns the factory. However, for

the minority and low-income youth who have immediate economic needs, occupational

indecision is a very serious matter indeed. Unless high quality career decision-

making assistance is available, pressures of time will continue to force many
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such youth to settle for lower levels of occupational aspiration than they

should.

Part of career decision-making leads to occupational preparation programs.

Problems of minority and low-income youth are particularly serious in this area

of career development. It is obvious that long-run problems of minorities are

dependent, in part, on more minority persons assuming community leadership roles-

and that such roles are, at present, largely being taken by college graduates.

Thus, there is an absolute necessity for encouraging more minority and low-income

persons to attend college. If career education goals are to be met, college at-

tendance will be seen as preparation for work - not simply for a degree. Too

many such youth seem still to be regarding the college degree as an end in itself

rather than as a means to an end.

While recognizing and emphasizing the great need.for more minority persons

to become college graduates, it would be both tragic and unfair to fail to em-

phasize post high school occupational preparation programs at less than the bac-

calaureate level. There can be no freedom if the full range of possible voca-

tional preparation choices is not made available for choice. Career education

cannot ignore or play down opportunities in vocational education for minority

and low-income persons simply because more such persons should be going to col-

lege. Instead, the widest possible range of educational opportunities must be

freely available for choice on the part of all minority and low-income youth -

along with the financial aid necessary for implementing whatever choices such

individuals make.

Finally, the continuing problems minority and low-income youth face in ca:

reer entry and progression must be recognized. In recent years, a relatively

great deal of attention has been focused on helping st,ch youth solve problems of

career entry. Problems of career progression and advancement are equally impor-
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tant. If career education does not assume an active role in working with others

to solve such problems, it will not have been beneficial, to the extent it has

promised to be, for minority and low-income youth.

Programmatic Assumptions of Career Education

Finally, I would like to comment briefly on three programmatic assumptions

of career education that are currently acting as operational deterrents to ef-

fective career education for minority and low-income persons. These are: (a)

the assumption that career education is a collaborative effort; (b) the assump-

tion that the classroom teacher is key to the success of career education; and

(c) the assumption that career education is inexpensive.

From the beginning, career education has been pictured as a collaborative

effort involving the formal educational system, the home and family, and the

business-labor-industry-professional-government community. The strength of a

given community's career education effort'is dependent on the strength of each

of these three collaborative forces.

Given this view, problems for minority and low-income students become im-

mediately apparent. The inner-city school, when compared with its counterparts

in the suburbs, is often seen as poor as its student body. Career education de-

pends greatly on parents to teach positive work values, good work habits, and to

assist youth in career decision-making. Adults living in the homes of many mi-

nority and low-income youth are, at present, not well prepared to accept such

responsibilities. Career education counts heavily on the business- labor - industry-

professional- government community to provide observational, work experience, and

work-study opportunities for students. Further, it depends on the willingness

and availability of members of that community to serve as resource persons in the

classroom. If the business-labor-industry-professional-government community is
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limited to the immediate neighborhood of the inner-city, a lack of both quantity

and quality of effort is almost sure to be felt.

All three parts of this collaborative effort - the schools, the home and

family structure, and the business-labor-industry-professional-government com-

munity must be strengthened if quality career education is to be provided for

minority and low-income youth.

A second programmatic assumption is th.t the classroom teacher is key to

the success of career education. Career ed cation asks the teacher to use the

community as a learning laboratory in which students can see career implications

of subject matters. It asks that we open u the community to students and teach-

ers for field trips and for "hands-on" experiences. It asks that many persons

from the community be brought into the scho Is to serve as career education re-

source persons. It asks the teacher to use a project approach to teaching and

to emphasize a "success approach," based on individualization of instruction,

to the teaching/learning process. The many inner-city teachers who, day after

day, find crowded classrooms, danger on the streets, and pupils who can't read,

find it difficult to become enthusiastic about the pleas and visions of career

education. The problems of many are compounded by their own lack of experience

in or contact with the world of work outside of formal education.

The third progranmatic assn tion of career education is that it is inexpen-

sive. This assumption is based, in part, on the fact that career education asks

neither for new buildings nor for large increases in staff. It seeks to be in-

fused into all subjects rather than being added on as yet another part of the

curriculum. In part, this assumption appears to be erroneous. It is going to

cost sizeable sums of money to give inner-city teachers the kind of in-service

education they will need to work in career education. Parent education programs

for career education in the inner-city will require special staff and so cost
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money. Similarly, field trips and work experience sites for minority and low-

income youth cannot be limited to the inner-city itself, but must extend out a

considerable distance. This, too, will require staff and equipment and so cost

money.

Career development programs, for minority and inner-city youth, must, if

they are to be effective, be both heav'iy staffed and equipped with a wide va-

riety of career exploration and decision-making equipment. All of this will be

expensive. Finally, the largest coo:. wIT1 be those connected with guaranteeing

access to post high school Aucational programs aO to real, bonafide employment

for minority and inner -city youth. Unless both are purchased, neither will be

available and career educativ" will have been yet another hoax society has play-

ed on such youth.

Concluding Remarks

In raising these problems career education faces in meeting needs of minor-

ity and low-income youth, I, in no way, intend to imply that I know immediate

and effective solutions that can now be applied in solving them. At the same

time, I find myself full of several beliefs regarding solutions to these prob-

lems. I would be less than honest here if I failed to state their general nature.

First, I am convinced that, of all the things needed, money must surely beat,

by a very wide margin, whatever is in second place. Even more important, we need

other branches of government - the U.S. Department of Labor, the Department of

Commerce, the Department of Defense - and many others to join forces in emphasiz-

inging and implementing relationships between education and work in our society.

We need the business-labor-industry-professional community to recognize that they,

too, have a stake in attaining the goals of career education. Finally, it seems

to me that, in spite of our past failures to do so, we need to encourage the
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churches of the nation to become involved in career education. They have a key

role to play in problems involving value decisions and personal judgments.

Second, I an convinced that, in spite of the problems I have specified here,

career education can be a reality for minority and for inner-city youth. Many

examples exist throughout the United States where effective actions are already

being taken. The conference program here is filled with some of the better ex-

amples. Many others exist which could not be brought here. In no way are the

problems of providing effective career education for minority and inner-city

youth incapable of solution. We need to build on the many good examples that

now exist and go forward together.

Third, I am convinced that career education holds great promise for meeting

major current needs of minority and inner-city youth. If, as a nation, we com-

mitted ourselves to career education for such youth, it would pay big dividends

both in terms of bringing personal meaning and meaningfulness to their lives and

in terms of bringing great benefits to the larger society. Career education is

a winner. We should not abandon its implementation simply because formidable

problems need to be solved. The best way to begin is to begin. And I think we

should.

Finally, I am convinced that, in the absence of a found and comprehensive

career education effort, problems of minority and inner-city youth will surely

become more complex for them and more difficult for society in the years ahead.

We cannot continue to ,o writ de have done in the past. Career education offers

a positive, action progiam for c:,argo it saemt to me to be worth trying.

* * Ir * * * * *

This presentation by Dr. Kenneth Hoyt, Associate Commissioner for Career

Education, U.S. Office of Education, was a high point of the conference. His

address impacted strongly on the conference, hence on the outcome of the con-

ference.
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CAREER EDUCATIO MODELS

t

The following models were chosen as representatives of the types of programs

being developed throughout the nation. Ther are, of course, many others. It is

from the following models, as well as from t e comprehensive knowledge of confer-

ence participants of other programs, that thi National Urban Coalition model was

developed by the conferees.

Throughout these presentations the need for industrial community/school in-

teraction was emphasized repeatedly, as was the need for implementing agents.
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NAAREN HIGH SCHOOL'S MINI-SCHOOL PROGRAM
Sponsored by the New York Urban Coalition

Presented by: Lynn Gray
Director
Haaren High School Program
New York Urban Coalition
New York, New York

Haaren High School has an enrollment of over 2,000 students. In 1970

Haaren's principal, beset by dropouts and drugs, joined with the New York Urban

Coalition to establish 12 mini-schools within the high school. The mini-schools,

self-contained units each enrolling from 150 to 200 students, were organized pri-

marily to provide a feeling of community, thus improving teacher-student rela-

tions. A further goal was to increase options for the students. To achieve the

latter goal, work experiences outside the school were offered.

"Streetworkers" were trained to work with the students. These workers,

young men in their twenties living in the same community as the students, pro-

vided help with academic and social problems.

The intimacy afforded by the mini-schools appears to do away with the ex-

treme loneliness felt by most students in big schools. The feeling of compan-

ionship is achieved by three factors:

a) Living together in a relatively small group of teachers and

students;

b) Activities in and outside school to rally around;

c) Identifying problems and encouraging the students to solve

them.

The Haaren experience indicates the importance of knowledge of self and

community in education.
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FLINT, MICHIGAN SCHOOLWIDE CAREER EDUCATION SYSTEM

Presented by David Doherty

Assistant to the Superintendent of Schools
for Career Education

Board of Education
Flint, Michigan

The Flint school system's concern is fo the end result of schooling - be

that in the world of work or in higher educa ion. The Flint schools attempt to

provide the wherewithal for right choices, a well as the assurance of a secure

move into the post-high school world. The f atures of its program are:

1. A reduced workload for counselors, nabling counselors to stick

with counselees through the 13th ye r, in job or college. A

commitment that the schools share a -esponsibility in the stu-

dent's transition from school to wo k.

2. Creating in schools and students the idea that what the stu-

dent does in school, as well as out of school, is important

to society, that school is not just a preparation for life.

3. The acceptance of career education as a community responsi-

bility.

4. Development of greater career awareness in parents.

5. Development of curriculum which assures the maintenance of

career options.

6. Knowledge of work and leisure time activities.

7. Career guidance centers providing aptitude testing and coun-

seling.

8. Development of a comprehensive placement office for all senior

hign school students and graduates.
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CAREER EDUCATION IN THE RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA, SCHOOL SYSTEM

Presented by: Mary J. Sheeran
Director of Secondary Curriculum
Richmond Unified School District
Richmond, California

The Richmond Unified School District, an urban district, serves a large num-

ber of students from the Richmond Model Cities area; 90% of youths in this area

are considered disadvantaged. The entire student population of the district is

composed of 44.2Z minority students.

The 1973 Career Education project developed by administrators, counselors

and teachers consists of four phases:

1. Pre-school through sixth grade: Career awareness.

2. Seventh and eighth grades: Career orientation.

3. Ninth and tenth grades: Career exploration.

4. Eleventh and twelfth grades: Career preparation.

The goals, process and ultimate, include:

1. Develop a school-community advisory committee to

assist in formation, implementation, evaluation

and continuation.

2. Develop curriculum that will provide students with

a wide base of career options, personal career

decision-making and occupations that relate to the

subject of instruction.
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THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL OF NEW YORK SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

Presented by Virginia Newton
Consultant
Policy Studies in Education
New York, New York

The program began in 1969 when the large number of high school dropouts and

the large number of students who graduated with a general diploma unprepared for

either work or further education motivated EDC to promote a cooperative effort

between schools and business organizations. The program began in two high

schools, one in Manhattan and one in the Bronx, and has expanded subsequently

to include eight high schools.

Each school formed a committee of school administrators, faculty, students,

parents, community and EDC representatives. The studies conducted by these com-

mittees brought out common problems leading to the development of projects fo-

cusing on career guidance and education, remediation in reading, mathematics

and English as a second language, on student motivation and health, and on

school administration and management.

Some of the major projects developed in the various schools were focused

specifically on career education and guidance as ways to meet the specific needs

of students. These projects included the development of a curriculum to promote

self and occupational exploration and decision-making, a career exploration pro-

ject to infuse career education in all subject areas; a Career Opportunities

Resource Center to serve as a catalyst for the development of an integrated pro-

gram of career education for all students; the use of an interest inventory (the

OVIS) to survey the interest of the students and to relate the curricula more to

students concerns, work study programs. and skill development programs in elec-

tronics and radio and in auto mechanics.
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THE CAREER PROGRAM OF THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESSMEN

Presented by: Fred Wentzel
Director
Youth Career Program
National Alliance of Businessmen
Washington, D.C.

NAB's model is catalytic, involving the interaction of the educational sys-

tem and the business community. Its Youth Career Programs are in the realms of

employment, guidance, motivation and college-industry relations. Programs in-

clude:

1. Youth Motivation Task Force: Puts successful business

into the fifth grade through college classrooms in order

to give students a positive feeling about going into

business.

2. Employment: Provides summer jobs for needy students.

Since 1968, NAB has provided 1,500,000 summer jobs by

enlisting the cooperation of business and industry.

3. Guided Opportunities for Life Decisions: Provides work

experiences including employer counseling and assessment.

4. Career Guidance Institute: Retraining of teachers so

they better understand the skills students may need,

by knowing the world of work and the labor market.

5. College-Industry Relations: An effort to help develop-

ing colleges assist disadvantaged students by bringing

industry, established universities and developing col-

leges together. In college, students can gain the

skills needed to compete for jobs.
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR INDUSTRY-EDUCATION COOPERATION
SCHOOL-TO-WORK COOPERATION

Presented by: Samuel M. Burt

Director
Curriculum Research
National Association for
Industry-Education Cooperation

Silver Springs, Maryland

The National Association for Industry-Education Cooperation was established

in 1964 as a means of mobilizing the resources of education and the work commu-

nity, to improve the relevance and quality of education at all levels. It rec-

ognizes the need for a systems approach in helping educators design programs

responsive to changes in the job market.

The School-to-Work Project is designed to assist secondary and post-secon-

dary schools organize and conduct job placements for graduates and other school

leavers about to enter the job market. These programs are run with the cooper-

ation of organized labor and employers in the private, governmental, civic,

military and quasi-governmental sectors of each community.

The N.A.I.E.C. has established industry-education councils in demonstration

states at the local, regional and state levels. The council's general purpose

is to help public schools improve their education and training programs; how-

ever, their initial task is to help establish school -to -work programs and sup-

porting servi:es ,,such community resource workshops) in school systems.

For job placement, pcgrom to work, mcjor changes in thinking are fired

of educators, labor people and employers. Educators must realize tnat sLudents

going directly into the labor market need as much counseling and aid as do col-

leged-bound students and that the community must be used in these efforts.

Organized labor and private employers must make long-range commitments to

help the public schools expand and enrich their education and training programs.
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They must also offer better career development programs of their own.

Business, industry and government must rely less on job candidates posses-

sing diplomas and degrees and more on their having job skills. They must offer

career development education and training on the job, particularly for lower

level employees. In addition, the U.S. Department of Labor must greatly step

up special services for youthful job seekers at its state and local offices so

public schools can benefit from its job placement aid.

The professionals must stop relying on "hit and miss" licensing requirements

for entry-level jobs; instead, they should provide for nationally standardized

licensing examinations developed around career ladders and national career de-

velopment programs based on job experience and continuing education.

The armed services must develop working relationships with local schools,

so that students can appreciate the career opportunities in the armed services

through personal experience - possibly Including part-time paid employment and

related training.

Civic and quasi-governmental agencies must offer students greater opportun-

ities for volunteer work which has career possibilities and which may lead event-

ually to part-time paid employment while in school and full-time jobs after

leaving school.
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR: YOUTH PROGRAMS

Merwin Hans, Executive Director, National Coordination Committee, Department
of Labor, was unable to attend the conference. The following ideas are those

Mr. Hans had planned to present to the conference.

For more than a decade, the Department of Labor has been engaged in large

scale and diverse programs for youth. Focusing on the disadvantaged and poor,

they have involved millions of youth in activities ranging from casual work ex-

perience to highly sophisticated paraprofessional training. Sponsorship has

included not only traditional training institutions, but also community agencies,

employers and labor unions, and newly formed organizations representing the poor

and various minority groups. The setting for this training ranges from the class-

room to the job site, to residential camps and even into correctional institutions.

What has been done is little more than a start in meeting the training needs

of a large body of youth who are not now being served by more traditional ap-

proaches. This effort has been categorical in its application, centralized in

administration and quite innovative in its presentation. For several years, it

has been apparent that the first phase of this effort was about over and that it

was time to move in new directions while retaining the same overall goals. The

Manpower Development and Training Act and the Economic Opportunity Act had ful-

fulled their purposes but also outlived their usefulness.

The legislative definition of this new direction came about with the enact-

ment of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). The thrust was

to decategorize programs and decentralize administration to local units of govern-

ment. Instead of 10,000 contracts administered by the Federal government, there

would be less than 500 grants to local governments, and instead of dozens of pro-

gram models, each with its own rules, restrictions and overlapping constituencies,

there would be maximum flexibilicy and planning to serve the specific needs of
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local communities. The earlier experience had developed the models and a body

of trained program administrators and planners who could now assume their proper

role as we move ahead to the next phase in the development of a broader ranging

and more active manpower policy in this country, of which the training effort is

only one part.

Having glanced backward at our beginnings and having noted the directions

in which we are headed, it should be much easier to relate this effort to the

subject of career education. These efforts are not in conflict or competitive

although persons and institutions with narrow perspectives may view them as

such. There will certainly continue to be competition for scarce resources and

strong advocacy for one institution against another. New legislation does not

change institutional behavior. DOL is working hard at making these new direc-

tions work. We are still trying to define the appropriate Federal role in this

new system. We are assuming that others who work alongside us will view us as

worthy colleagues.

* * * * * * * * * *

David Gregal of the Job Corps filled in for Mr. Hans at the conference, ex-

plaining particulars of the Job Corps Program.

Job Corps is the only natiorwl youth training program operated by the De-

partment of Labor.

The Job Corps was a pioneer effort of the Federal Government to help job-

less or low-income youth, aged 16 through 21, become responsible, employable

citizens. It is a nationwide program designed to provide, usually in a residen-

tial setting, basic education and job training to poor, out-of-school, out-of-

work young people.
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Residential training, either in the home area of away from home, is a unique

feature, distinguishing the Job Corps from other Federal manpower programs. From

the start, the Job Corps has been based on two key ideas: (1) that many under-

privileged young people need a change of environment -- away from family or com-

munity problems, or both -- to make the most of their training; and (2) that

these youth need not only work-training bui also a full program of educational,

health and recreational services.

Established in August 1964, the Job Ct*ps opened its first center in January

1965. The program was originally administe ed by the Office of Economic Oppor-

tunity. On July 1, 1969, the Job Corps wa; delegated to the Department of Labor

and integrated into its Manpower Administra ion. It is currently being funded

through Title IV of CETA (Comprehensive Em; oyment and Training Act) enacted

December 28, 1973.

Job Corps offers training in 175 diffeent job titles.

While most of the centers are for either men or for women, there is an ef-

fort tohard co-educational training.

There are approximately 40,000 trainees who participate in the program yearly

at 56 centers throughout the country.

CETA grants funds ra local training sponsors for toher manpower training pro-

grams.

The U.S. Employment Service and Department of Labor Regional Manpower repre-

sentative can provide information on specific youth training programs in a given

area.
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YOUTH CONSERVATION CORPS

Presented by: George Kreger

Manpower Development Specialist
Manpower and Youth Conservation Programs
United States Forestry Service
Washington, D.C.

The Youth Conservation Corps, sponsored jointly by the Departments of Agri-

culture (Forest Service) and the Interior, and working to assist the States, was

supported by legislation in 1973. In the summer of 1974 the Youth Conservation

Corps served 9,600 youth at a total of 280 camps, some residential, some non-

residential.

The purpose of the YCC program is to further the development and maintenance

of the natural resources of the United States by employing young men and women to

work on conservation projects in the healthful outdoor atmosphere of the National

Park System, the National Forest System, and other public land and water areas of

the Nation. The Departments have stressed three equally important objectives out-

lined by the enabling legislation. These objectives are to provide:

1. Gainful employment of America's youth, ages 15 through 18, during

the summer months in a healthful outdoor atmosphere.

2. An opportunity for understanding and appreciation of the Nation's

natural environment and heritage.

3. Further development and maintenance of the natural resources of

the United States by the youth who will ultimately be responsible

for maintaining and managing these resources for the American

people.

YCC camp sites and nonresidential projects are located on the basis of two

major considerations:

1. The availability of existing facilities that can be readied for

YCC occupancy with a minimum expenditure of time, work and money.
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2. The potential of the area for developing worthwhile conservation

work projects on Federal and non-Federal public lands.

Within these limitations, the administering Departments endeavor to provide

as broad a geographic distribution -f sites as possible.

The kind of conservation work these young people to is limited only by the

imagination of the planners, the YCC camp director and his staff, and of course,

by the imagination and enthusiasm of the Corps members themselves.

There are stream banks to clear, trails to build, fish hatcheries to tend,

park facilities to construct, trees to plant, animal habitats to study, air and

water samples to gather, campgrounds to develop, erosion gullies to check, land

to be surveyed, and a thousand and one similar conservation projects-all vitally

needed and all providing opportunities for achieving lasting benefits for the

environment.

For each YCC camp or project, a public school system, or other youth-serving

organization will usually be named to recruit and select candidates who live

within the boundaries of a designated recruitment area. This selection process

serves to minimize transportation costs by employing Corps members as near to

their places of residence as feasible.

Overall responsibility for recruiting and selection rests with the Federal

or State administrative unit managing the projects.

In all cases, recruiting agencies are provided with guidelines to insure an

equitable economic, racial, and social mix, as well as a fair distribution of

urban youth with those from small communities and remote rural areas. Considera-

oar will also i given to young.men and women attending private or parochial

sO'cols within the recruiting area and to youth classified as "dropouts."

Youth may be employed during the out-of-school months as a member of the

YCC, withoJt regard to Sidil Service or classification laws, rules or regulations,

as long as it is for the purpose of developing, preserving, and maintaining Fed-

eral and non-Federal public lands and waters, No one may be employed as a member

of the Corps for more than 90 days in any single year.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION'S EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION MODEL

Presented by: John O'Brien
Project Director
National Institute of Education
Washington, D.C.

Ralph Baker
Director
Experience Based Career
Education Program
Far West Lab for Education
Research and Development
Oakland, California

NIE's Experience-Based Career Education Models are alternative secondary

education programs capitalizing on available community resources and making maxi-

mum use of the experiential mode of learning for transition from dependance to

self-reliance, from youth to adulthood and from school to work. They represent

an alternative, not a substitute for schools. They rely heavily on community re-

sources, including business, industries, labor unions and the schools. They re-

ly heavily on exposure to the "real", non-school world. They are designed to

help young people grow through making decisions and taking responsibilities.

Basic and life skills are prcvided systematically through learning interaction

between the student and the comnunity.

Students are direct partners with the staff in the planning, execution and

evaluation of their individual programs. The staff coordinates the program, pro-

cessing contracts with the community agencies and industries involved. These

community resources provide the learning experiences necessary for career aware-

ness and exploration. Students spend approximately 50 to 70:; cf their time in

the community, and at learning sites. The rest of the time is spent at Far West

School, working with the staff in basic skills, problem solving and decision-

making.
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The Oakland program provided the conferees with the specifics of the HIE

DICE model. It is one of four versions of the EBCE model.

There are 109 volunteer students in the program, 48 Blacks, 12 Chicano, 47

White and 2 Asian. "Learning Coordinators" work with individual students on pro-

grams. One hundred sixty-six organizations and individuals (including IBM,

Chevron Chemical Division, Standard Oil, the City Hall and Museums) provide work

experience for the students.

The Oakland curriculum is designed to involve the student in the actual use

of subject matter in a job, i.e. a student taking geometry can apply his learning

to exploration in an architectual or surveying firm.

There are three levels of activity in the program:

a) Orientation - students are introduced to a career and

decide if they are interested.

b) Exploration - students spend from 10 to 39 hours on a

project exploring a career.

c) Investigation - students spend 40 or more hours inves-

tigating a career area.

Students are required, in addition to spend S hours a week in advisory group

meetings with the learning Coordinators.

All work is supplemented by workshops and tutorial assistance, as required.

Assistance is provided by the Learning Coordinators, resource persons and special-

ists in reading, writing and math skills.

It appears that most students leave the program with both a high school di-

ploma and an informed decision as to their future.
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RACINE ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE'S EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Presented by: David Brown
Director

Educational Assistance Program
Racine Environment Committee
Racine, Wisconsin

In 1968 the Racine Environment Committee, recognizing that only 15% of the

minority youths graduating from hign schools planned to go on to college or

technical school, set up a program whose objectives were:

1. To encourage minority youth to go on to higher

education;

2. To work individually with youths seeking assis-

tance in furthering their education, furnishing

counseling and supplemental financial aid as

required;

3. To encourage the colleges and technical schools

attended by Racine minority students to respond

to their particular needs.

The program also provides meaningful summer employment for the students.

Local industries provide either jobs or the money to pay student salaries in

public service jobs. Students are asked to contribute a portion of their earn-

ings toward their scholarship.
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MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY'S EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

Presented by: Arnold Mitchem
Director
Educational Opportunity Program
Marquette University
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

This program is designed to provide students with the skills needed to cope

with the career world. The program has two divisions: one at the college level,

the other at the high school level.

At the college level the program provides:

1. Help with the basic skills of communication, e.g. reading,

writing, speaking, as well as math and problem-solving

skills;

2. Assistance with the skills involved in the understand-

ing and manipulation of knowledge";

3. Placement in meaningful summer jobs. Students and em-

ployers agree to a four-summer program, followed by

post-graduation employment.

At the pre-college levels, the program reaches out to high schools to en-

courage the schools to prepare and inspire students for college entrance.
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THE CONFERENCE: STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING CHANGE

Strategies for bringing about changes in the schools and the community

necessary to make career education work were discussed by:

1. Edgar Epps

Marshall Field Professor of Education
University of Chicago

2. Richard Ferrin

College Entrance Examination Board

3. G.T. Bowden
Director of Educational Relations
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

4. Norman Cartwright
Compunity Relations Director
Ohio Bell Telephone Company

Some of the points rade by these speakers were the following:

In order to rake possible continuous mobility for people between schooling

and evlopent, there must be changes on the part botn of the schools and the

corwunity. Adults 4111 be dropping in and out of education throughout their

lives, nece,,sitating cnanges in such things as :ollege and job entrance require-

ents and the thinking of company personnel directors.

tlinorities and lowincort students must be protected when career education

is brougnt into their schools. There is danger tnat both will be shunted into

,;obs instead of or to collece and that minorities, in seeking work, 4111 suffer

discrimination.

Erployers must take the initiative in the cooPeratIve efforts involved in

bringirg career education into the schools.
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CAREER EDUCATION MODEL FOR THE INNER CITY, DEVELOPED AT THE CONFERENCE

Drawing on the foregoing examples and their knowledge of other programs in

operation, the conference participants formulated a model career education pro-

gram. The model was intended to be one that cities everywhere can turn to for

guidance; in a sense, developing it was what the conference was all about. The

model's chief features included:

1. Life Competencies - Providing students with basic life compe-

tencies, such as skills in decision-making, problem solving,

value clarifying and goal setting.

2. Classroom Motivation - Helping students understand the career

implications of academic subjects and using career-oriented

methods and materials in teaching as one means of educational

motivation.

3. Vocational Skills - Providing students with specific vocational

skills that will enable them to find good jobs.

4. Work Experience - Providing observational work experience and

work-study experience for students and for those who educate

them (teachers, counselors and school administrators).

5. Job Placement - Establishing a job placement program for part-

time and full-time work.

6. Reaching Families - Educating the families of students about

the career education idea.

7. Opening up the School - Having business, labor and service

organizations help design the school curriculum and serve in

the schools as career development resource personnel.

8. Community Participation - Encouraging the widest possible

participation by the community (school, students, parents,

labor, service organizations and others) in deciding career

education policies.
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CONFERENCE RESULTS

The National Urban Coalition feels the Wingspread conference will have a

pronounced impact on the nation's schools and communities, as it brought about,

for the first time, an exchange of ideas among those private and goverment

agencies logically concerned with career education. The conference produced,

from the exemplary programs presented by conferees, a model program for cooper-

ation in career education among schools, industry, labor and service organiza-

tions. A corporate committee was formed to help carry the model from paper into

practice. Conference and NUC representatives were also nominated to the National

Advisory Committee on Career Education and the National Advisory Committee on

Vocational Education.

At the request of President Ford, the recommendations drawn up by those at

the conference were forwarded to the White House. The recommendations called

for:

1. Creation of jobs to help make career education work;

2. Collaboration at all levels by federal agencies involved

in the education and training of young people;

3. Full funding of career education over and above funding

for vocational education and other allied efforts;

4. Multilingual, multicultural programs to bring career

education to all young people.

The NUC has developed plans for a comprehensive career education program in

secondary schools, based on the model developed at the conference, involving the

interaction of the entire job community, including industry, labor and service

organizations with the schools. The program would be launched on a demonstra-

tion basis by NUC affiliates in five selected cities (see "Plans").

At a meeting at the White House earls in 1975 with a staff member of the

Domestic Council, the NUC was encouraged to move forward with these plans and

with its other efforts to stimulate palic-private collaboration on career

education.
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PLANJ

If financial support is found, the National Urban Coalition plans to launch

career education projects in five coalition cities where this reform is sorely

needed. It is seeking 52.5 million from corporations, foundations and the fed-

eral government to finance a three-year effort.

The first stage will be the implementation of the career education model,

developed at the Wingspread conference, and tailored to meet the specific needs

of the educational system and job market in each city. The projects themselves

will cover a 29-month period and will be coordinated by the local urban coali-

tions. They will be broad-based, enlisting the participation of many business,

labor and service organizations in each conmunity. One feature will be the op-

eration of a career education information center in each city to serve as a

central clearinghouse and retrieval system.

The aim of the five trial projects is to produce a working model career

education program for inner-city students which can be profitably applied by

cities across the country.

At the end of the 'five projects, the National Urban Coalition plans to

publish a manual on career education, drawing on what has been learned in the

five trial cities. This will be a how-to-do-it guide, telling parents and

students, school off vials, employers and others how to establish a good pro-

gram.

Meantime, the National Urban Coalition is committed to supporting all col-

laborative efforts of public and private organizations in the career education

field.
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STATEMENT OF DR. REGINALD WILSON, PRESIDENT, WAYNE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, DETROIT, MICH.

Dr. 1Vmso.N. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
this up,purttwitti to appear before the subcommittee. I appreciate that
the Haile statement has been entered into the record. I would like to
hou e% el pick out a couple of points from that statement which I think
are important it I1 regard to my presentation here today.

As Oil indicated, I an president of Wayne County Community
College in Detroit. But alit v;tiug another hat. as chairman of the
career education committee of the National Urban Coalition. Both
shavere common concerns about the need for increased educational
()Haul unit 101 ,ind the economic betterment of poor and minority
people.

WaN in County Community College is partieularly concerned about
the in ban uorhing-class population which makes up the base of its
student body. Indeed. the college of first choice of those of this popu-
lation oho are fortunate enough to go to college is increasingly our
still ,.rouilig community college. u bile 1-year college and university
enrollents are (kenning around us. The National Urban Coalition is
uspe, idly concerned about this population, u hich in our larger cities
is predominantly made up of racial minorities and poor people.

There are some concerns lelati% e to career education that affect
whim ity and poor people that perhaps have not been brought out in
more genet al statements about career education that are made by other
%% 'blesses. So I %%mild like to say that with regard to the positive side.
a veer education tccoguizes tl int n inch of present day .schooling

is releant to student needs anti is artificially constructed in its rela-
tionship to the real uorld. In addition. career education recognizes
the need for the infusion of uork-related inN olvenients at every stage
of the educat ional process.

On the Wiwi. hand there are some negat e concerns. Career educa-
tion to date has been limited u ith regard to the needs and concerns
especially of urlmn minority and poor. Indeed most of the viable
programs that exist in suburban areas are not in inner-city schools. I
think the testimony of the chamber supported that.

Seowl, career education has tlc latent potential for contributing to
the tracking of minority and poor students into low-level and deadend
-lobs. I idess that concern is particularly addressed in career education
programs it may turn out that career education is a negati e concept
with regard to minority people.

In a position statement adopted at its national conference on career
education, held at Racine. Wis. on October 21 and 22, 1974, the Na-
tional II rban Coalition pointed out quite clearly and correctly that
publi schools. particularly urban schools, have deteriorated to the
point where many students do not attain even minimal reading, writ-
ing%and computing skills. Youth unemployment has grown at a dra-
matic rate, partially as a result of the failure of the education system,
partly because of the migration of industry out of the inner city and
the increasing complexity of the job market, partly because of the
decrease in job opportunities. Whether for one reason or another the
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result is that many people do not de\ elop bask skills and do not find
employment. 'Me full text of the National Urban Coalition's position
statement is being made a ailable today to members of the committee.

In our overwhelmingly urbanized society and with most of those
urban areas disproportionately populated by racial minorities and the
Poor. We are crucially concerned with (lie deteriorating quality of
education and rising unemployinent in these areas.

The need for career education is perhaps nowhere as clear as in the
city of Detroit. With the slump in the auto industry during the cur-
rent recession, :1Iichigan has the highest unemployment in the Nation.
With over 600,000 people out of work, the State's unemployment rate
exceeds 10 percent and is at a phis 30 percent depression level in the
mostly black inner city of Detroit. Detroit has the siNth largest school
system in the country with 25:000 students. 75 percent of whom are
black.

On the State assessment tests of academic achievement Detroit stu-
dents consistently score in the lower categories. In some schools over
20 percent of the school-age population over age 16 have dropped out,
been pulled out or otherwise excluded for various reasons. To com-
pound these devastating problenis, Detroit is currently in turmoil and
racially divided oy yr a soon to be implemented desegregation and bus-
ing plan that is at this moment being argued in the Federal district
court.

If any reason needs to be given why substantial and effective career
education legislation needs to be enacted. Detroit is that reason. Many
of the students in the Detroit schools are doomed to educational and
occupational failure unless bible educational and vocational options
are developed for them. Many of the adults in Detroit are (loomed to
continued unemployment because of limitations in job preparation and
lacking alternative work skills or capabilities.

Career ed4ation can broaden the fundamental educational base of
the person while simultaneously preparing that person to be employ-
able. One typical example can be picked at random from among the
graduates of Wayne County Community College : A 27-year-old
mother of three who dropped out of high school to get married. She
enrolls at the community college and receives an associate degree as a
community aide worker in 1972. She is thus able to secure employ-
ment as a paraprofessional in a city social agency. She c nit nines her
education at Wayne State University. receives a R.A. degree in 1974
and is now teaching in the Detroit public schools while going to gradu-
ate school in the evening. There are dozens of similar examples that
can be cited to illustrate the potential for educational enhancement
and improved employability that is at the heart of the career education
concept and is applicable to the eduatio work spectrum from kinder-
garten through graduate school.

Ifowever such opportunity, is presently accessible to only a relatively
few persons in contrast to the magnitude of the problem. Neverte-
less some tentative. but exemplary progress, is being made in a few
areas of career development. For example, Wayne County Community
College received a Federal grant to initiate an associate degree regis-
tered nurse program and recei\ ed State funding to begin a dental
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assisting program. Both of these programs, as well as others, are be-
ginning to pro% ide sorely needed health professionals in Metropolitan
1 >et mit area. In addition, a career education planning district has been
established in Detroit and every other Michigan school district, as a
result of the State legislature's passage of Public Act 97, mandating
the development of a statewide career education plan by September

7.1. But what is sorely needed, that can only be provided by a massive
Federal program, is comprehensive career education legislation that

stematicalb coordinates and promotes school, community, business
and labor interaction for the educational and economic development
of the entire cit izenry of the Nation.

here again. some modest, but creative pilot programs exist which
can serve as models for more broad-scale national implementation.
For example in Detroit a public utility, Michigan Bell Telephone Co.,
has adopted a Detroit high school by providing cooperative work/
study training both in the school and on the job with the company.
This is a small but relevant example of the need for substantial legis-
lation and Federal aid to underwrite such efforts on a national scale
involving millions of young and older people.

In order for viable career education legislation to have meaning
obviously requires more than just the needs of the schools, as the fore-
going discussion has indicated. Unfortunately, most talk about career
education has been done only by educators or to educators. It is vital
that education legislation must influence and be influenced by
economic and labor legislation.

One must seriously question the premise that a freer play of market.
forces will best achieve Federal objectives in postsecondary
education.

One cannot educate for careers in the schools and leave to the free
play of the market the availability of jobs. Indeed to talk of full em-
ployment as requiring a tolerable level of 4 percent unemployment
which one must resist reducing at. the risk of inflation, is immoral.

In that regard, passage of legislation like the llumphrey-Hawkins
Full Employment bill is a vitally needed adjunct to any meaningful
career education legislation.

In addition to full employment legislation we must batter down the
multitudinous economic walls, from apprenticeship rules to occupa-
tional licensing and professional standards which keep so many
pleasant and rew arding jobs closed to so many other Americans. That
is, labor legislation must correct traditional racial restrictions on en-
trance to apprenticeships and reduce artificial licensing requirements
which have no relevance to job performance.

Moreover, there must be vigorous enforcement of the various provi-
sions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; title VII, which bars discrimina-
tion in employment because of race, color. religion, national origin or
sex ; title VI. which bans similar discrimination in programs receiving
Federal funds and title IV, which provides finanoial and technical
assistance to desegregating school districts.

It is my position that career education legislation is relatively
meaningless without accompanying economic, labor, and civil rights
legislation. To prepare for a career is only as important as having
meaningful access to that career.
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Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
Chairman Pmutixs. Thank you rery much for your statement.

1.r. Horner, president of Southwest Iowa Learning Resources
('enter'?

Prepared statement of William A. I kilter follows :]
Pau.% at3) S'.trlMte,NI OF WILLIAM A. lloaxtat, Put.slotxr. SourtrwIsr IOWA

fa;AuNINo 14.sor ueEs 'ENTEM ra) ()AK, low A

At 41 Presidential melts conference earlier this month. a reporter from the
st Louis Dispatch cited the high 3 °nth uncluplo,%titent figures and asked Presi-
dent Ford what his plans neve to soli e those problems. 1 %% mild lot 0 to hat e
been in President Ford's shoes that c% ening to report the proutihV that Project
I)i.cover holds for the chronicalb tinentplo3o1 and perhaps more importantly,
those who would (Aherrise lied themseh Os among the unemployed or the un-
happily employed and dissatisfied in the 1:ISO's.

Simply stated, Project Discovery is a s' stem of aeli% Hies and Materials
designed to help teenage yoath explore careers the;, kb to pursue and. at the
same time, find out Ivhat skills and abilities they possess that %%mad fit them
for a particular career theme. Project Disco% eQ has taken real-world work
activities : packaged them with real-norld tools and equipment and visualized
those activities ill a cartoon formatthat's our formula: La the ease of (melt
package, the author is presentl engaged in that Iwiltpation. Even though Projeet
Discovery packages have specific job titles, %%hen all eights packages are com-
pleted. they Will rover the total spectrum of work eharaeteristtes.

Approximately fifty career exploration packages are completed and thirty
more are being developed. The Southwest Iona Learning Resources Center maite
tains twenty field test sites in the Midn est, NIontima. and Arizona, where the
packages are in use, Students and teachers at those sites revise the materials
So that after hvo years' field test, an3 gin en package is ready to be mass produced
for use throughout the United States.

Twenty packages are now read for dissemination. A grant application sub,
witted by Pm Delta Kappa, an interitational professional edneators organization,
is now pending before the Career Education Dhisio11 of the Office of Education.
If approved, this grant would provide for a portion of the start-up expenses and
training for the installation of Project Discovery ut hto hundred 501001 districts
throughout' the United States as eab as this fall. Section al% Title IV of Public,
LAW 93-3S0, authorized the Commissioner of Education to make grant to "effeet
incremental improvements in K-12 eareer education through one or at series of
exemplary projects," We want to take the years of research and development
that has 1)0011 underwritten 1)3 the Iowa Department of Public Instruetion. andshare the results with all schools. There is 110 advantage to inventing the wheel
if the wheel never turns!

I can report to you that our research and experience a ith the Project Discovery
adopter sites clearly indicates that ac have a positive solution to a eritieal
educational problem. The Learning Resources Cotter has sensed the great desire
by the general public that education and the %%odd of nor): become more closel3
related. Career education activities till that gap. Career education activities
co-exist with a strong -liberal arts" Ilrograni. Students deserve the right to learn
more about themselvestheir skills and abilities --in a variety of naysas theyPrepare for their future careers,

The biggest surprise of the project has been its applicabilli3 to special educa-
tion students, vocational technical school drop outs. and patients of niMital
institutions. We eau see evidenve of "turned ofi students being turned (01 to
learning once again through doing Project Discovery packages. The poor achiever
needs mere than reading aad Mathespeeiall3 the Junior nigh student. We've
seen students who refused all semblance of tcadelnics get interested In math
through the Surveying PackageOr the3 have seen the need for reading after
working through the Insurance Occupations Package. Large amounts of nione
are being .pout under Title L E.S.E.A.and I've seen impressive resultshut
schools need Co expand their horizons be3ond offering more remedial reading and
math courses to the exclusion of other kinds of survival skillsespecially at
the Middle and Junior High School levels. In a community college setting. the
packages, arranged as a career exploration colter, have served to recycle veva-
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tumid technit al students a ho were placed into a track totally unsuited to their
interests or ability, A group of ADC mothers have used the materials to discover
their interests and aialities and maw. lime discovered a career theme for the
first time in their Bees.

Credit should go to the Department of Public Instruction in Iowa for their
commitment to Project Disco% er3 1:3 funding its original development and for
heir willingness to share the results of the Project with others.
The major problems of Project Discover:t have been related to the need for

financing. Project de% elopment of this scope mould normally receive in exeess
of a million dollars leer yearand if such a project could have produced similar
results, it a ould have heel) e0S1effeetive. The Southwest Iowa Learning Re-
sources Center has creel ed a fraction of that amount of funding, In a small
rural communit3 such as Red 1)a h, lima, we still have the benefit of such "old
fashioned" ideals as cooperation, ingenui0, honesty, and Just plain hard %cork,
resulting in Project 1 dscovery.

A logical follow -up to the career exploration activities at the Junior High
School lend is the de% ulopment on in-depth training packages for the high school
level. Perhaps Not' should consider the possibility of allowing a portion of See-
tion 106 funds to be used for curriculum development activities to till out other
gaps in preparing people for more meaningful work experiences.

Hundreds of slovechrs have been given and books w ritten oil the need for career
education actkities. Students, local Boards of Education, and businessmen have
been the Heist resptaisk r to Project Discover so far. Most educators are now
t on% Owed of the need and a ish to do something to meet that need. It's time for
action. Project Discovery is the %Odd° for action at the Junior High School.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. HORNER, PRESIDENT, SOUTHWEST
IOWA LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

1\ fr. IloINER, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Back in 1971 we heard
speeches b Dr, Ma Hand and read books by Dr. Hoyt and out in Iowa
we a re naive enough to believe that what they ware saying can really
be done. We set about doing what they Were calling for. What we in-
terpreted they mere calling for was to develop exploration activities.

At least one part of what they asked for for junior high students
that being that middle component in valver education that is so vital
u here kids often get t wiled off to school and drop out to seek something
more interesting we started that program in southwest Town and
found ailliug teachers and sonic NN 1111114r administrators. But we didn't
have any tools to work w ith. We might just as well have started build-
ing a house without any hammers or saw.

So I set about building materials which could make a difference. We
learned Veil- quickly that the materials had to be interesting and rele-
vant and colorful and success oriented.

After that humble start we saw that if you were really interested in
creating good materials you give students a chance to change them,
make them better, rm ;se them. And on ;rive teachers a chance to make
suggestions and improve them. You don't ask teachers to create them,
necessarily. Often they don't have time. But you do ask them for help.
That we did.

So we expanded our area from southwest Iowa to 20 sites through-
out the United States, most of them located in the midwest. We are now

years down the road. And we are feeling very optimistic about what
good materials, well installed. can do for kids.

We have seen kids who were absolutely turned off to school. We
hay e seen kids w110 had decided to drop out of school come hack. under
the eondition that they could do packages. We are not asking a kid
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at his age to decide on a career. Rut we are asking him to look at the
options and look at them in a new way. We are asking him not to go
to the guidance connselor's office and select brochure~ off of the walls
and decide on a career. We are asking him to do activities that simulate
the real world. '('hat means materials that are in easy steps and have
real objects. If that calls for a blood pressure being taken. then you
nntst include in the package a bloinl pressure taper, whatever that is
called.

So we set about to dO t hat. We are now at a point where aye are able
to show the results of that work in the Corn' of real learning Intekages
811(1 we are in the process of having established in .200 school systems
throughout this country to benefit by %%hat has been done. %vhat has
been accomplished in our very sliecitic area of career exploration.

We know that there is a lot more that has to be done. from kinder-
garten to tith and front 9th to 11th and 12th and MTH after high
school.

Chairman Piamxs. To summarize in a sentence or two. the results
obtained front your exploration involved just what '?

'rr. Hoax ER. The results of exploration ?
Chairman PEntoxs. Yes.
)1r. IfonsEn. The objective of the exploration is quite simple. The

objective of the exploration is that the, student finds out what. he likes
to do and then further it he decides what he likes to do then he may
make a decision about a career. Tina doesn't mean deciding on an
occupation. But the student may decide lie likes to work with data
or maybe he likes to work with things. He then can go from there,
being a lot smarter about himself. to pinsue his career. lie knows more
about what he likes and what he doesn't like.

Chairman PlaukiNs. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Pr, Bowen. Go ahead, Pr. Bowen.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Lee Bowen follows:']

PREPARED STATEMENT OE 0. Li Bowels, SUPERVISOR Or CAREER EDUCATION,
DEPARTMF.NT OF CAREER EDUCATION, PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mr, Chairman and Members Of the Subcommittee, this statement is presentedfor your eonsideration in the interest of maintaining and further developing
mutual interest and support for Career Education at the federal, state and local
levels, Our school system and particularly, the Department of Career Education.
tinder the direction of 1)r. N. Edwin Crawford, are aware of the genuine concern
and qupport which your committee has maintained for the cause of furthering
the development of vocational education throughout the country. The materials
and publications which have been included as part of the testimony could not
have been realized without your funding considerations. We hope that these
documents will bear proof that your support has had an impact on students andstaff at the local levels.

You will find that the components addressed in the ancillary materials: 1) the
classroom teacher. 2) career development through guidance and counseling, 3)vocational skill training. 1) the business, industral, labor and professional
communities mitt, 5) the home and family are consistent with the U.S. Office ofEducation policies and guidelines, as well as, the Maryland State Department of
Education's Five Year Plan for Career Education.

It is difficult in, a short session to do justice to the many fine vocational and
non-vocational (nver education programs which are active in the Prince George's
County Public Schools. A sincere invitation is extended to the members of the
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,t ml their colleagues to visit with us aml view all or any phases
of lam unreel. education effort, kindergarten through mad. education.

The focus of this testimony will he on research and evaluation in the area
of Career 011ie:Won. There is n [Melly of data to support the impact of the
integration of eareer edueation into all existing curriculum. Legislators, boards
of edueation, parents and educators have not been satisfied with casual obser-
%afkons or platitudinous remarks concerning the positive effects of career edu-
cation in the schools,

We. as a department have hypothesized attitudes toward and knowledge of
the world of work become more positive amt greater because of the fusion of
career education into the eurieulum . yet, steps had not been taken to sub-
stantiate these obsenations. More Importantly, in a time of accountability nail
demand for "a return to the basin s." it was imperative to try to determine if
bask skills such as reading and arithmetic were being influenced by eareer
education. It w a., felt that findings which supported positive effects in these
areas would not only help lour system to better define its direction hot would
lend support to the unreel. education nimement both within and without the
county, state awl fellow si hoot systems. .\ research abstract is included width
tont:tins questions and findings of the questions aimed at students, teachers and
Invent, in both the c(igniti% e and affectke domains, The findings are positive
and encouraging. The full report which includes instrument analysis. statistics,
Ilibles and charts can be made inailable. The research abstract follows:

12 Esr,micti Ans. Taml Inws emizrat Ent.c.vriox WoaK? A CASE STUDY IN PRINCE
(liantott'S ('in'NTY, MARYLAND

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study was to determus. the effects of the integration of
unreer education into the existing u.structional programs of selected schools in
the Prince George's County School System,

Proponents for :in hielusion of career education as an integral part of the
instructional program assert that it inipro%es learning in the basic edurational
skills, e.g,, reading, and mathemat Cs, concomitantly with assisting pupils toward
the primary objethe of adequate preparation for an economically productive
life.

This interim progress evaluation is primarily addressed to the effects which
the career education program has in the area of basic educational skills. Impact
in related areas was sought, also. A prior study has shown that the integration
of career education into existing school curriculum at the sixth grade level
produced higher scores in the area of career knowledge for pupils in classes
where iiireer education hand been infused than for those sixth graders In control
schools who did not receive treatment.'

It was found an it study concerning fourth grade students that career related
field trips impro%ed the ability of students to identify and relate to the inter-
dependenee of ocenpations.'

DESCRIPTION

The career education program is at voluntary participatory experimental pro-
gram, whieh attempts to integrate careir knowledge, job attitudes, community
(business, labor, industrial,) parent volunteers %isitatiun program, etc., into the
daily (Alm at ional Curti( alit of the pupils. The Prince George's County School Sys-
tem pro% idis assistance to the participating.. schools by the career education staff
in the form of workshops, classroom guidance and limited financial assistance,
llowtqcr, the method of implementation of the specific career education program
iu each participating school was determined by the school staff. Subsequent
studio, are planned to determine which facet or combinations of the career edu-
eation program is operationally most effective as a vehicle for improvement in
Basic educational skills.

Bowen. 0 Lee, .t n hinlaation of Students in the Career Satellite Program in Selected
Elementary Schools of Prim( George's County, Maryland (Upper Marlboro, Maryland.
Priam. George's Public. School, 19731, Dissertation.

Gushed, 'Theresa ii , 'Ito Elf« t of the F Oa Trip on Fourth Grade Students' Ability to
Same Oren put lonx Boo ie. mar> taint . Bottle State College, 1971). Master's Them:,

1 P1"-^1
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PliOCEnUlaNs

lit addition to data I onctirning basic edutational skills, data were collected to
the t .11uvr related attitudes of students, parents and teachers. as a ell as

,Pccific tareta knowledge. Data were volleeted from selected (lasses of grades
one. three. six, set en. nine, eleven, and tw el% e of fourteen schools. Schools
matched oil the tailables were used as controls.

A total of thirteen data gathering techniques at re utilized in addition to the
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills and ti Iowa Tests of Edm atittnal elopment. SIN
of thirteen (nine front the FA IS Pron.( t at the t nit ersit3 of Florida t Smith.
1973) year were nett l3 constructed. tats mule from other projects in Trio((
ttetage's Como and one IOtttlpalion, and Careers hi forma tivit Buxscorei was
purchased vommercially.

Data were collected tat a posttest-oni) Nast. the last month of the 1073-7-I
,(hoot ear. Pi mow analysis tut Imitates wen the taw-tt ily analsi, of arlaucc
and tt o sample ttests.

Fite researdi questions were addressed in this preliminary report. The re-
eareh questions and summary results are presented below :

t 11 Is student learning affected by the Infusion Of Career Education 0011.
eepts and activities into the enrrieulum?

The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills and kiwi' Tests of Educational Development
were administered to appropriate class levels. When individual (lasses were
multioed at fuss schools w Main grade let ads to form experimental and vontrol

groups. the exptaiiiitaital samples st tired signifitantb higher tp<.01) in reading
awl :1110111aq with lX( Apt loll., of lith grade reading and the senior high language
usage and stainl studies.,

t t !h. pupils Mt sled in t meet' education acquire more know ledge about the
%%told of tt ork than do controls?

At each grade let with the exception of ninth grade) the experimental
groups Nvored higher than do controls. Statistical significance w as reached at
grade levels 6.7,11 and 12.

(3) Do puitils hit tilted in tareer education hate more posit it e career-related
t it toles than similar on-involved pupils?
Comparisons were made of the combined, first-, third-, and sixth -grade groups

on to ttiall altitude tow aril 01, ninitiOns. No difference was found in any of the
duet i.lsas fliere a ere out upatitnekt -treatment differences. The first-grade ex-
iierimental grim') scored more mishit OS on duress occupations, the control on one.
Two dillt rent es fat tired the controls at third grade and three at sixth. None
favored the experimental at these two grades.

At the jilting high let el, tlw on13 difference in career-related attitudes was
found .it the stAt (anti grade- -fat oring the experimental group. The senior high
tonbined espelintental group scored more positit 013 on four factors from the

grade 11-12 attitude form. No difference was found on one factor.
Do students int 'thud In curer education feel !nor positit e about school

and themselves as pupils than non-involved students?
This data w a, et/fleete(1 only at the elementary level. The first, and third-

grade .amities show ed uu signithaut relives tt Ian treated separately. How
titer.'then condoned, there was difiermice p ,07)) fat oring Ow experimental
gnaw No difference was resealed with the sixth-grade combined sample.

t:i) Do parents and teachers of students int olved in eareer education feel
more posit it t than those of nun-iliel%ed student, about the integration of career
ethleat ion into the regular day-liyalay curriculum?

The t onibined experimental group for teachers and fur parents scored higher
1.<..n1 than the etaitrol groups on the career education attitude forms.

CONCIXSIONS

iti COM IIIA011. on every question posed by this study, one or more of the vont-
limed total vNpel'allie11d:11 groups scored better than their coutrol:s. No differences
ill these group, wore Como' to fat to the control,. These results would seem to
t 'alarm that students int tilt ed iu tarter edut Mimi are different than those not
int olvcd. Howe% or, taw should be cant tolls ill attributing t allse to at* omi factor.
'flue method of sample selection, the lat b. of control of the experimental
tarem education at expo Imelda' :whim's. the lad. of pretest data, and the use
of pr% toustt maned IIIstrIlaient, are m1111e of the reamlz, for this eaution. The
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real %aloe of these data should accrue from improved instruments and refined
procedural techniques, as well as, from the more formal study of curriculum
teatbing and counseling techniques used in these schools with the most significant
dat a.

RECOMNIENDATIOSS

(11 The research is described as an interim report. Further studies are recom-
mended and needed,

(2) TU.: date when the evaluation was begun and circumstances precluded pre-
testing. It is urged that followup evaluations inelude a pretest-posttest capability.
A posttest only design is used %%Rh no real assurance that the experimental and
control groups were es ()qui% alent on key variables before the treatment
was applied. While s 111111ariS011 data is presented, it is insufficient. Differ-
ences found WI the posttest cannot. therefore, be truly tied to the effects of career
edneat ion.

(3) The treatment needs to be better specified. More treatment data is avail-
able, and will be incorporated into a final version of the report.

(4) The method of sample selection is a reason for caution. Future studies
will need a more sound selection process.

(5) Anothei caution is the use, in several instances, of untried instrmnents.
These instruments. as well as others. trill be examined and/or refined and re-
liability coefficients established.

(6) It has been noted that the data collected from school A was significantly
MOW positive than the rest of the indhalual or collective data. It is urged that
the educational program in school A be looked at critically and methodically in
search of a developmental model.

The presenter would be remiss nut to recognize two members of the audience.
Mrs. Theresa Gushee. Prevocational Coordinator. 7-9 and Mrs. Dora Kennedy,
Supervisor of Foreign Languages. who are responsible fur two of the most viable
and exciting career education programs in our schools. Materials are included
which describes their programs. It is hoped that they gill be given an opportunity
t respond to questions hi the session that follows.

A recent application made on April 16. 1975 to the S. Office of Education
for a $200,000 Career Education grhnt would enable us to utilize this data plus

an more resources to further develop exempla* programs and to build out-
stading career education models at the elementary school level.

On behalf of the Superintendent of Schools of Prince Georges County, Mary-
land, we thank 3 on. for the time and opportunity to be a part dif this hearing,

STATEMENT OF DR. LEE BOWEN, SUPERVISOR, CAREER
EDUCATION, PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY, MD.

Dr. Bowl:N. Mr. 'hairman and %dull remains of the committee, this
statement is presented for your consideration.

Chairman PlanuNs. Without objection your statement, will be in-
serted in the record. Yon may s11111111:11.1%P.

Dr. BoWI:N. All right, fine. We are here as practitioners. I have my
resident experts %% it It nw. the people who w 01 It On a daily basis with

ildren. Wu would like to respond to some questions that were asked
Of our predecessors.

We do support and fa ctn. funding. We have gotten funding- in the
past. We hat u a ppl hstl fort a veer II lonep, We are convinced

ith these me can enhance our total operation. kindergarten through
adult.

We hat e worked closelS with om lova! chamber of commerce in
Prince (eorat,s County. We I n t responded to national ehambur
quest ions and colleerns.

I would like on behalf of the county to xtend an invitation. We are
just 21) miles away. We can show you.
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Chairman PERK INS. We %%111 try to get out there. It is nearby. Maybe
we can take you up on that.

Dr. I3owEx. I don't know your social habits. You can stop by. We
can have an iced tea or a mint julip or ivhatcver ready.

I have been asked to talk about research and evaluation. My col-
leagues and I have sonic data. This is in the record in abstract form.
We have something like a Montgomery Wards catalog if you want to
look at statistics. The major thing we wanted to find out was if basic
skills. reading and writing. were affected by the integration of career
education into the curriculum. We were hoping that we could maintain
just a status quo of reading levels. 'We were surprised to learn that
there were sonic positive gains made in these areas. This is what some
legislators have been asking for. sonic proof. some data. to show that
t here has been improvement in those areas.

This is an interim report. We want to do more. We want to try to
substantiate in any way we can. We wanted to find out how youngsters
thought about themselves and work. This n as very favorable, as far
as the experimental groups were concerned.

When we surveyed the parents and teachers of students ..is was
also favorable. Another factor at which we looked was do boys and
girls as a result of being involved in these kinds of programs know
more about the world of work and have a better appreciation, more
knowledge, of the world of work. This was borne out. We found in our
study some schools which we feel could develop into model schools.

We would' like in the coming years to have summer workshop de-
velopment, (five these people some extensive traininr- and support so
that we could develop sonic models that could be emulated not only in
our school system but throughout the State and the country. What we
have to offer. if it is worthwhile, is certainly available to our counter-
parts around the country.

Tn conclusion, what you have before you tells the kinds of things we
have done. There are several recommendations. There is one item that

would like to read to emphasize that we are not bashful about fund-
ing. Recent application made April 16. 1975. to the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation for Career Education would enable us to utilize the data plus
many other resources to further develop exemplary programs and to
build outstanding cnreer education models at the elementary school
level.

For this coming year we have some excellent junior high school
programs.

Chairman Pi:iu Dr. Bowen. we will do our best to get out. I
notice that Dr. Collins has stated. glancing through 11;s statement. that
his main problem was funding. that he did not know from year to
year how much he would receive for a project.

Dr. Collins. do you feel that about the best thing we could do would
be to make sure that -ou receive funding for 2 or 3 years to provide
something like that in the bill? Would that stabilize the situation?

Dr. Cor.raNs. Yes, it would great ly help the kind of thing that we
are attempting to do because in dealing with people you have to he
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patient. You can't turn the world upside down overnight. When they
are not sure about your longevity, then they become a little itchy
themselves. So to answer your question succinctly, it would be a great
help.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment the entire panel. I regret
all these interruptions. You have been very helpful to the committee.
I hope the rest of the committee will read all these eloquent statements.
I hope to invite all of you back again sometime. We hope to write the
best possible bill. Let me thank you.

At this time the committee will adjourn subject to the call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 11 :50 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows :]

EDUCATION ACHIEVEMENT CORPORATION,
Waco, Te.r., May 21, 1975.Hon. CART. PERKINS,

House of Representatives,
Rayburn Mouse Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sin: I was in attendance at the open hearing on career education held
Tuesday, May 20. Education Achievement Corporation publishes career guidance
systems. We have been a minute part of the growing force of those concerned
with providing relevant learning experiences for all students in this great country
through the vehicle of career education.

There have been four years of exemplary projects designed to gather research
data on career education. I was astounded when Ms. Trotter, Dr. Snider, andDr. Hoyt did not give your question, "Do you need federal funding for career
education," a direct yes answer. I just can't understand it in view of the fact
that I have heard for the past three years literally hundreds of educators saying,"If we ever get funding we can realistically institute career developmentprograms."

Should we continue as Ms. Trotter, Dr. Snider, and Dr. Hoyt suggestedthatwe continue exemplary projects "to gather research data"we can probably
achieve the same results as have been achieved in the past four years, but nomore.

To assume that state and local government will implement career educationis also unrealistic. Florida is a prime example of a state that implemented
career education through state legislation for one year. This year it has been

, deleted.
The school administrators we have worked with throughout the country want

sustained funding to implement the change on a national basis and they want
it now. It is unrealistic for us to think that necessary change will be accom-
plished by school districts through diverting funds used for regular curricular
activities. It just won't happen.

It is my firm conviction that the concept of career education is an absolute
necessity for America to meet the needs critical to perpetuating a viable society.
Economic and personal responsibility ultimately depend on the individual's
ability to honestly make the following statements: I know who I am. I know
where I ora going, and I am responsible for myself and my country.

We are totally committed to the concept that teaching students first according
to their needs and to bringing essential skill developmenteither academic or
vocationalthrough the career development concept is the proper way to main-
taining an essential balance with American education and social responsibility.

Sincerely,
CHARLES T. HENNIOAN,

President.
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ELKHART COMMUNITY SCHOOLS,
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES CKNTLR,

Elkhart. Ind.
Mr. CAR!, Pmtur
Chairman, House Education and Labor Committee,
17.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PERKINS %%mild like this statement to be considered for inclusion
as part of the hearings on the topic of career edmation scheduled for April 21.
Inc hided in this statement will be a position consideration for where our dis-
trict is in its developmental ilork with career education. We in the educational
field have found it difficult to communicate to other educators, community leaders,
and the public in general the indepth understanding of the career education
movement For that reason we have developed this statement and use it %%hen
ue arc talking to groups about what we are doing in career education. The two
columns headed what career education is. and what it is nut head up some state-
ments that seem to be fairly well received by people vv nth little information about
what schools are doing in the area of career education.

All too often those not deeply concerned with the growth and development
process of young people fail to see the total intent, and the total developmental
contribution made by career education. Career education is not an effort on the
part of the schools to pump more vocational education, or occupational informa-
tion into the diets of the young people in the schools. For us in the Elkhart Area
Career Center it is a total effort to look at the developmental nature of career
choice and to plug in events that assist both the teachers and the students to
perceive the relationships between the school and the world of work. These
efforts have caused many of our educators to analyze what they are now doing
in view of where this can be applied to the world of work. In other words we are
causing a re-birth of content selection in the curriculum by focusing on our par-
ticular brand of career education.

Teacheruipily report to us that the in-sights provided to them by the career
education IfiTiport system has improved the basic skill development of all young-
sters in their charge. For these reasons ue want your conunitt/ to be aware of
our career education enthusiasm.

Sincerely,
lronAnn Moniasos,

Coordinator of Pupil Services.

ELCEP CAREER EDUCATION POSITION

WHAT CAREER EDUCATION IS

I. A recognition that the choice of an oq,cupation is a process, not simply
a one time event. uhich extends from approximately age six to the 21 and which
progress through differentiable periods of deliberation culminating in a more or
less satisfactory and satisfying compromise between personal needs. and occupa-
tional realities.

2. It is a recognition of the need to do a "relevancy sort" in the curriculum,
and extra curriculum experiences in today's school.

3 It is a recognition of the various levels of career development and the accept-
ance of responsibility to work with these developmental working needs, behaviors,
and skills in the context of the existing curriculum.

1. It is the recognition that localized relevant examples foster the teaching of
abstract concepts and functions in the present curriculum.

5. It is a recognition of the existence of direct relationships between the
skills and behaviors that enhance career development and the skills :and helms iors
that cause Ina ximum growth in a ( urri( ulum made up of highly relevant content
and concepts.

6 It is a recognition that three conditions are making teaching in the public
schools especially difficult these days: (a ) conflicting values. tb) the demands
of public accountability, and (e) the plinth between the conditions of mass educa-
tion and the ideal of providing the best education for each and every student
and that this pinch creates a need for some acceptable ordering focus in order
to put back into public education a developmental design.
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IIAT CAREER Enuc.riox is Nor
1 A belief that career (hob e is a time bound largely static event %which occurs

at the ciossroads of life uuall3 upon high school graduation, n hen an adolescent
takes .toek, 1 himself and the odd of nork and then decides what he is going
to do.

2. It is not a new coarse to be added to the list of courses in t odays school
nor a suggestion that replacement of al* (1)iirM 01 extra curricular experience
should take place.

3 It is not pressing students for ear13 career I twice. and then carl3 specializa-
tion because of a career field realization.

I It is not a series of disjointed and unrelated jaunts into the industries and
businesses of the community.

5. It is not asking a shift to accept shill de% elopment and behalior modification
for job (economic inan) seeking and job holding. as the on13 goal of the school.

6. Au effort to reduce public schooling to a son ice for business and industrial
interest.

April 15, 1975.
Mr. CARL Pranass,
Chairman, House Education and Labor Coninil I ice, U.S. House of Representatives,

Washingtmi.
Dear Mr, Perkins. I thought I would take this opportunity to express my feel-

ings eoneerning the work of collaborative career education.
I am certain 3 on are an are of the financial problems affecting many srmool

districts arilss the nation. District boards are lighting continuously to ba quiet.
the budget losing out to inflation and increased operating costs.

What does this have to do n ith career education? I maintain that school dis-
tricts have lost and are losing millions of dollars each year due to the horren-
dously high number of unex( used absences. Each time a student is absent the
district approximatel3 51,0 dollars per day. San Francisco loses over $300.000
( ach 3 ear. Napa lost $310,(XX) during 1972 and 1973. Students need to experience
relevant programs,

There is no ((tiler program philosoph3 other than career education that answers
to the needs of the students I3 harmonizing, collaborating and articulating the
world of school n ith the %%odd o' work Students need to feel they are a part
if relevant s3 stems designed to bro%ide them with motivating, and challenging

career directions.
The grassroots initiatives or impli melding and expanding existing career edu-

cation programs must not be ,lissolvee, Ii intensive federal subsidies. Local edu-
cational agent les should be moil% at ed aril making purposeful career education
curriculum changes without fe(u'ral mandates.

I %%mild strongly suggest that the House Education and Labor Committee
consider the following direetives 'o stati.s applying for funds:

1. School district grants directed f!..e state for federal career education funds
should include post se«aula n studies of experimental and control groups involved
with career education programs.

2. St hoot districts structure ample time and effort directed toward miti-
gating the high loss of A.D.A. funds. This %%mild create addithaml career program
monies,

I. Perhaps a nationnide federally supported stud3 correlating district A.D.A.
funds lust and the Inch of career education implementation on the district level
maild be most useful and productive in terms of providing career program
development.

I, Staten ide distribution to school districts should be encouraged. Often times
connt3 schools revel% 0 control over monies creating destructive dependenc3
Dist fiefs must be recognized as L.E.A. (Local Education Agencies).

5 Career guidance c onm.elor training institutes must be established. High
h ad counselors awl teachers by and large lure little expertise in career coun-

seling. or do they fully comprehend career education.
6. The c oration of career education task force committees will aid both comity

and district L.E.A. to plan, organize. direct and coordinate programs more effi-
(gently.

The September, October issue of the Journal of the National Education Asso-
ciation explored the problem origins that keep teachers from teaching more
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effecthely by asking the teachers. Tle concluded that parent apathy and student
indifference are the chief causes. Ilowei el, the Stanford Center for Research
neat to the students and asked similar questions. The results shorted that stu-
dents are 'turned On' to relevance in curriculum and that parents of disadvantaged
Were never 'lore interested in obtaining competent (Inver as nen as vocational
skills for their chilli en.

I would amireciatelhaiing the above remarks considered for inclusion as part
of the hearings on the topic of "Career Education" seheduled-for April 21.

Let's get i t 02gether . . . NOW
Sincerely.).

Youxo,
Work Experience Coordinator.
Napa Valley Cizified. Napa, Calif.

:.4r.vir. or ltiloo), Isi..tso AND PROVIDENCI: PLANTATIONS.
DEARTNIENT OP EDUCATION.

POrk/C/ICe. M., April 7, 1973.
110IL CARL D. PERKINS,

R('Prescatnfit'e, 2.3&' Rayburn lloane Office Building.
ll'ashington. 1).('.

Dr Au Mu. l'EnKiNs . 1 am sure that by lloii ) on are familiar with the fact that
the allocation formula of Title IV. P.L. 93-380. "Consolidation of Certain Educa-tion Programs" adversel affect 21 states. including Rhode Island. with a low
Ixipulation of school age children. This inequit t of distribution of funds was
never the intent of the Congress. There is sufbeient evidence that the Congress
intended individual states to maintain the funding levels in the consolidation as
they had in the categorical programs of previous years. This was done by mandat-
ing that consolidation u mild not become a reality unless specific trigger mech-
anisms were to insure that et cry state receive the same amounts of money in
the consolidation as they had previously.

Despite this. although the total amount of dollars for the consolidation portion
remains constant. the formula allows large states to gain significant amounts of
money al the expense of the smaller states. The most desirable method of :Miley-
ing some equity and reaching the intention of the Congress, is legislation which
would correct the ills of this allocation formula, Should the formula remain as
is. by FY '77 2 1 states would lose a major portion of funds iu programs eonsoli-dated in Title IV. In Rhode Island, the loss is over $500,000 and this amount
represents approximately 30 percent of the funds ne ordinarily would have
received within the categorical programs and notild necessitate the elimination
of many excellent programs which have been providing services to thousands ofRhode Island st wit nts I realize the political realities of changing an allocation
formula at this date and although I feel that this is the most desirable method
for Rhode island. there is an interim step which could be considered that would
insure that no state lose its funds. This step uould be it simple "hold-harmless
provision" at either the FY '74 levels or E1"77i levels of the program consolidated.
I must admit that any "hold-harmless" procedure is not the most desirable step.but it certainly will allow us to provide the same educational services until a
better and more equitable formula call he devised and enacted into InW.

have enclosed for your use some "hold-harmless" tables as well as tablesindicating the losses which we are about to realize. I would appreciate any
support you can provide in this matter. As always. I appreciate the efforts youhave made ill assisting the educational programs of our country, this ageneyand the students Of Rhode Island.

. Sincerely,

Enclosure.

18 zi

THOMAS C. SCHMIDT.
C9?/1//li3SiO/ter.
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WORK IIBET No. 2

Description . This is an actual s%orlsup of the amount of ilione3 needed to match
FY 74 distributions to each state under eaull of the consolidation parts. It also
illustrates each state's share of moue) not preN ions!) available for distribution
in those parts The third column of each part indicates the amount of distribution
to each state on the basis of a hold harmless at FY 74 levels plus those not
previously distributed funds.

WORKSHEET ON PROPOSAL FOR A HOLD HARMLESS AT FISCAL YEAR 1974 LEVELS

Part B Part C

Need to
match

fiscal yeas
1974

Share of
G, C, and T Total

Need to
match

fiscal year
1974 less G.

C, and T
Share of

distribution Total

Alabama. 2, 051, 730 296, 644 2, 348, 374 2, 828, 682 133,818 2, 962, 500
Alaska.. 206, 083 34, 006 240, 089 834, 568 14, 004 848, 572
Arizona.- 1,135, 191 168, 408 I, 303, 599 I, 767, 621 78, 579 I, 846,2001 Arkansas I, 138, 836 167,642 1,306, 478 1, 625, 981 73,911 1, 699, 692
California.... 10, 735, 821 I, 754, 276 12, 490, 097 13, 403, 026 726, 667 14, 129, 693
Colorado..., I, 356, 060 198, 948 1, 555, 008 2, 029, 605 91, 806 2, 121, 411
Connecticut_ . I, 635, 585 253, 948 I, 889, 533 2, 476, 828 112, 034 2, 588, 862
Delaware... 341, 766 52, 908 394, 674 982, 156 21, 784 I, 003, 940
Florida._ .. , 3, 564, 119 573, 036 4,137, 155 4, 770, 631 255,189 5, 025, 820
Georgia. 2, 674, 284 396, 088 3,070, 372 3, 584, 413 182, 055 3, 766, 468
Hawaii .. 474,673 72, 576 487, 249 1,114, 377 31,120 1,205,497
Idaho. 464, 907 68, 640 533, 547 I, 096, 388 30, 342 1,126, 730
Illinois 6, 147, 508 968, 772 7,116, 280 7, 713,185 409, 236 8, 122,421
Indiana 3, 054, 713 440, 254 3, 494, 967 3, 995, 913 199,172 4, 195, 085
Iowa I, 665, 494 241, 290 1,906, 784 2, 390,146 105, 810 2, 495,956
Kansas 1, 235, 055 186, 464 I, 421, 519 2, 009, 822 79, 357 2, 089, 179
Kentucky I, 896.451 275, 438 2,171, 889 2, 629, 847 122, 926 2, 752, 773
Louisiana 2,372,025 325, 060 2,697, 085 3, 016, 054 151,713 3,167,767
Maine 628, 208 89, 204 717, 412 I, 256, 269 38, 900 I, 295,169
Maryland....... 2, 303, 606 339, 430 2, 643, 036 3, 121, 513 154, 047 3, 275, 560
Massachusetts.. 3, 050, 525 468, 902 3, 519, 427 4,140, 444 206, 952 4, 347, 396
Michigan 5,458,713 816, 402 6,275,115 6, 552, 240 351, 633 6, 903, 873
Minnesota, ... .... 2, 369, 960 329, 570 2, 699, 530 3, 104, 128 150, 935 3, 255, 063
Mississippi . _ .. I, 372, 794 197, 318 I, 570, 112 2, 072, 007 92, 583 2,164, 590
Missouri.... _ _ 2,656,749 386, 448 3, 043, 197 3, 543, 151 170,385 3, 713,536
Montana.-- _ .. 456,131 65,598 521, 729 1, 086, 817 28,786 I, 115, 603
Nebraska.., .. 857, 329 129, 680 987, 009 I, 549, 134 56, 017 1, 605, 151
Nevada........ 298, 256 48, 934 347, 190 940, 479 20,228 960,707
New Hampshire. 448, 748 68, 440 517,188 I, 083, 294 29, 564 1, 112, 858
New Jersey., 3, 854, 929 603, 894 4, 458, 823 5,101, 897 264, 525 5, 366, 422
New Mexico , 733, 486 99, 500 832, 988 1 "6, 616 45, 902 1, 372, 518
New York. . , . , 9, 064, 619 1, 659, 850 10, 624, 469 11 ' , 008 629,415 12, 404,423
North Carolina.. 2, 871, 058 428, 380 3, 299, 438 3, 87., 454 192, 170 4, 063, 624
North Dakota... 392, 795 58, 868 451, 663 I, 531, 705 24, 896 I, 056, 601
Ohio 6, 253, 575 949, 530 7, 203, 105 7, 554, 656 399, 122 7, 953, 778
Oklahoma I, 461, 629 214, 248 I, 675, 877 2, 257, 268 92, 593 2, 349, 851
Oregon 1,157, 319 179, 692 1,337, 011 1,915, 078 77, 801 I, 992, 879
Pennsylvania_ 6, 458, 100 1, 022, 246 7, 480, 346 7, 909, 112 415, 460 8, 324, 572
Rhode Island. , 514, 055 81, 544 695, 599 1,186, 659 33, 454 I, 220,113
South Carolina . 1, 634, 365 229, 928 1, 864, 293 2, 302, 044 105, 032 2, 407, 076
South Dakota 430, 087 62, 192 492, 279 1, 065, 347 26, 452 1, 091, 799
Tennessee ... 2, 224, 803 333,116 2, 557, 919 3, 073, 502 146,267 3, 219, 769
Texas . . 6, 777, 532 1, 030,188 7, 807, 720 8, 035, 897 441, 135 8, 477, 032
Utah _ . . 741, 001 102, 054 843, 055 1, 349, 078 46, 661 1, 395, 759
Vermont_ . 284, 982 43, 214 328, 196 911, 537 17, 116 928, 653
Virginia. . 2, 615, 549 392, 202 3, 007, 751 3, 568, 459 176, 609 3, 745, 068
Washington I, 899, 298 281, 930 2,181, 228 2, 765, 985 124, 482 2, 890, 467
West Virginia 992, 654 148, 622 1,141, 276 I, 702, 723 63, 019 I, 765, 742

3 Wisconsin
Wyoming_

2, 761, 998
216, 892

382, 820
34, 048

3,144, 818
250, 940

3, 475, 475
849, 063

175, 053
13, 226

3, 650, 528
862, 289

District of Columbia_ 346, 687 62, 038 408, 725 I, 058,175 23, 340 1, 081, 515
Puerto Rico_ 2, 245, 050 254, 396 2, 499, 446 3, 295, 088 127, 594 3, 422, 682
Outlying areas _ 516,170 179, 088 695, 258 164, 686 78, 587 243, 273
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EAs rtaiN Ueetat PENIssl..\ INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL. DISTRICT,
lludyard, i1 ich...1.prit 4, 197.7.

Chau man. Hurts( Education and 1,abor Committee, 1'.S. House of Rcpresenta-
Iircv. Washinglim. 1).r,

Ilo...sonAttu Com.ithssm.ts . I v%utilki like to offer the following com-
ments on Career Education for the hearing scheduled for April 21. 1075.

Career Education i. happening on all levels and in all schools of the Eastern
Upper Pcionsula of higan. Although all si hook litue inNolvements, not all
s loio1s c 1: 12 eoordinat ion. This must be done 10 assure s',%stematie develop-
ment 411* the progra tn. With the recent emphasis from the C.S.O.E. and our state
do elopluents 1 am confident that coordination efforts are close at hand.

The Eastern Upper Peninsula of Michigan. three (utilities in the eleventh con-
v...1o11.1 I district. is AD area that must train students for "export" since local

cmplo mod (+poi t unit ie., are limited. 0111 students it shills do eloped t hrough
Voi atimiabEdui Altai" ha% e access (0 eniplo3 molt opportunities. "Career Educa-

tion" pro ides students M ith self idontilii at ion, c artier eaplurat DM. decision Milk-
ing ,hills. and athcua Vocational Edit& atom. We must hoe all these component
to assure success of the students.

Student, of urn' area hate the choice of the Area Vocational Center. Over 31)
program, are a %ailable to pro% ide students 't\ entr, lo el skills. Placement
,4,11 icv, are aNallable to trained student, from the Shill Center. Last year 0%
70 percent of tliV t tlents, desiring placement. 'a ere pia( ed in employment.

Zhu' basic need is continued emphasis and support from U.S.O.E. iu 111:1 111WM CC
dill limited fund, to assure Laser% ke programs for teachers. Teachers are the
hey to educating, in or out of the elassromm

In :IDDITChll ion of your attention to t his mat ler. 1 C011111 I 11.
Sincerely yours.

Rom ur W. tVit.Es,
.1xsixiont Superintendent for Career Edaration.

Pr.olthk Punta' Set
Peoria. Ill.. April 1, 1975.

Mr, CARI PERKINS.
'ha it man. lionm Education and Labor Commit t( C. 1%8. 'louse of Repr(scata-

tire. W(tshington, 1).r.
DLAR Jlii. Pt It FANS.. One of the tenets of American socie1 mhich has helped

to make it -I long i. the belief that each person ha, the right and responsibili0
to II% e a productie life. Unfortunateb. grim hig numbers of our citizens are
abandoning this "%% 'irk ethic" in fa% or of 11 "M elfa re ethic" or "criminal eddy"
or "hedonistic ethic".

1 ,upport the (Mice of Education', "career education- nio einem because I
.C11 that it, implementation can re% Utilize the Process of educating Ad-

dicm and young people for at lifetime of productctc endeavor. In our community.
veer education ha, pro% ided the impetus for reducing the isolative nature of

public 1 hool, a nature NN 11 tend, to institutionalize its charge,. The result
his liven the pro1,1ini of a more C1111i111 11111 centered. student participatory cur-
t b u bun \aIii)ii helps to ouiniitati young people into the 111,11 stream of society
rather than Io isolate them from society.

1 Iv.pcctftll, request that Oil con,ider the statement alio% e for inclusion as
part of the "Career Education" hearings scheduled for April 2 1. 1975.

Sincerely yours.
CHESTER W. prGGER.

Ed. 1).. Direotor of ,Pertotdar1/ 'Murat ion.

num,: LAKE PCM.te Sen001s.
Devils Lake. N. flak,. Vomit 27. 1975.

Mr, ("Ara. Pnixiss.
rhairnion. lion& Edueal km and halo» rontaittt«,. 110use of Rem esenta-

tires. Washington. DJ',
Tilt Ito's-CW.1M Mit PI-XI:INS: As ail educator in the Ito ils Lake. North Dakota

public schools. I feel compelled to share im let% s on the present status of Carver
Education and its direct affect on our young people.
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Although our rural, agricultural setting dictates agri-business industry, farm-
ing is becoming most difficult for young people to anticipate as a future vocation.
We have had to help young men and women investigate alternatives and seek
options open to them in other fields.

We are prideful in our exports of wheat and flax. However, we are shameful
that the y ming, college educated people must leave our state to seek employment,

Recently a state - nide circulated newspaper revealed a survey taken of seniors
at North Dakota Stale University. In essence the students were saying, we want
to stay in North Dakota, but what will I do?

For years. v.e in education have been teaching the subject disciplines without
relating the practicable applicability. Much of what we have been doing has
been done "to" the kids, not "for" them.

Career Education, in the elementary and secondary schools of Devils Lake,
accentuates tun significant concepts: (1) expose young people to various °cot-
Nihon, allon them to explore vocations of interest and correlated to their
aptitude and abilities; (2) relate the functional use of classroom subject mat-
ter so students see the significance and application of knowing the academic
skills.

It is good to know that those of you who are in a position to determine the
future of such programs as Career Education will listen and review its merits IN
seen front the practitioners vantage point.

Please emisider niy comments for inclusion as part of the hearing on the topic
of Career Education which, I understand. is scheduled for April 21.

Thank you.
Respeelfully.

Mr, CARL. Pfauctss,
Chairman, house Kdueation and hobo:. Committer, U.S. House of Representa-

tives. Washington, D.C.
Dr.mt MR, Pilau Ns Career Education in Palm Beach County, Florida. is an

extremely important part of the school system. It is a concept %%Melt is integrated
throughout our school programs. front K-12, including vocational preparation and
career guidance.

Our county guidance association enthusiastically supports the withal of Career
Education by haing planned career-related self-an armless and values clarifica-
tion aetivities in the elementary years. exhaustive career exploration in the
middle years, thorough ea reer planning assistance in the senior high years, and
placement assistance at the time of school exit. Much more time and money is
needed to provide the training for counselors to accomplish these tasks

Approximately 1,000 of our matuty's 3.000 teachers have included Career Edu-
cation activities in their instructional programs since we began pro% Wing train-
ing for them two y ears ago. Nearly 20,000 students in 30 of our schools have
benefitted from tins instruction. Plans for school year 1975-70 include Career
Education Instruction in 05 of our ST schools. Obionsly the success is cmtagiou,

Our community support has been overwhelming, Well 04' 3,00(1 community
people uincludiug parents, have become al ely involved in the instruction of
children in simple nays. such as field trips and guest speaking. and in more
extensive ways. sueli as oneday "shadon ing", explorer post career hist menial
and semester-long internships. Students are learning first-hand what it is like
to work in the real %%told before they get the complete responsibility for support
mg themselves. They find out n hat they can and eannot do: %%hat they do and do
not like,

Our cooperation with vocational education is extensive. Because of better
career guidance more and more students are seeing the need to acquire a salable
skill before they leave school: thus, more aml mare students are better prepared
to enter the work world when they lease svhool. Concurrently, those students
who go on to college (I() so because they want to.

:form M. OUSTON.,

THE Smoot, BoAtto,
OF PALM BEACII COUNTY, FLA.,

West Palm Beach, Fla., April 14, 197.5.
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Career Education in Palm Beach County has been a critical factor in makingeducation relevant for our students, educators, and community people. We needcontinued support from the national level, particularly in encouraging alterna-tive ways for community people to cooperate in providing educational opportuni-ties for young people.
We are the local level have developed a good deal of expertise Over the past two3ea, We seriously need state and federal support to insure that Career Educa-tion continues to produce positive results.
I am extremely pleased that Career Education has been included in the hearings--eheduled for April 21. Please include the Palm Beach County experiences as anexample of what Career Education can do.

Yours in education,
R. LAwatscE Ltss,

Director, Career Education.

CONGRERS OF THE UNITED STATES.
II0USE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., May 22, 1975,Hon. yell. PERKINS.
Chairman. Elementary, Neeondary. and Vocational Education Subcommittee.

Rayburn House Office Building. Washington. D.('.
DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: Enclosed is a statement from Virginia Flores, CounselSupervisor of the St. Paul Public School system. I request that it be made partof the May O. 1975 hearing on career Moo t ion.
With every good wish, I ant

Sincerely yours,
ALBERT II. QUO:.Enclosure.

Public edncation continues to pass through a crisis period in which it is scruti-nized from many different points of view. We have less protest and violence atpresent, but we still have not answered all of the "hard q*.,otions." Do weinterpret progress to mean that anything new is necessarily better? For any-thing to be relevant in the here and now. must it discredit the past ? Doespoverty have to be an over-riding fact of life for any group of students? Canwe prevent student isolation and through meaningful work give all childrenregardless of race a sense of belonging?
These are questions that concern counselors as they examine their values,their methods, their learning environments, and their standard of excellencewith the holm that they can make a true "difference" in the lives of the studentsthey serve.
Leadership for guidance counselors must flow from the ..' nal level. Toplace adequate importance OD this educational function, it w be highly de-sirable to create an office of Career Guidance and Counselin Lit a directorwho reports directly to the Commissioner of Education.If this is not possible. we would support putting the Career Guidance andCounseling Act of 1975 into the office of Career Education so that it can serveall bureaus of the U.S. Office of Education. We strongly oppose including thisact in the new vocational education legislation and leaving it only in the Bureauof Occupations and Adult Education, because of many irreconcilable manage-ment problems that it creates at the local school district level. We must avoidfriction, needless competition for the dollars, and duplication of effort.Counselors in St. Paul share my deep appreciation for the leadership you haveshown in getting necessary Career Education legislation introduced. We feelyou are the "advocate" in Congress for our profession. but more important, thatyou speak for the educational needs of young people today in a voice that is beingheard everywhere.
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